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INTRODUCTION

ckground

The Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MMT) Program was established to

grade manufacturing facilities used for the production of Army materiel, and

such, provides direct support to the Industrial Preparedness Program. The
nufacturing Methods and Technology Program consists of projects which

ovide engineering effort for the establishment of manufacturing processes,

chniques, and equipment by the Government or private industry to provide for 0

mely, reliable, economical, and high-quality quantity production means. The

ojects are intended to bridge the gap between demonstrated feasibility and
11-scale production. The projects are normally broad based in application,

e production oriented, and are expected to result in a practical process for

oduction. The projects do not normally include the application of existing

ocesses, techniques, or equipment to the manufacture of specific systems,
mponents, or end items, nor do they apply to a specific weapon system

velopment or a product improvement program.

IT Program Participation

MMT Programs are prepared annually by AMC Major Subordinate Commands.

iese programs strive for the timely establishment or improvement of the

nufacturing processes, techniques, or equipment required to support current

kd projected programs.

project proposals (Exhibits P-16) are submitted to the appropriate MMT

ogram office. A list of offices is provided in Appendix I. Additional

iformation concerning participation in the MMT Program can be obtained by
intacting an office listed or by contacting Mr. James Carstens, AUTOVON
13-5113, or Commercial (309) 782-5113, Industrial Base Engineering Activity,

ick Island, IL 6(299-7260.

In anticipation of the lengthy DOD funding cycles, projects must be
ibmitted in sufficient time for their review and appraisal prior to the

!lease of funds at the beginning of each fiscal year. Participants in the

•ogram must describe manufacturing problems and proposed solutions in Exhibit

16 formats (see AR 700-90, 15 March 1982, for instructions). Project

nager offices should submit their proposals to the Command that will have

.ssion responsibility for the end item that is being developed.

intents

This report contains summaries of 94 completed projects that were funded ,

the MMT Program. The summaries are prepared from Project Status Reports

:CS DRCMT-301) and Final Technical Reports submitted by organizations ".

ecuting the MMT projects. The summaries highlight the accomplishments and

" " 'r - " - " "" - " ". . . . ,
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benefits of the projects and the implementation actions under way or planned.
Points of contact are also provided for those interested in obtaining addi-

tional information.

The MMT Program addresses the entire breadth of the Army production base
and, therefore, involves many technical areas. For ease of referral, the
project summaries are grouped into six technical areas. The technical areas
are: CAD/CAM, Electronics, Inspection and Test, Metals, Munitions, and Non-
Metals. Abstracts were prepared to highlight projects which achieved note-
worthy accomplishments.

This report was also organized and bound to facilitate its disassembly. A

disassembled report may be used to selectively circulate certain summaries and
for filing of selected summaries for future reference.

The Summary Reports are prepared and published for the Directorate for
Manufacturing Technology, AMC, by the Manufacturing Technology Division of the
US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity (IBEA) in compliance with AR 700- 0
90. The report was compiled and edited by Mr. Wayne R. Hierseman and ably
assisted by Ms. Eileen Griffing, Ms. Debbie O'Connor and Ms. Sally Weckel with
the typing and graphics arrangements.
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temperature distribution elastic deflection, bulk shrinkage and other pertt-
nent data had to be calculated using finite elpment analysis. Task three
consolidated all the mathematical analysis into an overall interactive
graphics system. The nain program was called SPBEVL. It was developed by
Battelle and is written in CDC FORTRAN. Spiral bevel gears are different
from other types of gears because they cannot be illustrated entirely with
simple geometric drawings. To determine accurately the tooth bearing load 0

required a 2-D finite element analyses. This was the objective of task
number four. At the completion of the four tasks, a demonstration of the
interactive graphics developed under Phase I was arranged. At this point the

effort was ready to enter Phase II.

Phase 11 was broken down into five (5) tasks: preform design, tool 0

design, manufacturing of forging dies, forging trials and finishing and
dimensional checking of forged gears. The CAD/CAM designed preform was
designed as a solid ring with outer dimensions as close as possible to the
outer dimensions of the finished gear. This task was very important to the

cost aspects of forgings; 15 percent of the forging costs are in flash mate-
rial of little recoverable scrap value. The CAD/CAM designed preform pro- 0

duced no flash. Task number two took advantage of the interactive system
developed in Phase I. The tooling was designed to optimize material flow.
Task number three used CAD/CAM methods to see that the electrode (Electro-
Discharge Machining (EDM) was used to create the gear impressions on the die)

geometry accommodated all corrections needed for accuracy. The following
materials were used: near-net gear die, hot work steel H-il, net gear die, 0
hot work steel H-13 and billet material. 8620 steel. Task number four
involved the actual production of a finished spiral bevel gear. A 3,000 ton
mechanical forging press was used. To heat the preforms, a specially
designed induction coil was used with an Infrared temperature measuring
instrument to monitor forging temperature. After forging, the gears were
placed teeth down in a sand-graphite mixture to reduce oxidation of the teeth S
during cooling. After two series of trials where minor problems occurred
requiring small changes, a gear of excellent surface quality and superior die
fill was produced. Task number five Involved finishing the forged gears on
conventional gear cutting machines and checking them for dimensional accuracy
on a computer controlled coordinate measuring machine. Figure I shows a

finished spiral bevel gear.

Figure 1 - A Clcaned Net Forged Gear

C-8
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCT-302)

MMT Projects 478 5024 and 479 5024 titled -CAD/CAM Techniques for Optimum
Preform and Finish Forging of Spiral Bevel Gears" were completed by the US
Army Tank-Automotive Command in March 1983 at a cost of $200,000 and

$345,000, respectively.

BACKGROUND

The traditional way of die design and manufacture is to us' information
developed by extensive experience along with trial and error. There have
been many attempts to produce precision forgings of spiral bevel gears. A
program using High Energy Rate Forging (IIERF) techniques was initiated, and
while valuable information concerning many aspects of forging was obtained, S
premature failure of dies due to plastic deformation occurred. Recent work
has been done using powdered metals to produce forged spiral gears. The
study resulted in quality material but additional work was needed in die
design, dimensional control of bevel gear tooth form, metallurgical quality
and inspection. The common denominator in all these studies was that, at

some point, trial and error had to be used to develop a precision part. In S
none of the publicized development results (at the time of this effort) is
there any reference to applying computerized techniques in die design and
manufacture. The use of CAD/CAM technology can reduce the trial and error
time and be applied to the entire family of bevel gears (straight, spiral,
zoral and hypoid).

SUMMARY

This effort was divided into three (3) phases, the first two are the
subject of this report.

Phase 1: Optimize the design, manufacture and life of dies used in
precision gear forgings by computer aided design techniques.

Phase II: Demonstrate effectiveness of CAD/CAM by manufacturing spiral
bevel gears using computer aided manufacturing techniques.

S
Phase Ill: Apply CAD/CAM techniques and conduct forging trials and

tests. This phase is currently in process.

Phase I was divided into four (4) tasks: transformation of dimensional
data into computer compatible digital data, CAD of forging dies, development
of an interactive CAD system and finite analysis of gear tooth loading. To S
complete task number one required deriving vector equations that simulate the

spiral bevel gear cutting process using the kinematics of the Gleason gear
cutting machines. To obtain the design accuracy required by task number two,
the geometric variations between the finish forging die and the forged gear

had to be correced. Many variables such as stress distribution, load,

c
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Phase I was divided into three tasks: Task 1, transformation of
dimensional data into computer compatible digital data, Task 2, computer-
aided design (CAD) of form dies, and Task 3, development of an interactive

CAD system. In Task I the gear tooth geometry was generated by simulation of
the motions of both hob and shaper cutter cutting machines. For defining the
tooth geometry, standard equations were used to simulate the gear cutting 0
process. All data required for the computations was obtained from standard
summary sheets developed by gear designers and the geometry of the cutting
tool. Task 2 involved the development of the CAD for the forming die. The
geometry of the forming die differs from that of the formed gear because of
shrink fit, heating of die, elastic deformation during forming, unequal
coefficients of thermal expansions of billet-die and shrinkage due to 0
cooling. To get an accurate formed gear all of the above geometric factors
must be taken into account. Two different methods were employed to model
elastic deflection; the "slab method" and Finite Element Method (FEM). Bulk

shrinkage due to temperature was done using simple heat transfer analysis.
Dimensional shrinkages caused by changes in the inner die were modelled using
the "slab method". Task 3 involved the development of a interactive CAD S
system. A graphics oriented CAD program called GEARDI was developed and
written in VAX FORTRAN. GEARDI enables the user to design an entire family
of spur and helical gears.

BENEFITS

There are a number of benefits gained by adopting a CAD/CAM cold forged
process. The tangible benefits are the cost savings and reduction in
production time. There is an estimated savings to investment ratio of 2.16.

IMPLEMENTATI ON

Eaton Corporation is the subcontractor with the responsibility for
producing the prototype gears. Eaton has plans to adopt this process upon
the completion of Phase II of the effort.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from the Tank-Automotive Command's
final technical report for Phase I "Establishment of a CAD/CAM Process for
the Production of Cold Forged Gears", DAAE07-82-C-4063 or by contacting Don
Ostberg, US Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, MI 48090, AUTOVON
786-5814.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island,
IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY .
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-302)

0
MMT Project 482 5005 titled -CAD/CAM Process for the Production of Cold
Forged Gears" was completed by the US Army Tank-Automotive Command in
September 1984 at a cost of $284,000.

BACKGROUND 0

The cold forging process is being used today to produce small gear
blanks. The process has not proved feasible for larger gear blanks due to

residual stresses and excessive distortion introduced during the
manufacturing process. The cost is high using traditional design methods
because they depend on extensive trial and error methods. Since cold forming 0

processes offer potential savings in labor and material as well as
improvement in product quality, it would be advantageous to have a method of
not only designing target size gears but to be able to design families of
gears. The use of CAD/CAM gives industry the tool to accomplish the task of
designing and manufacturing cold forged gears.

SUMMARY

The project was broken down into two phases; Phase I, the development of

a computer-aided design (CAD) program for cold forged gear dies and Phase II,
the computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) of gears using the results of Phase
I. This report summarizes work done for Phase I (figure 1).

. DATAO IL

PRODUCTMATE .

GEOMER . FRICNCEFIIN
. FORGIGCNIOS

*STRESSES PRELIMINARY DESIGN . VOLUME DISTRIBUION

TEMPERATURES FINISH4 FORGING DIE . TOTAL ILLET VOLUME

* IEDELE~iNSDIE DESIGN . METAL FLOW ANALYSIS
* DIE IR SSUIJRS AND CORRECTIONS * FORGING SIMULATION

* GER DSTORION IINTERACTIVE)

* LOADIENEllGy * FINAL FINISH DIE * PREFORM DIEDESIGN

* PlESS CAPACIT I . DIE HOLDER DESIGN . DIE MOLDER DESIGN

N C MACHINING OF PREFORM AND
FINISH FORG NG OfES

(OR ELECTRODS OF EON)

Figure 1 - Major Steps Common to CAD/CAM Methods Used

For Forging Die Design and Manufacture
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DATA GENERATOR
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AND TRANSMITS DATA

SYSTEM CONTROLLER

0 TRANSMITS DATA
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WORE WIRE WIRE WIRE WIRE ;-
PREPARATION REELING TERMINATION QUIEWING LAY-UP

MEASURES. SPOOLS AND 0 PREPARES •UNSPOOL •ROUTIN. "-i-
| ARKS AND TRANSFERS WIRE ENDS AND TRANSFER CONNECTOR

CUTS WIRE MATERIAL MATERIAL INSERTION.
HARNESS TYING.

Figure 1 - Block Diagram of RWIIAS

wire lay-up subsystem and then transfers the empty canisters back to the wire
termination subsystem. The wire lay-up subsystem performs the actual wire
harness assembly. It routes the prepared wires into the correct geometric

configuration. Used in conjunction with required communication interfaces,

the RWHAS operates as a highly efficient and time saving system.

BENEFITS

The RWHAS will do away with the monotonous and erT', r prone manual assem-
bly system. There will be a definite reduction in wire harness assembly

costs and improved productivity. The projected cost savings over a 10 year
period is over 7.5 million dollars.

IMPLEMENTATI ON i

Implementation cannot be realized until completion of Phase III of the

effort, 384 1109.

0
MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting J. Anderson, AUTOVON

746-2147 or Commercial (205) 876-2147 or by obtaining the Army Missile
Command's final technical report "Robotized Wire Harness Assembly System"
with Appendix (the report is in two volumes), US Army Missile Command, Red-

stone Arsenal, AL 35898-5270.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing P

Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock

Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCaT-302)

MMT Project 382 1109 titled "Robotized Wire Harness Assembly System" was
completed by the US Army Missile Command in June 1984 at a cost of
$1,005,000.

BACKGROUJND

Wire harness assembly methods have been virtually unchanged for 40
years. The old method of workers laying out the wiring harness on a vertical
forming board is still in use today. Advanced equipment has become more
widely used for some assembly operations. The equipment is mostly semiauto- -.

matic and is not applied to the entire assembly operation, therefore, many
tasks are still done manually. The wiring harness assembly operations in use

today can be monotonous and repetitous, leading to boredom and errors by the
workers. A fully automatic system could solve the many problems of a manual
system.

SUMMARY

The Robotic Wire Harness Assembly System (RWHAS) is a collection of com-
puters, special equipment, communication interfaces, vendor software and
application programs. This collection of parts is integrated together to
form an automatic and computerized method of assembling electrical wire har-
nesses. A description of a wire harness is stored in the computer data
base. An operator provides the appropriate material, then the system pro-
ceeds to fabricate the wire harness. Once the system starts, the only opera- •
tor intervention is for possible fault correction. The RWHAS Is comprised of

seven elements; data generator, system controller, wire preparation, wire
reeling, wire termination, wire queueing, and wire lay-up. Figure I depicts -.

the basic structure of the system.

The data generator will take a computerized description of the wire har- .

ness and generate sequential data for each of the subsystems plus set-up
instructions for the operator. The information that the data generator pro-
vides will be supplied by either manual entry, text editor or a CAD/CAM data

base. The data generator provides sequential data directly to the system
controller. The system controller uses the data from the data generator to
control the five remaining elements or subsys'tems. The five subsystems pro- .O
vide the actual wire harness fabrication. The wire preparation subsystem
selects a single wire from one of sixteen available reels. The wire is
spooled onto a canister by the wire reeling subsystem, there it will be
transferred to the wire termination subsystem. The wire preparation sub-
system has a multitude of tasks, such , .rformfng wire end preparation,
calibrating the wire, handling full and empty canisters and wire drop-off. O
The wire queueing subsystem transfers the wire from full canisters to the

C-3 -
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Figure 1 - Tropel CGH Interferometer Design

ography and this plot is then reduced to the required size. The computer

generated holograms are then used to convert the spherical wave front. The
interferometer is then set up into a readable aspherical fringe system that
will show fabrication errors.

BENEFITS

The results of this project will allow the manufacture of high quality

germanium lenses at a faster rate and lower costs. The asphericity of the
optical elements will result in the need for fewer lenses, therefore a 0
lighter system.

IMPLEMENTATION

Hughes Optical is currently using this process in a development program

of their own.

IMRE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from Mr. James R. Adamson, Night
Vision & Electro-Optics Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060, AUTOVON

354-6666 or by obtaining a copy of the final technical report "MMT Optical
Fabrication" published by the ERADCOM, Night Vision & Electro-Optics Labora-
tory, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock

Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TEC1HNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 277 9845 titled "Numerically Controlled Optical Fabrication" was
completed by the US Army Electronics Research and Development Command in
August 1982 at a cost of $364,500.

RACKGROUND

In an effort to improve methods for producing spherical and aspheric ger-
manium lenses for Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) systems MMT project 277
9845 was undertaken. Conventional methods are currently used to produce ger-
manium elements with spherical surfaces, however they are very expensive.
Germanium requires much grinding, laborious finishing and tedious inspection
operations. It would be advantageous to use aspheric lens element as opposed
to spherical. The aspheric system only requires six or seven lenses while a
spherical system needs about nine. Efficient production techniques for
aspherical optical surfaces have not been available. This project's goal was
to produce cost-efficient spherical and aspherical lens elements.

:O

SUMMARY

It was determined during the fabrication phase of this project that
extensive tooling would have to be designed and built. The limited number of
lenses required did not warrant the cost involved, therefore it was decided
that the germanium blanks be purchased in a preshaped condition. The remain-
ing part of the project was devoted to developing the process of generating
aspheric lenses using Single Point Diamond Turning (SPDT) on a numerically
controlled machine. Involved in the development phase were the following:
software development, vacuum chuck design and test equipment.

To cut a generalized aspheric surface required the development of custom
software, since commerically available NC software lacked the pre-programmed
sophistication for cutting a general aspheric surface. An explicit form of
NC programming known as "point-to-point" mode of operation was used to cut
the surface. The aspheric Rurface was figured then transferred to the NC
machine. All aspheric surfaces were cut using this software. A special fix-
ture had to be designed to secure the lenses to be fabricated. A vacuum
chuck made of porous sintered bronze was designed with a spherical surface; . -
the lenses, which were spherical on one surface were placed on the chuck and

the aspheric surface was then cut.

To test the lenses a mirrored interferometer system was employed. The
system used to test the mirror and lenses was the Tropel Model 4000 interfer-
ometer, modified to accept a hologram. See figure I on the next page. The
test method is called Computer Generated Holography (CGH). A ray trace of

the aspheric mirror/lens to be tested is done by a computer system especially

programmed for this purpose. The output is plotted using electron-beam lith-

C-1
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Project Number Project Title Page

179,80,81,82 7113 Composite Rear Fuselage (CRF) Manufacturing N-4
Technology

The major thrust of this effort was to develop and demonstrate cost
saving manufacturing methods for building primary airframe structures
with composite materials. The UH-60A Blackhawk rear fuselage was
selected as the demonstration component because of its inherent complex-
ity and labor intensive construction. Preliminary studies showed that
the rear fuselage parts count and associated labor could be substan-
tially reduced by changing from metal to composite structural materials. 0
Success was attained by perfecting an approach to cocure large complex
structures. The CRF is 38Z more economical to manufacture than the
current metal UH-60A rear fuselage. Eventual cost savings are projected
at $19,100,000. An additional benefit is a 10% weight reduction. The
CRF is currently undergoing flight qualification testing.

H80 9897 Surface Acoustic Wave Resonator and E-33
Reflective Array Devices

Requirements exist for small reliable RF/microwave frequency sources
that consume little power, use low voltages and are highly stable over a
range of temperature and other environmental conditions. The
fundamental frequency of operation for currently available devices is
limited to about 50 MHz. This frequency limitation is caused by the
inability to produce the extremely thin physical dimensions required for
higher frequency operation. This project was initiated to solve theseproblems. The ion beam etching process of the crystals was established 0

as a viable production process for relatively large (6 in. long) lithium
niobate devices. Using this method, devices with frequencies over 100
HRz can now be produced at rates of hundreds/month. Results of the
project have been implemented at two different contractors. Potential
applications include MILSTAR, SIGINT and cruise missiles. Expected cost
savings are $3.6 million.

7 0
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Project Number Project Title Page

579, 80 4062 Automated Manufacturing Systems for Mortar MU-I
Increment Containers

Mortar increment containers have typically been manufactured on a

developmental basis, by manual methods and in small quantities. During
Mobilization, large quantities of containers would be required. At
present, costs are high and the small manufacturers are not capable of

meeting Mobilization requirements. This project developed a high pro-
duction and cost effective system to meet Mobilization needs. The new
prototype slurry vacuum forming manufacturing/assembly system developed
for containers can reduce labor requirements from 20 operators to 6
operators. This should reduce unit costs by 50-75%. The prototype

lines to be built and tested will be made available to the private S
sector through competitive part buys.

57T, 76 4302 Acceptance Criteria for Continuous MU-3

Single Base Propellant

Acceptance and homogeneity limits for propellants is heavily depen-
dent on actual ballistic testing. Testing and collection of data also
requires extensive production runs. This effort was initiated to esta-

blish nonballistic acceptance and homogeneity limits. It was focused on
Ml propellants produced on the Continuous Automated Single Base Line

(CASBL). A Simplex Measuring Microscope and a chemiluminescent tech- S

nique to measure shifts in NOx levels are used. The instrument chosen
provides a convenient method of artifically aging a propellant sample
while automatically analyzing for evolved oxides of nitrogen. Changing

the testing and quality assurance program from the batch method to the

new techniques for CASBL processing 2.4 million pounds of Ml propellant
can save approximately $600,000/year. U

574 6571 Engineering in Support of the Mortar Ammunition MU-12
Metal Parts Modernization Program

* A new mortar projectile metal parts manufacturing line was esta-
blished at Riverbank Army Ammunition Plant. The existing method of man-

ufacture of 60mm XM720 was unsuited for the new metal parts production
line. Besides the need for a new process that would be compatible with

the new line equipment, it was necessary to check the feasibility of

eliminating or combining certain operations. It was also decided to

0 analyze the effects of using powder metals, alternate wrought steels on -
metal parts and alterations of thermal treatment processes. The project

" was successfully accomplished over a number of years by dividing it into
eight phases. It has now been implemented at Riverbank AAP for the pro-

duction of both 60mm and 81mm mortar projectile metal parts. Savings
per part is estimated at about $0.15 and sav.,6s in equipment purchased

is estimated to be over $1,750,000. Net estimated savings on heat

treatment equipment is over $4,000,000.

6. .......... .. .



Project Number Project Title Page

677 7201 Artillery Weapons Firing Test Simulator 1-28

Live-firing has been virtually the only accepted method of testing
large caliber gun mounts and recoil mechanisms since the advent of wea-
pons using explosive propellants. Hence, it is expensive, noisy and
normally cannot be located near manufacturing facilities. Earlier feas-
ibility studies indicated that a hydraulically powered device could
effectively simulate live firing of artillery and tank weapons. Later,

a limited version simulator was fabricated and installed to prove the
simulation concepts. An impulse programmer was added to enable testing

of others. This project provided a second improved hydraulic simulator
capable of testing five popular mounts at various elevations. It is
being used to test gun mounts and recoil mechanisms at 30 to 60% of the
cost of the live fire alternative for production acceptance testing.
Engineering type tests are conducted at costs ranging from 5 to 17% of
the live fire alternatives. The two simulators have generated over
$7,200,000 in savings when compared to live firing.

680 7928 Robotized Benching Operation HE-26

Past investigations of benching operations on breechblocks and rings
have shown that current methods were both unsafe for the operator and
excessively time consuming. The operation took approximately four hours

depending upon weapon and component. A considerable amount of time was
spent grinding radii on the ends of internal segmented threads. The

-+ thrust of this project was to determine the feasibility and requirements
for implementation of a robot to perform the benching operations. A new

system configuration was developed. It will be built and tested in HMT
681 7928. Upon completion of the effort, the benefits anticipated are a
reduction of 50% of direct labor cost, elimination of tedius work, and S

an increase in product quality. It is also believed that the same robot
can be adapted to other repetitive and/or hazardous tasks.

682 7940 Synergistic Platings with Infused Lubricants ME-29

The development of rapid fire weapons has resulted in increased wear
in many of the moving parts. Present dry film lubricants, as well as
greases or oils, tend to wear off with use. Therefore, they require

frequent reapplication or reservoirs. Such maintenance or built-in
reservoir systems often are not practical. This project was directed

*O towards advancing a new technology of using a hard, self-lubricating .
coating for sliding surfaces such as armament components. The technique

* for applying the coating was to electroplate an alloy as a "spongy"
(porous) layer, heat treat to harden it and then impregnate the pores
with a solid lubricant. The coating developed uses a lubricant-

impregnated, nickel-phosphorous alloy and th- coating has excellent wear
resistance. Qualification testing/test firing for coating weapon

. components will be carried out.

" 5" 
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H79 9844 CMOS Circuits Using Silicon on Sapphire (SOS) E-31

Silicon-on-sapphire has been difficult to manufqcture because
silicon must be grown epitaxially on sapphire waferb. Subsequently,
circuitry is diffused into the silicon. The Army needed complex
circuits on SOS wafers for its thermal imagers, multipliers, frequency
synthesizers and other high frequency devices. The object of this
project was to determine the epitaxial growth equipment's operating
parameters including temperature and growth rate. Optimum operating
conditions for silicon deposition equipment were established. Also, the
ultra-violet reflective method was proven satisfactory for
characterizing the surface of grown silicon. Results of this project
were implemented at two contractors' plants and circuits made with
these methods are used in DOD equipment.

R80, 81 3139 Production Methods for Millimeter Seekers for E-6
Terminal Homing Applications

In recent years, improved weapon system performance has been sought
to counter adverse weather and battlefield obscurants. This led to a
major development effort within DOD to implement millimeter wave (MMW)
technologies. One major application is the Assault Breaker class of
terminally guided submissiles operating in the 90 to 100 GHz band. The
RF front end assembly is the primary cost driver of that 14MW system.
This effort was one of the first undertaken to reduce MMW cost at the
seeker assembly level. Trade studies were undertaken in search of cost
benefits in terms of: manufacturing processes, assembly techniques,
inspection techniques, configuration, and test procedures. Next, the
program implemented the producibility improvements delineated earlier

and demonstrated the effectiveness in five pilot production line units.
The significant quantifiable benefits are a 37% parts count reduction, a
15% volume reduction, a 53% weight reduction, and a 60% unit production
cost reduction. All were accomplished without adversely affecting
performance.

379 3268 Automatic Control of Plating E-13

Plating processes for Printed Wiring Boards (PWB's) utilize a large
variety of chemical solutions which must be frequently sampled, checked
and adjusted. This process is costly, prone to error, and not suffi-
ciently time responsive for some key solutions whose composition changes
rapidly during use. The objective of this project was to improve PWB
yield and reliability by implementing a computer controlled process of
automatic solution monitoring and control. The system developed in-
cludes a desk top computer, a controller/sequencer, and a polarographic
analyzer. It is sufficiently versatile so as to apply to virtually any
solution used for PWB processing. This system is currently being used
by at least seven contractors with planned savings over the next decade
in excess of $17 million.
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Project Number Project Title Page

382 1109 Robotized Wire Harness Assembly System C-3

Wire harness assembly methods have been virtually unchanged for 40
years. Although advanced equipment has become more widely used for some
assembly operations, many tasks are still done manually. This project
developed a fully automatic system to solve the many problems of a
manual system. It is called the Robotic Wire Harness Assembly System
(RWHAS) and is a collection of computers, special equipment, communica-
tion interfaces, vendor software and application programs. A descrip-
tion of a wire harness is stored in the computer data base. An operator
provides the appropriate material, then the system proceeds to fabricate
the wire harness. Once the system starts, the only operator interven-
tion is for possible fault correction. Besides saving money, the RWHAS
will do away with the monotonous and error prone manual assembly system.
The projected cost savings over a 10-year period are over $7.5 million.

*q

482 5005 CAD/CAM Process for the Production of Cold Forged C-5
Gears

The cold forging process is being used today to produce small gear
blanks. The process has not proved feasible for larger gear blanks due
to residual stresses and excessive distortion introduced during the man-
ufacturing process. The cost is high using traditional design methods
because they depend on extensive trial and error methods. This project
was begun since it offers potential savings in labor and material as
well as an improvement in product quality. A CAD/CAM system was
developed that gives industry the tool to design and manufacture cold
forged gears. Not only can it be used to design target size gears, but,
also, it is able to design entire families of gears. Already one con-
tractor plans to adopt the process developed upon completion of Phase II
of this effort.

0
T80, 81 5082 Flexible Machining Systems C-10

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) offer a means to capitalize on
the economics of mass production techniques without sacrificing all the
flexibility inherent in general purpose stand alone equipment. The

* objective of this program was to introduce high technology manufacturing
systems into the Army's industrial base. The goal was to reduce risks
associated with implementation by enhancing the understanding of FMS.

* Working with a number of defense contractors, an FMS Handbook was
written. The handbook provides a methodical approach to answering
questions such as: Why acquire a FMS?, Which manufacturing applications

* are best served by FMS?, What requirements does a FMS place on the
existing organization?, Who designs an FMS? and How is it done? The
handbook was supplemented with a series of decision support computer
software programs.

* 3



BENEFITS

The benefits of using CAD/CAM method to produce precision spiral bevel

gears are: elimination of the trial and error method, decrease in time
needed to produce a gear, cost reduction and Increased life of the gears.
Eaton Corporation will be responsible for manufacturing and testing of

-, production gears as part of Phase ILL. Eaton is very interested in using
this process for commercial production of spiral bevel gears.

I MPLEMENTATI ON

A movie has been made showing the CAD/CAM process in action and Battelle

is in the process of completing the modeling work. Production type gears
will be manufactured and tested as part of Phase lit.

MORE INFORMATION

To obtain more information contact Project Officer, D. Ostberg, AUTOVON

786-5814 or obtain a copy of the final technical report titled "CAD/CAM
Techniques for Optimum Preform and Finish Forging of Spiral Bevel Gears", US

Army Tank-Automotive Command, ATTN: AMSTA-RCKM, Warren, Michigan 48090. I
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NANUFACTURI N METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Projects T80 5082 and T81 5082 titled -Flexible Machining Systems" were

completed by the US Army Tank-Automotive Command in March 1984 at costs of

$907,400 and $779,000.

BACKGROUND

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) offer a means to capitalize on the

economics of mass production techniques without sacrificing all the flexi-

bility inherent in general purpose stand alone equipment (see figure 1).

FMS is a relatively new concept integrating three primary elements: work

stations, material transport, and automatic control. Justifying, purchasing,

and optimal operation of FMS presents unique problems not common to stand

alone equipment. Significant up-front engineering is required to address the

systems engineering and integration aspects.

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS "0
PRODUCTION FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING

STANDARD .

STAND ALONE SYSTEM

VARIETY

Figure 1 - Manufacturing Systems

" SUMMARY

The objective of this program was to introduce high technology manufac-

turing systems into the Army's industrial base. The goal was to reduce the

risks associated with implementation and operational feasibility by enhancing

* the understanding of FMS.

i'. Working with a number of defense contractors, including Hughes Aircraft,

' FMC Corporation, General Electric Company, and Rock Island Arsenal, an FMS

. .. . . .. ..
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Handbook was written. The handbook provides a methodical approach to
*. answering questions such as: Why acquire a FMS?, Which manufacturing
* applications are best served by FMS?, What requirements does a FMS place on

the existing organization?, and Who designs an FMS and how is it done? The
handbook (see figure 2) was supplemented with a series of decision support • .
computer software programs.

_ " AA U f A K'

'' ....... ..... .
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Figure 2 - Flexible Manufacturing System Handbook

The decision support software systems provide the FMS implementation team
- a tool for designing, evaluating, simulating, and optimizing an FMS. Issues

" such as scheduling priorities and identifying appropriate parts and tooling
requirements including work stations, fixtures, material handling vehicles,

tools, etc. can be assessed in light of constraints unique to a specified
manufacturing installation. Software modules are also developed to address - -

problem areas inherent to the operation of a FMS.

BENEnTS

FMS technology represents a relatively new strategy to increase produc-
tivity and is especially attractive to defense manufacturers. As a result of _
the program, application of the technology is taking place.

Over 600 copies of the handbook have been requested and distributed. The

handbook is being used as reference material in university programs.

S

IMPLMENTATI ON

Implementation is being pursued under two follow-on projects.

.':" ~ ~~c- I. . -
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hEE INFORMAXI ON

A copy of the FMS Handbook is available from the Defense Technical
Information Center; reference numbers A127927, A127928, A127929, A127930, and
B073243 for Volumes I-V respectively. Additional information is available
from Mr. Dave Pyrce, US Army Tank-Automotive Command, AUTOVON 786-6722 or
Commercial (313) 574-6722.

0

•.6

* Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Sullivan, Manufacturing Technology
Div, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Projects 678 7807 and 679 7807 titled "Programmed Optical Surfacing

Equipment and Methodology" were completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions
and Chemical Command in March 1983 at a cost of $272,000.

BACKGROUND

Precision optics manufacturing is accomplished by the use of skilled
optical technicians using the traditional grinding techniques to produce the
final product. Using existing state-of-the-art equipment, a manufacturing

system is being developed that will perform many of the tasks done by the
technician and will lower set-up/process time by approximately 25 percent.

SUMMARY

The system is designated the Optical Surface Center/Computer Numerical
Control System (OSC/CNC). The OSC/CNC consists of a BostoMatic 312 computer
controlled machining center modified (as part of MMT Project 678 7807) by
Boston Digital Corporation and the University of Rochester, figure I depicts
the machine as modified. The in-house modifications were all aimed at
mounting the three fabrication stations on the milling bed in a precisely .

controllable position which limit vibrations when the spindles are running.
Grinding cups manufactured by Grit Tool Corporation are used for the rough--
and fine grinding operations. A Data General computer, the Eclipse S/140,
will be used as an auxiliary control computer and a 12.5 M6 Winchester fixed
disc is used for storage. The software included with the Eclipse computer
was an RDOS operating system, a MACRO assembler, a FORTRAN compiler, and a

Linker/Loader program.

PROPOSED CNC METHOD

0

29 A..,

V

Figure I - Programmed Optical Surfacing Equipment and Methodology -
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Operation of the OSC/CNC is simple once the position of the station

spindles has been determined accurately. The operating procedure can be
divided into three parts- initializing the part vectors, establishing commu-
nication with the BostoMatic and cycling the parts through the fabrication
steps. The description of the parts (optical surfaces) that are to be
fabricated are stored on the disk as part vectors. Once communication is
established with the BostoMatic. the computer automatically cycles the blanks

through the fabrication stage. After the machine finishes a part, it is
tested in position.

The measuring system is an AC Fizeau interferometer which is mounted

directly on the BostoMatic. Direct measurement of the part while still on
the machine represents a hostile environment for interferometry. Vibration

and focusing are the two greatest problems. The Fizeau interferometer was

chosen because vibration efforts are minimized since both the reference beam
and test beam travel together most of the time. By proper orientation of the
focusing lens and reference beam, convex and concave optics can be measured •
with minimum vibration. The actual fabrication of the surface can be broken
into several steps or cycles: machine travel time. rough grinding time, fine
grinding time, polishing time, and testing time. The total cycle time is 21
minutes: however. about 15 minutes of that time is polishing time. Further
work is being done to reduce polishing significantly.

BENEFITS

Upon completion of the effort, there will be a beneficial savings in
set-up time, processing time, tool requirements, post-process inspection
time, labor requirements and lower unit cost.

IWP NTATION

Phase III of the effort (681 7807) begins with a demonstration of OSC/CNC

system operation. Technicians will be trained in operation of system and
documentation. At the conclusion of the effort, technology will be trans-

ferred to optical industry.

HORE INFORMATION

More information on effort 67X 7807 can he obtained by contacting
Nathaniel Scott. Jr., AUTOVON 880-6945 or by obtaining the interim technical

report titled "CNC Optical Surfacing Center" from the AMCCOM. Dover, NJ
07801.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division. US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock A

Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUIARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project Q77 8053 titled "CAD/CAK of Parachute Hardware" was completed by
the Natick Research and Development Center in October 1982 at a cost of

$218,ooo.

BACKGROUND 0

Most airdrop hardware, such as parachute and rigging components are

produced as high strength steel forgings due to their special design and
functional requirements. Currently forged airdrop hardware items are only

produced by a limited number of manufacturers. These manufacturers are
dependent on the availability of a few skilled die designers and die makers .
to produce the required master dies. These essential craftsmen are gradually
retiring without documenting their art or passing their knowledge on to
others. This has resulted in a critical situation affecting the future

availability of sources for snall forged airdrop hardware.

SUMMARY

The objectives of this project were twofold. First, to determine the
feasibility of identifying and quantifying the steps used in the die design
process. Second. to evaluate the feasibility of utilizing computer programs
as an aid to design and manufacture master dies for small forged airdrop
hardware. The underlying purpose was to advance the die design process from
an art to a science.

Three tasks were performed:

(1) determining die design rules and current practice via a litera- O
ture survey and interviews with die designers;

(2) identifying suitable modeling techniques so additional design
rules can be developed and:

(3) constructing a computer program capable of generating the neces-
sary geometry of the various die cavities from the data on the engineering
drawing, the given design rules, and the logical sequence used by the die

designer.

Upon completion of these tasks, the following conclusions were made:

(1) It is feasible to advance the design of dies for small forged
components from an art to a science through identification and quantification
of the steps used in the design process and to subsequently use the die
design rules in noninteractive computer programs.

C-15
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(2) Following a set of logical die design rules, using the Pascal
computer language and the union of primitive shapes for representation of 3D
objects. It was possible to generate the die impression geometries for an
edger, flattener, blocker and finisher without interaction by a die designer.

(3) The preliminary computer programs are quite modular and may be

easily expanded to adapt to additional primitive shapes and orientations.

(4) It is feasible to use the computer designed die impression geom- •
etries as the basis for computer aided manufacture of a master die on an NC
machine.

(5) The CAD process is presently structured to require input from
the user for the relative location of the die impressions across the die
face, consistent with their forging shop layout and practices. However, the 0
die impressions can be generated as isolated entities during the CAD process
with their relative locations left to the individual forge shop during the
CAM process.

(6) Due to variations in NC machines, the CAM program is structured
to require inputs from the user of each given mtlling machine.

(7) After storing the part geometry, die design rules and machining
practices in computer memory, an APT tape can be generated for the different
impressions in the die block by inputting the part number of the particular
"D-ring" desired.

(8) The set of test forging dies were successful as indicated by the
quality of the finished forgings and also efficient in that only eight blows
were required.

(9) The small forge shop has neither the time nor money to develop
computer aided die design. However, they are willing to use computer assist- S
ance in die design and manufacturing if the system is "easy to use."

(10) Physical experimentation with interactive heuristic CAD of
general objects and required preform shapes seemed to indicate that a rather
large range of acceptable individual designs can be generated.

BENEFITS

Operational feasibility of the developed CAD/CAM software was establish-
ed.

IMPLIE NTATION

This project was not implemented due .o intricacies of the APT language. ."
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HDRE INFORMATION

Additional information is available from Mr. Marshall Gustin, US Army
Natick Research and Development Center, AUTOVON 256-5276 or Commercial (617)
651-5276. 0
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Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Sullivan, Manufacturing Technology -- ""

Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METhODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 277 9873 titled "Near Field Antenna Measurement System" was com- S
pleted by the US Army Electronics Research and Development Command in July
1982 at a cost of $719,400.

BACKGROUND

The standard method used in the measurement of antenna characteristics is
to transport the antenna and beam steering control equipment to a high per-
formance outdoor range (far field test). This can be a very expensive and
time consuming operation. Such costs are particularly high for phased array
radar systems where a large amount of Information is required on each
individual antenna in order to provide system calibration. A measurement S
technique called Near Field Probing has been developed to the point where it
can provide an effective alternate to the far field measurement. The near
field technique involves the sampling of the vector RF field on a periodic
grid near the antenna radiating aperture. The data is then converted to a
far field pattern by a mathematical algorithm equivalent to the actual crea-
tion of the far field pattern in space. The near field technique avoids many S

of the problems encountered when using the far field metho,1

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project was to develop an antenna pattern measuring S
system that is technically superior to and less costly than the traditional
far field method. The near field measurement system satisfies these needs.

System Description

The near field probe (NFP) developed consists of a two axis x-y antenna "

probe positioner, an antenna mounting structure, a signal source, a phase
amplitude detector and a computer display and control system. The system is .

entirely self sufficient. Special control devices for the antenna under test
are required to perform a full measurement of all pertinent antenna parame-
ters. The antenna mounting fixture, while designed primarily to support the
AN/TPQ-36 and AN/TPO-37 antennas, can readily be used on other antennas.
Accurate position measurements in the x-y plane are made by a Hewlett-Packard
laser interferometer. A frequency synthesizer (Hewlett-Packard 8672A) and
network analyzer (Hewlett-Packard 8410) form the source and phase amplitude
detector for the system. A Hewlett-Packard l00n computer system and a 50
megabyte on-line disc provide control and data storage for the near field
measuring system. Associated with the system is a CRT, electrostatic -
printing/plotting device and specially developed software. The block diagram

depicts the basic layout of the system (figure 1).
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Figure 1 - Near Field Antenna Measurement System

System Operation

The operation of the x-y positioner, including the laser interferometer,

selection of the RF source frequency and recording and storing probe data is
controlled by software subroutines. The system operates in two basic modes.
One mode is normally used on either the AN/TPO-36 or AN/TPO-37 antennas using •
predetermined frequencies and beam positions. Basic parameters are already
part of the program. The second mode of operation is for general use and all
inputs can be varied by the operator. Measurement intervals are normally

determined by the measurement frequency. After the entire data set has been
acquired and stored, the analysis programs are initiated to produce the
required output data.

Mechanical and electrical performance tests were done on the system.
Mechanically the system met or exceeded expectations for all parameters
affecting system accuracy. Electrical performance was determined statisti-
cally (in most cases) and independent of actual antenna operation. Actual
near field and far field comparative testing was needed to verify electrical
performance results.

Near Field and Far Field Comparison

Under this study, two antennas, one at s-band and one at x-band, were to
be measured and compared. Each antenna was measured at near field and far
field to determine beam steering constants. The calculated Near Field Probe
results give system beam steering constants which, when used in full system
tests, gave performance as good or better than far field constants for the
x-hand system. For the s-band system, transfer of "absolute" position
references has not been accomplished due to range geometry and alignment

procedure differences. Near field beam position accuracy was estimated by ,
comparing the calculated positions with theoretical positions expected from
the beam steering commands used. The results were similar to the x-band
results In their degree of accitracy.

E- 2
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S
aFITS

The benefits are two-fold: the near field antenna measurement system is
more cost effective because antennas can he tested at manufacturing sites.
Secondly, the system can be used as a diagnostic tool, not only at production 0
facility, but also at the Army depot level.

IMPLEMENTATION

Negotiations are currently going on for the installation of the near 0

field measurement system at the Sacramento Army Depot. The NF system is
being used for diagnostic testing of the AN/TPO-37 antenna in the FIREFINDER
program.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contracting Mr. John Borowick,
RO. US Army CS&TA Laboratory. AUTOVON 996-5143 or by obtaining a copy of the
final technical report titled "Near Field Antenna Measurement System",

contract DAAB07-77-C-0587-FI, ERADCOM, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703.

summary report, D c 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division. US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity. Rock
Island. IL 61299."
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MANIUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project F79 9938 titled "LED Matrix Module- was completed by the US Army

Communications Research and Development Command in August 1984 at a cost of

$555,000.

BACKGROUND

The purpose of this program was to develop the manufacturing procedures

for a flat dot matrix display panel. The specific application was a three

color light emitting diode (LED) display module for the Tactical Display

System (TDS). The TDS display was to be comprised of 288 individual display

modules that were edge-abutted to form a I meter x I meter display. Each of

the approximately 600,000 pixels in the display consists of a red and a green

diode. Target production rate for the modules was 35 per 8 hour shift.

_0.050 IN.

m 0,

LII> x 2048 PLACES

A -

SECTION A-A

SUSATE:,

Figure 1 - LED Configuration

SUMMARY S

The most difficult portion of this project was developing the means of
placing the individual LEI)'s on the substrate and performing the required

interconnections as shown on the figure above. The problem was compounded by

the sheer number of operations and the required accuracy (143,360 LEDs and

wire connections were required in an 8 hour shift). These rates dictated a S

high rate pick and place machine. A FOTON machine with a peak rate of 6400

dies per hour was chosen. The LEDs are supplied on a 5" diameter loop and
the FOTON machine picks the diodes from the loop and transfers them to the

substrate. The diodes are placed one color at a time, i.e. the substrate is
populated with the first color and then the sequence is repeated with the

second color. Each color placement is on 0.050" centers and the color pairs S

have to be within 0.003 of each other over the entire 3.2" by 1.6" board.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project R81 3445 titled "Precision Machining of Optical Components" was

completed by the US Army Missile Command in March 1984 at a cost of $637,000.

BACKGROUND

Due to the Increasing DOD emphasis on electro-optical and laser material

programs, the optics industry cannot keep up with demand, meet optical design

requirements, or meet production schedules at a reasonable cost. Existing

precision machining facilities are research and development oriented and are

not compatible with production needs. The purpose of this effort (FY 79-

$300K. FY 80-$400K. FY 81-$637K) was to establish a commercial manufacturing

base which will allow timely and cost-effective production of high energy

laser and optical support items for Army systems. Particular emphasis was

placed on aspheric elements up to 30 cm in diameter.

The following tasks were accomplished under the FY 7q and FY 80 programs.

1. Survey of capabilities and requirements,

2. Development of machine specifications:

3. Development of metrological specifications-

4. Development of facility specifications.

5. Selection and training personnel to operate precision diamond turning

equipment;

6. Establishing manufacturing processes using an available single axis
precision machine tool;

7. Establishing and checking out the facility to house the precision

machinery;

8. Manufacturing A set of proof parts.

SUMMARY

The major objective of this effort was to integrate the single point

diamond capabilities and interferometric aided computer control technology

developed by ERDA Into a production method for mirrors, lenses, and windows

for laser, elpctro-optical. and missile systems applications. The goal of

this project was to fabricate a machine capable of manufacturing optical
components ranging in diameter from a few millimeters to 75 centimeters and

weighing between a few grams up to 90 kilograms. A typical optical component

is shown in figure 1.
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'mperature. The parts were machined and subsequently semiadditively plated
achieve the required surfaces or patterns. Subsequent testing of the

)mpleted parts indicated satisfactory performance.

The second part of this effort was to find a material/process system for
roducing multilayer cylindrical circuit boards. The material selected was a

3lyimide base double sided board with "one ounce" copper. The insulating
ieet is 0.001 inch polyimide with 0.001 inch of acrylic on either side. The

Ahesive film used to bond the ends of the circuit board together is a modi-
Led acrylic film approximately 0.002 inches thick. The board is processed

tat and then rolled and bonded into its circular configuration. Population
f the board with components is from the inside with the leads emerging from
he outer layer. An automated injection system is then used to apply solder
aste to the leads and then the circuit is vapor phase soldered to complete
he assembly process. Electrical and environmental tests were performed to
ssure that an acceptable unit was produced.

ENEFITS

The materials and processes for producing non-planar circuit boards have

een established. Pilot equipment was used to produce samples that were
ubjected to electrical and environmental testing.

MPLEMN-TATION

This technology is available for implementation. The samples are being

ised to demonstrate capabilities available for future systems.

IORE I NFORNATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mr. Robert Brown, US
,rmy Missile Command, AUTOVON 746-8608 or Commercial (205) 876-8608. Also, a S
'inal Technical Report titled "Manufacturing Methods and Technology for

ion-Planar Printed Circuit Boards" has been prepared under contract
AAHO1-81-C-A777.

0

ummary report, Dec 84, was prepared by H. Weidner, Manufacturing Technology
iv., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS ORCHr-302)

MMT Project 382 3411 titled -Manufacture of Non-Planar Printed Circuit .

Boards- was completed by the US Army Missile Command in January 1984 at a

cost of $550,000.

BACKGROUND

Most of the technology for manufacturing and populating electronics cir-

cuit boards in large production quantities is applicable only to flat
boards. For some applications, such as missiles, this restriction results in

the use of many small circuit boards with complex and expensive interconnec-
tion systems. The ability to economically produce non-planar circuit boards
would result in less complex and more reliable electronics packages.

SUMMARY

This is the final year of the 2 year effort to provide the processes and

procedures required to produce non-planar circuit boards. Two configurations
were used to demonstrate the results of this effort: a cassegrain antenna

system and an eight layer cylindrical circuit board.

The antenna system consisted of four major types of components; a parab-
olic main reflector approximately 6 inches in diameter, a hyperbolic subre-

flector, a four port waveguide and a set of I inch diameter broad band spiral
antennas (figure 1). All of the parts, except the waveguide. were injection
molded from Mindel A-650. The primary difficulty in this molding was

developing a process that would prevent phase separation of the material.
The solution was to inject the melt slowly, and carefully control the mold

0

Figure 1 - Spiral Antenna Glass Negative
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MIORE INFORMATION

Additional information on this effort is contained in the Final Technical
Report titled "Manufacturing Methods and Technology for Automatic Control of
Plating" or may be obtained from Mr. Lloyd Woodham, KECOM, AUTOVON 746-4948.

..ea-0 --

Summarly repo tsDo 8, aS r epanusrd l By s F. ngtne eet a atring t v t , R c

Island, IL 61299. -0
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRO(T-302)

MMT Project 379 3268 titled "Automatic Control of Plating" was completed in

September 1982 at a cost of $450,000.

IRACKGROUND

Plating processes for Printed Wiring Boards (PWB's) utilize a large
variety of chemical solutions. For optimum results, these solutions must be
maintained at uniform chemical compositions. In a typical PWB manufacturing
facility, a major effort is expended in obtaining representative samples of
these solutions, chemically analyzing them, computing the required additions,
and making these additions in a reliable manner. This entire process is
costly, prone to error, and not sufficiently time responsive for some key
solutions whose composition changes very rapidly during use.

X. RY .

The objective of this project was to improve printed wiring board yield
and reliability by implementing a computer controlled process of automatic

solution monitoring and control system. In addition, the developed monitor-
ing and control technology is intended to be sufficiently versatile so as to
apply to virtually any solution used for PWB processing. The results of this
effort produced an automatic controlled plating system by integrating sensing
devices with computer control. This system is currently being used by
General Dynamics Corporation of Pomona, California. General Dynamics is
involved in plating printed circuit board assemblies which are used in
missile guidance systems.

The process control system includes a desk top computer, a controller/
sequencer, and the polarographic analyzer. The integration of these
components was designed to function in the following manner. The computer
will direct all phases of the sensing and control system, handling each
solution in a sequential pattern. First, sampling of each solution will be
initiated so that a representative sample will flow into the sensing system S
along with any appropriate diluents and/or reagents. Then an analysis will
be initiated and the results computed and stored in memory. Figure 1
represents the results one would obtain using the differential pulse
polargraphic method. These results will be compared against set point values
which correspond to the optimum concentrations of the solution's
constituents. Any deviation will trigger the appropriate metering pump so
that replenishing can occur. The degree of adjustment will be fully
regulated by computer algorithms to minimize over shoot. These steps
continue until the controller/sequencer activates the pump of a specified
period of time, at which time the cycle is completed.

E-13
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solder joint cracking. Shock test results revealed that 20 lead packages
survived the 10,O00g shock level, however, eighty-four lead packages could
only sustain a 3,500g shock level without failure. Acceleration tests
demonstrated that 20/50, 20/40 and 44/50 LCCs sustained no damage after the
30,O00g acceleration test level. Identically mounted 84/50 and 84/40 LCCs S
sustained damage after 30,000g and 25,000g but survived the 20,O00g level.
Undercoated and non-undercoated 84/50 LCCs survived over 400 thermal cycles
without any solder joint cracking.
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Solder pastes from several manufacturers were evaluated in percent solid
content, oxidation resistance and screenability tests. Additionally, parti-
cle shape and size, flux activity and paste flux content were examined.
Results indicated that Cermalloy, ESL and DuPont solder pastes exhibited
superior characteristics to those of other manufacturers. Cermalloy Sn62
was selected and for consistency used throughout the effort.

Several adhesives for bonding PCB to TM4P were evaluated. Abelfilm 504

Adhesive was chosen because of its low curing temperature, ease of applica-
tion, high thermal conductivity and ability to reduce warpage in the bonded
assembly. Castall 301 AD, an alumina filled epoxy, was selected for the
thermal gap compound (undercoat) due to its low viscosity and high thermal
conductivity. Low viscosity was necessary for injecting the thermal under-
coat into the gap between LCC and PCB.

Nickel plated copper, copper clad molybdenum and copper clad Invar were S
candidate materials for the TMP. Material evaluation was based on TCE,

thermal conductivity, weight, modulus of elasticity, fabricability, avail-
ahility and cost. Copper clad Invar best met the required criteria and was
selected tor the TMP material.

Phase 1I was primarily concerned with process improvement. Printing .

parameters for solder pastes from Phase I were optimized with both manual and
screen printers. An 80 mesh 90 degree stainless steel screen constructed
from 0.001 inch diameter wire with an emulsion thickness of 0.001 inch pro-

duced highest quality solder prints for LCC attachment.

Both vapor phase soldering and wave soldering were examined for attaching

1,CCs to printed circuit boards. Vapor phase soldering offered several
important advantages and was selected over the wave solder method. These

advantages included minimized oxidation during soldering, reduced component
overheating, lowered thermal stresses, and improved component placement by
self-alignment during soldering.

An improved technique for injecting thermal undercoat into the air gap

between LCC and PCB after soldering was also devised.

Thermal mounting plate bonding to the PCB was recommended after vapor
phase soldering because it was compatible with the thermal injection
process. It also allowed a wider variety of adhesives to be used. 41

Phase III was concerned with environmental testing. Tests were conducted
Oil fifty-eight PCBs assembled with leadless chip carriers of 20/40 (20
lead/40 mil centerline) to 81140 sizes. Test PCBs were approximately 5" x 5" .'.

in size. A typical test assembly with 20 lead packages is shown in figure

2. Boards fabricated from the materials selected in Phase I and assembled in .9
accordance with processes developed in Phase II were tested in humidity,

vibration, and thermal cycling in accordance with MIL-STD-202E, whereas ac- ... .
celeration and mechanical shock testing conformed to MIL-STD-883 Condition E.

PCBs subjected to humidity testing showed no corrosion or any form of

degradation. All PCBs with one exception passed vibration testing. The -
exception was found in the 84/50 LCCs without the undercoat, which exhibited

E- 11
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Projects 380 3263 and 381 3263 titled "Printed Wiring Boards Utilizing 0
Leadless Components" were completed by the US Army Missile Command in June
1984 at a cost of $250,000 and $400,000, respectively.

LACKGROUND

Leadless chip carriers (LCC's) are used in the electronics industry to 0
increase component density, improve electrical performance and reduce
assembly costs.

When the LCC is directly attached to a printed circuit board (PCB),
solder acts as both the electrical and mechanical connection. Since LCC's
are devoid of leads, mismatch between Coefficients of Thermal Expansion (CTE) S
for LCC and PCB results in solder joint stress during thermal cycling. This
condition leads subsequently to fatigue, and ultimately joint failure.

Primary emphasis by industry has been to extend fatigue life by minimiz-
ing the CTE difference between LCC and PCB. CTE control, critical to reli-
able LCC use on printed circuit boards, is achieved by selection of materials S
and by the composite PCB structure. The most successful approach is to use
standard PCB materials but to add a core thermal mounting plate (TMP) to the
module for restraining expansion and providing an appropriate CTE at the
module surface. A conceptual sketch of a composite LCC/PCB interconnection

system is shown in figure 1.

SOLDER THERMAL GAP
JOINT COMPOUND

LCC POLYIMIDE KEVLAR

1 I S
A PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ADHESIVE

COPPER TMP

Figure I - Sectional View of a Simplified LCC/PCB Interconnection System

SUMMARY S

This effort's objective was to establish optimum materials and processes
for direct LCC attachment to PCBs. Work was divided into three phases and
contracted to Hughes Aircraft Company, Fullerton, CA and Microelectronics
Corporation, Auburn, AL.

Phase I comprised material evaluation and selection. PCB substrate
materials evaluated included epoxy-glass ( i 4), polyimide-glass and a modi-
fied polyimide/Kevlar. Physical property examination and electrical tests on
the modified polyimide/Kevlar laminate demonstrated its superiority for
direct LCC attachment and it was chosen as the PCB material.
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H-3010 MMW Sources for 60 and 94 GHz
H-3011 Indium Phosphide Gunn Diodes
H-5041 MMW Mixers and Arrays
H-5232 Low Cost MMW Ferrite Circulators
H-5187 Tunable MMW InP Gunn Sources
H-5234 MMW Three Terminal Devices
H-6009 Integrated Hybrid 94 GHz Transceiver

3-1131 Integrated 94 GHz Submunition Transceiver

BENEFITS S

The significant quantifiable benefits are summarized as follows:

* 37 percent parts count reduction.
* 15 percent volume reduction.
* 53 percent weight reduction.
* 60 percent unit production cost reduction.
* Performance - uncompromised to the Baseline Requirements.

IMPLEMENTATION

An implementation plan (Report No. SJ-240-36038-2) was developed to
document the proposed program approach. The intent of this document was to
propose a detailed plan for the MMT program methodology and for the implemen-
tation of the benefits derived. This implementation plan was modified to
represent the pilot production phase of this program. -

S

The implementation of this MMT study program was planned to take place in
three phases. These phases being the study phase, the functional validation

phase using simulated tools and equipment, and the full scale production
phase with the required hard tooling and equipment investment. The object or
goal of all three phases being the development of cost effective concepts and

approaches geared to high volume production in lot sizes of 200/400/800
Assault Breaker seekers per month.

.iUE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mr. August Green, _0
MICOM, AUTOVON 746-1728 or Commercial (205) 876-1728. A presentation of the
results of this effort was made to the ninth DARPA/Tri-Service Millimeter .-

Wave Conference, October 1981. The technical report number is
SJ8411-36052-1. The contract number is DAAHOI-81-C-B239.

0

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by D. Richardson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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Equipment specifications were generated, tooling defined and facility
requirements established for high production quantities. The details of each
stage of design maturity is reflected in the technical data packages. This
preliminary documentation was further developed and refined during the proto-
type and pilot production build, and validated so as to demonstrate the 0
capability of producing millimeter seekers at the given production rates.

Specific studies undertaken were selected from the list of cost drivers
developed. An MMT Study Log was initiated and published periodically to give
status visibility to the studies. Regular progress review meetings were -

scheduled to ensure that all proposed approaches received proper evaluation. 0

Each study initiated was reviewed at each meeting to ensure that the best
approaches and candidates for success received the highest priority. At the
conclusion of the research and development stage of each study, the cost of
each approach was compiled. These costs were analyzed, cost trade-off stud-
ies performed, and make or buy decisions made. The best choices were then
given a final review and incorporated into the new design concept. •

The most significant technical achievements accomplished in the perform-

ance of this program are summarized as follows:

0 Performance versus cost analysis of the RF componentry leading to a
least cost baseline system. -

e The extensive material analysis and laboratory effort associated with
selecting antenna materials compatible with performance and permitting
injection molding.

• The implementation of fine line processes to produce precise fine line -
parts required to meet VSWR measurements of the antenna.

o The design, development and manufacture of three automatic test sta-
tions for the acceptance test of the RF front end assembly which
substantially reduces expected test time by a factor of 18 to I (Base-

line to Unit Production Cost Goal).

o The demonstration that MMW antennas can be assembled with the focus
built in.

0 Using wire EDM as the machining process to achieve the close tolerance
required for the bore of the Conscan Motor Shaft.

o Developing a procedure and identification of a strobe light fixture to
locate and ensure the zero positioning by phase of the Conscan Motors.

A number of recommendations were made by Sperry Gyroscope concerning
tasks to be accomplished before any attempt at LRIP is made. One of those
tasks, the establishment of a cryogenic-noise standard in the 75-110 GHz
range has been completed by the National bureau of Standards. Some others
are the subject of on-going MMT efforts. Army MNT efforts addressing MMW
seeker component work are:

E-8
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of separable subassemblies. This modular design has reduced the parts count,

volume, and weight which is considered to be of prime importance in both the

manufacturing cycle and missile applications.

OUPLEXER OR HF MANIFOLD MODULE

1.O. COUPLING SUBSTRATE

GDOISOLATOR

1COUPL.ER 1

I I-
LATCHING --FERRATE 

FILM HEATER ORSWITCH THERMOELECTRIC MODULE

SOURCE SWEPT GOO SIAS

GDO FROM LINEARIZER

CONTROL "/A4'V

I DC INPUrTO WIG:
IF OUTPUT

-. AN -r.NNA ,

CIRCULATORL _j IF PREAMP

12000
MIXER SUBSYKATE MIXER I"PI.EAMP

MOOULE

Figure 2 - Integrated RF Production Base Configuration

SUMMARY

Sperry Gyroscope made a thorough technical review of the Assault Breaker
Phase Two design package considered to be the Base-line MMW Front End Sec- S

tion. Trade studies were undertaken in search for cost benefits in terms of:
manufacturing processes, assembly techniques, inspection techniques, configu-

ration, and test procedures.

The second phase of the program implemented the producibility improve-

ments delineated in the first phase and demonstrated the effectiveness in S
manufacturing five pilot production line units. Assessments were performed
during and at the conclusion of this program to determine what achievements

were gained in the conduct of this MMT Program.

During the basic effort of this MMT study, technical data packages were
developed for the various approaches. These technical data packages O

contained detailed documentation of candidate approaches, results of experi-
mentation, conclusions, and recommended -::tion. Basic process inp ,

drawings, and sketches become part of this technical data package. 'ihe
state-of-the-art was researched to optimize the processes established.
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MANUACTURING METHODS AND TEHOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

M14T Projects R80 3139 and 381 3139 titled "Production Methods for Millimeter

Seekers for Terminal Homing Applications" were completed by the US Army
Missile Command in March 1984 at costs of $415,000 and $1,300,000
respectively.

BACKGROUND

During the past several years, the requirement for improved weapon system

performance in adverse weather and battlefield obscurants has led to a major

development effort within DOD to implement millimeter wave (MMW) technolo-
gies. There have been many efforts to move the use of MMW technology from
the research laboratory to anticipated uses in the battlefield. One major 2
alternative implementation was the Assault Breaker class of terminally guided
submissiles in the 90 to 100 GHz band (figure 1). The RF front end assembly

is the primary cost driver of that MMW system.

. -

Figure I Assault Breaker Submissile Seeker

This effort was one of the first undertaken to reduce the cost of the RF
source/isolator. mixer IF/preamplifier and duplexer (figure 2) at the seeker
assembly level. It concerns the practical near term approach to fully inte-

grate the major elements of the RF front end into a single assembly comprised -
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The FOTON machine can operate at rates of up to 6400 die placements per
hour. In order for this rate to be achieved, however, it is necessary for
the dies to be accurately placed on the tape received from the vendor. Large
deviations (but within lock-on capability) in die placement on the tape can
slow the machine to 3000 dies/hour. If lock-on is lost then manual inter-
vention is required and the shutdown is serious. A reliable die present
sensor is a necessity since attempting to place a die with none present will
foul the placement tool with epoxy requiring a machine shutdown for clean-
ing. A Hughes 2460 automatic wire bonder was used for making the electrical

contacts to the previously placed diodes. This machine can bond at a peak
rate of 4 wires/second with a realistic sustained rate of 2 wires/second.
The operator manually makes the first red and green connection. Then an
automatic step and repeat sequence completes the board.

BENEFITS

This program set up and demonstrated a manufacturing capability for pro-
ducing multicolor LED panels. The size of each panel is 1.6" x 3.2" and they

are edge abuttable for constructing larger panels. The pixel (individual
diode pair) pitch is 0.050" and three colors can be produced (red, green, and
amber). Test exerciser equipment was also developed as part of this project
to provide semiautomated testing for the finished panels.

I4PLEIENTATION

The results of this project will not be implemented on the Arrays
Tactical Display System due to phasing out of the system. Other services,
however, will implement this technology for the Universal Display and Control
System (a 144 x 288 green display), the hand held terminal (a 144 x 96 red

display) and the cockpit displays for the S-3A viking (4 green modules of 45
x 121 diodes each).

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information is contained in a final report titled "MM&T Pro-
gram for Three Color Light Emitting Diode Display Modules", contract number
DAAK80-80-C-0566. The Communications Electronics Command project engineer is .
Mr. Robert Miller. AUTOVON 995-4144 or Commercial (201) 544-2825.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by H. Weidner. Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299. -
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Figure 1 Part and Fixture for Fly Cutting Very Thin. Flat Sheet Mirror

The diamond turning equipwment depicted in figure 2 was built. The
machine features an in-process metrology capability.

Figure 2 -Multi-Axis Precision Diamond Turning Machine

BENEFITS
0

A commercial manufacturing base capable of prodUCing finished aspheric
surfaces in a timely, cost effective. manner was established. Experience
with this machine will provide input to the design of the next generation
configuration incorporating a higher level of automation and
remote-controlled machine settings with computerized feedback loops.

INPLERMNATION

This machine tool is being used full time in the production of a variety
of precision surfaced components at IntOp Division of Koilmorgen.

F.-19
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MORK INFORMATION

For additional information on this equipment, contact Mr. W. A. Friday,
MICOM, AUTOVON 746-8611 or Commercial (205) 876-8611.
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MAUFACTURYING METHIODS AND TECHNOLOGY. .,

PROET SUMMARY.REPORIT"-"
(RCS DRCHT-302) ....

MMT Project 181 3031 titled '10.6 Micrometer Carbon Dioxide TEA Lasers" was
completed by the US Army Electronics Research and Development Command in June
1983 at a cost of $550,000.

BAOKGROUND .

The 10.6 micron pulsed carbon dioxide (C02) Transversely Excited Atmos-
pheric (TEA) laser provides improved propagation characteristics and is eye-
safe. The pulsed CO 2 TEA laser has direct application in Army rangefinder
applications. Its modular construction insures integration with existing
Thermal Imaging Subsystems (TIS) utilized in the M-i tank, Remotely Piloted .
Vehicle (RPV) and High Survivability Vehicles (HSVs).

This MMT effort concentrated exclusively on the laser transmitter tube.
Electrical pulsers and power forming networks (PFNs) were scheduled under a

separate program. Existing methods permitted CO 2 TEA laser tube fabrication
only in single unit quantities. Manufacturing techniques available for large

* scale production were required.

* SUMMARY

Raytheon Company at Sudbury, MA, established the manufacturing processes

for a laser transmitter tube used in armored vehicle, infrared rangefinder
equipments. Major laser tube components consisted of an alumina (fired ..-

ceramic) laser body, two main discharge copper electrodes, a single row
alumina sparkboard preionizer, laser mirror and mount, and ZnSe output

coupler. Major MMT TEA laser tube components are shown in figure 1.

Laser tube overall dimensions were dictated by the M-1 tank laser range-
finder packaging requirements. Maximum tube length allowed was 7.25 inches
with a cross section 2.25 inches high by 1.88 inches wide. Figure 2 shows
the ceramic laser tube assembly prior to furnace braze.

Discharge copper electrode contour was precisely controlled to insure a
uniform glow discharge without arcs during pulsing. Copper electrode paral-
lelism was maintained with less than 200 microns deviation in gap spacing
along the discharge length. Mirror parallelism was maintained within 4 arc

seconds.

A noninert gas mixture of 15% C02, 11% N2, 4% CO, 0.7% H2 and 69.3%
helium was selected to fill the tube at a pressure of I atmosphere rather
than high vacuum. This mixture permitted sufficiently raped recombination to
allow continuous pulsing at the I Hz repetition rate without deterioration.
A gas fill station was constructed, fill processes established, and gas
chromatography installed on-line to quantitatively evaluate the gas mixture.
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Facilities utilized for tube manufacturing included high temperature

reducing atmosphere furnaces for firing ceramic greenware, metalizing the
alumina, and brazing the components together in specially designed fixtures.
Since the ZnSe coupler could not be furnaced at high temperature without
damage, a low temperature vacuum SnAg soldering technique was devised for
attaching coupler to laser body assembly. Process optimized for production 6

included sputter metalization, plating, brazing, electrical discharge machin-
ing (EDM), vacuum soldering, heliarc welding, vacuum bakeout, back-fill and

pinch-of f.

Optical alignment and performance testing was completed with calibrated -

pulse energy and fast response power detectors which evaluated laser output. •
Specific energy measuring equipment included a Gentec Model ED 2000 pryoelec-

tric detector which was periodically calibrated with a Scientech Model
38-0102 joulemeter. A Rafin Model 7441 photon drag detector measured laser
peak power and pulse shape.

The contract was terminated at the end of engineering sample phase when

advancements in the CO2 TEA laser area made this tube obsolete.

BENEFITS

Independent laser technology advancements including eliminating the need

for a ceramic tube housing and corona preionizer technology deleted the
benefits initially anticipated from this effort. However, the ceramics work
and optics hard seal developed in this effort are noteworthy and transferable

to other laser designs.

IMPLEMENTATION

Laser transmitter tube was not implemented due to significant industry
improvements in CO2 TEA laser design and performance. A concurrent laser
rangefinder requirements change which necessitated higher tube power output, -

also precluded tube usage.

MORE I NFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from Mr. David N. Spector, Night
Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory, Ft. Belvoir, VA, AUTOVON 354-1424 or

Commercial (203) 664-1424.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by S. Yedinak, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-302)

14MT Project H80 9563 titled "Miniature High Voltage Power Supply for Image
Intensifiers" was completed by the US Army Electronics Research and Develop-
ment Command in August 1984 at a cost of $40q,000.

BACKGROUND

The purpose of this project was to develop the manufacturing processes
and procedures for producing third generation power supplies for night vision
systems.

0
This miniature high voltage power supply is approximately one half the

volume of the previous generation. It must supply up to 7000 volts output
while maintaining stringent safety and reliability requirements. Because of
the packaging density and resulting high voltage gradients and insulation
resistance requirements, the current manufacturing methods are inadequate.

SUMMARY

The single most important and most difficult obstacle to the accomplish-
ment of the program objective was the very small physical package configura-
tion. This factor was the primary driver in all design decisions and trade- 0
off considerations. The project consisted of delivering power supplies in
four submissions: first and second engineering samples, confirmatory samples
and a pilot production run.

The first engineering sample was very similar to the current production
units. Fifteen of these were produced and tested to provide as a baseline
for subsequent submissions. Many mechanical and electrical performance pro-
blems were identified during this phase of the effort. The goal of the
second engineering submission was to develop the final production design (see
figure 1). It was to optimize the mechanical design for producibility and
the electrical design for reliability. Modifications to the transformer
regulator, and voltage multiplier section were implemented to improve per- 0
formance under adverse environmental conditions. Significant improvements In
the packaging area provided better fits and a more easily assembled power
supply.

A pilot run of 100 power supplies was used to establish the pilot line
and to identify any remaining problems. Most in-process problems were S
related to various types of lead breakage. The extremely small size of the
power supply necessitated the use of small and fragile components and leads
and there is little margin for error in component placement and lead dress.
The conclusion was that these problems can only be solved by intensive train-
ing of the assembly and inspection personnel. Subsequent quality conformance
testing of these units indicated no discrepancies related to the power sup- 0
plies.

E-2 4
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Figure 1I Extended Circuilt Board Design

BENEFITS

The most significant accomplishments contributing to improved performance
and producibility of the power supplies involved the respecification and
redesign of components such as capacitor banks, diode banks, transformer
cores and bobbins, hybrid circuits and voltage multipliers.

Implementation of these improvements resulted in input current reductions
and elimination of the start-up problem. The mechanical aspects
significantly reduced the difficulty of assembly while maintaining
performance. Labor content was reduced and product yields were improved.

IPLWENTATION

The results of this effort have been implemented into the K and M
Electronics production line.

MORE INFOR4ATIOI

Additional information is available in the project final report titled
"Manufacturing Methods and Technologies for Miniature High Voltage ANVIS
Power Supplies", contract no. DAAK7O-80-C-0120 or from the project engineer,
Mr. Joseph L. Evans, Jr. , ATTOVON 354-1951 or Commercial (703) 664-5724

Summary report. Dec 84, was prepared by Hal Weidner, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUIMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCKT-302)

MIT Project H77 9754 titled "Continuous Cycle Processing of Shock Resistant ,
Crystal Units (Phase II)" was completed by the US Army Electronics Research -"-

and I)evelopment Command in March 1984 at a cost of $2,094,000.

3ACKGROUND

This project was a follow-on effort to establish a pilot line for shock
resistant 22 MHz AT-cut quartz crystals. The Phase I task was primarily to
build a five chamber interconnected vacuum system capable of cleaning, plat-
ing and sealing precision quartz crystal units in ceramic flatpacks. S

This Phase 11 effort was funded for prove-in and qualification of the
Phase I hardware. Work for both phases was performed at a government owned,
contractor operated facility, General Electric Neutron Devices (GEND), a
contractor for the US Department of Energy. The crystals were required for
use in evolving systems such as REMBASS, GPS, SCOTT and CIS/BIFF. .

SUMM~ARY

This effort's work scope required a pilot line build of 700 crystals
using the ultravacuum quartz crystal fabrication facility (QXFF) hardware S
constructed under the previous phase. The vacuum hardware system is shown in
rigure I. Its five chambers (entrance, bake, plate, seal, and exit) are

separated from each other by gate valves. Entrance and exit chambers permit
the processing chambers to operate at high vacuum for extended times. The
combined vacuum length was optimized at 24 feet. .

Activities were added for processes occurring before entry and after exit -.

from the vacuum system. Processes added before entry included incoming
inspection, ceramic processing, piece part cleaning, contact evaporation,
blank-frame assembly, and gasket attachment. Tasks added after exiting from
the vacuum system were leak testing, performance and environmental tests
including frequency vs temperature, shock, and aging.

Shortly after the engineering sample run, a change in REMBASS require-
ments eliminated the crystal high shock requirements. This resulted in
replacing the natural quartz crystal material with premium Q cultured quartz.

Figure 2 shows the crystal with contacts mounted in a ceramic flatpack. ,
The crystal was bonded to four molybdenum clips using a silver filled
polyimide. The polyimide provides both conduction and a strong bonding
material with minimum outgassing in a precision vacuum QXFF. Minimal outgas- ..-

sing reduces aging in the finished unit. A fixture was also developed to . . -

assist with the assembly. Finished subassemblies were stored in an argon -"

atmosphere until scheduled for final assembly in the QXFF. _ O_
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Figure I Vacuum Hardware System

Figure 2 -Crystal With GOnIr ts Moulnted in a Ceramnic Flatpack
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Several modifications to the QXFF were determined necessary before con-
tinuous processing was possible. Major improvements and changes included the
following:

1. Electrical solenoids that actuated the vapor beam shutter and con-
tacts were replaced with small pneumatic cylinders to permit more reliable
frequency monitoring.

2. Signal leads were superseded with coaxial cable and shielded feed-
throughs to preclude erratic signals on the plating console.

3. New masks were designed and built having larger contact pins. This
avoided no signal contact problems at rough evaporations.

4. An electrical interlock was added to open the contacts when the
manipulator is moved from neutral. This eliminated bent contact pins result-
ing from loading crystals into the mask while contacts are closed.

5. Four-layer molybdenum shields were replaced by five-layer tungsten
shields to prevent plating sources from heating crystals out of specifica-
tion.

The minimum required pilot line quantity of 700 was exceeded when 736 :9
valid flatpack crystals were processed throtwh the QXFF with no major -

problems.

UWNEFITS ",

This project established a complete production capability for 22 MHz pre-
cision quartz crystals in sealed ceramic flatpacks. Prior to this effort, no
production capability existed for these devices. Also the Department of
Energy has duplicated the QXFF and utilized the technology demonstrated, in
order to meet a critical nuclear weapons related need.

]IMPLEMENTATION

Follow-on project H79 9807, Phase III now in progress at GEND is utiliz-
ing the pilot line developed by Phase I and II. Phase III work has been
expanded to 5 MHz and 10 M11z SC-cut quartz crystals for high stability S
oscillators, such as required by CPS and SCOTT.

HDRE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from Dr. Raymond Filler, Elec-
tronics Technology and Device Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth, NJ. AUTOVON 955-2467 . .-

or Commercial (201) 544-2467.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by S. Yedinak, Manufacturing Technology -
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299. S
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project H76 9766 titled "Measure for Miniature High Voltage Hybrid .
Mltiplier Nodules" was completed by the US Army Electronics Research and
Development Command in December 1983 at a cost of $183,000.

BACKGROUND

High voltage power supplies are required for operation of night vision
image intensifier tubes. At the time of contract award. multipliers were
fabricated integrally to the power supply and could be tested only as part of
a completed power supply. This project sought to establish the manufacturing
processes to fabricate high voltage multiplier modules as single units.
These units could then be inspected and tested prior to insertion in the S
power supply.

SUMMRY

Erie Technological Products was awarded the contract to establish
production techniques for a hybrid multiplier module constructed as a thick
film hybrid circuit. It was composed of a special electrically oriented high
voltage silicon rectifier diode array connected in parallel between two

ceramic capacitor banks. Two optimum configurations, curved and rectangular,
were fabricated under this effort. Each configuration contains 12 diodes. "
The devices and their diode orientations are depicted in figures I and 2.
Goals were to build a pilot line capable of producing 125 units per week.

Figure 1I Orientation of Diodes Figure 2 -Orientation of Diodes
In Curved Multiplier In Rectangular Multiplier
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Both diode devices and capacitor banks were improved from the preliminary• +.,

design. Diode modification consisted of a silver slug addition which assured
proper diode solder attachment to the capacitor bank. Bank capacitance was
lowered by reducing the capacitor electrode area. Diodes used for assembly
were etched, varnished, epoxy coated and 100 percent tested before assembly.

Hand soldering was replaced by vapor phase soldering. Jigs and fixtures
were constructed to be compatible with vapor phase soldering lines already
existing in the contractor's plant. Additional processes optimized for pro-
duction included ceramic substrate preparation, silver epoxy substrate
screening, multiplier freon vapor degreasin (cleaning) and electrical test-
ing. Electrical measurements included output voltage, charging current
(microamps), input capacitance (pf), and multiplier efficiency.

A pilot line was brought into operation, substrates were solder screened,
ground strips and diodes were vapor phase solder attached and system operat-
ing parameters were documented. The pilot line successfully demonstrated a 0
production rate of 187 units per week, a rate greater than the contract
requirements.

BENEFITS

This project established a manufacturing capability for miniature high
voltage multipliers. As a separate unit the hybrid multiplier provided
increased reliability, reduced number of components, and lower rework cost.

I MPLEMENTATION

Due to the long time required to develop reasonably efficient manufactur-
ing processes, the AN/PVS-5, AN/PVS-7 and AN/AVS-6 systems which could have
used the high voltage multiplier are either in production or In the final
stages of engineering development. It was determined that it would not be
cost effective to redesign, repackage and requalify the power supplies used
in these systems to permit multiplier utilization. Project results were not
implemented due to economic considerations but the technology is available %
for future use.

MORE INFORMATION S

Additional information may he obtained from Mr. Joseph L. Evans, Jr., US
Army Night Vision & Electro-Optics Laboratory, Ft. Belvoir, VA. AUTOVON
354-1551 or Commercial (703) 664-1551.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by S. Yedinak, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUIMARY REPORT

(RCS DRMT-302)

MT Project H79 9844 titled "'CMOS Circuits Using Silicon on Sapphire (SOS).'

echniques- was completed by the US Army Electronics R&D Command in December
983 at a cost of $770,000.

ACKGROUND

When this pro ect was conceived in 1978, siticon-on-sapphire was diffi-
ult to obtain. Sapphire boules first had to he grown and then sliced into
raters and polished, and then silicon grown epitaxially on the wafers. Sub-

;equently, circuitry was (iftused into the wafer, as is standard practice.
'he Army needed complex circuits on SOS wafers for its thermal imagers, mul-
ipliers, frequency synthesizers and other high frequency devices. About
his time, a new method of growing sapphire consisted of an edge-defined
:ilm-fed growth technique (EFG) in which a ribbon of sapphire was pulled from
i melt. The object of this project wa, to better define the sapphire ribbon
ulling technique and then process semiconductors on it in the normal manner.

When the project was put out for hid, no firm would bid on the edge-
tefined ribbon pulling method and the project had to be redirected toward use
.f standard wafers sliced from a boule upon which silicon was to be grown
_ pi taxia tly.

SUMMARY

A contract was awarded to Rockwell International at Thousands Oaks, CA
ind Rockwell contracted to Union Carbide to perform the epitaxial growth of
-ilicon on sapphire wafers. The object of the contract was to determine the
epitaxial growth equipment's operating parameters including temperature and
growth rate. Union Carbide worked with Rockwell to establish growth para-

neters and test methods for measuring surface and other qualities.

Material characterization data and electrical parameters were developed
luring the engineering portion of the contract in which epitaxial growth con-

litions and material characterization measurement techniques were analyzed.
Jnion Carbide applied Ultra-Violet Reflectometry (UVR) measurement techniques
to obtain readings of surface quality. They found the UVR method to be far
nore sensitive to film crystallinity than the X-Ray Rocking Curve measurement
nethod previously used. This produced two results: the use of a rapid pro-
luction oriented quality test for SOS wafers--ultra-violet reflectometry, and
letermination of an optimum set of epitaxial growth conditions for the reac- 0
'or based oa data gathored usingT the UVP technique. Electrical parameter
lata established a correlation between device carrier mobility and hence
,evice speed with values obtained using the UVR technique. Specifically,
film with UVR values less than I0 have better quality surfaces than wafers
ith higher UVR values.
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Union Carbide found optimum operating conditions for its silicon deposi-
ion equipment: a deposition rate of 1.2 micrometers per minute and a
:emperature of 910'C. This resulted in an almost fault-free film of single-
:rystal silicon on sapphire.

To prove the substrate material, Rockwell's Microelectronics R&D Center
nade a production run of CMOS/SOS large scale integrated circuits. This
)roved the viability of both the material improvement and quality screen.
rhe test vehicle was Rockwell's 16-bit multiplier circuit. A wafer fabrica-
ion yield of 79% and wafer probe functional yield exceeding 15% and as high
is 26Z proved the methods. One hundred MIL STD multiplier circuits were 0
lelivered to ERADCOM to prove the methods.

BENEFI TS

The outcome of the contract was that Union Carbide established optimum S
3perating conditions for silicon deposition equipment and this information
1As been made known to the industry. Also, the ultra-violet reflective
nethod was proven satisfactory for characterizing the surface of the grown
ii licon.

[ P LEMENTATI ON

Results of this project were implemented both at Union Carbide and at
ockwell's Microelectronics R&D Center. Circuits made using these methods

iave been used in several DOD equipments.

4ORE INFORMATION

Additional information on this project may be obtained by contacting Mr.
"ick Korolkoff at the US Army Electronics R&D Command, Ft. Monmouth, NJ.
WUTOVON 995-4040 or Commerical (201) 535-4040. The contract No. at Rockwell .
was DAAK2-80-C-03 11.

, urTm'irv report, hec 84, was prepared by C. McBurney, Manufacturing Technology
)iv., I'S .A.r:v Ilndutrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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, addition to the literature survey, the results of a questionnaire sent
)ut 100 researchers active in the area of chemical characterization of
.r composites is also presented . In this survey, the correspondents
isked to list five answers in ranked order about references most used in
Ing characterization strategy. They were also asked about the most
:ant instruments in characterization methods in use and the five
ments or characterization methods which are not currently being used but
they would want to obtain over all others. The results were that the
valued currently used method is high performance liquid chromatography.
cst desired method is Rheology anaiysis. The most used reference books,
als, reports and articles were extensive with no clear-cut preference
t for the Journal of Applied Polymer Science and the Handbook of Epoxy "
s (Lee and Neville, McGraw-Hill, 1967). The report also presents an
sive bibliography.

ITS

his project establishes an excellent overview of characterization
iques for composite structures and a discussion of their application in
evelopment, production and use of composite structures. This information
result in more efficient application of technology to the production of
site structures, and will also engender greater confidence in the design
eer and in management toward the use of composite materials.

,IENTATION

mplementation of project results will be accomplished with the
ibution of the handbook on nondestructive in-process inspection of
,site structures.

INFOMIATION

'he results of this project have been published in report form: AVRADCOM
ical Report No. TR 82-F-3, May 1982, entitled "Quality Control and
estructive Evaluation Techniques for Composites Part I - Overview of
.cterization Techniques for Composite Reliability." Additional
Tation is available and can be acquired by contacting Dr. Richard J.
rd, Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC), Watertown,
chusetts, on AV 955-5572 or Commercial (617) 923-5572.

ry report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
ology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
d, IL 61299-7260.
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Each of these parts is a separate study, and the results are available in

ADCOM technical reports. The subject of this summary report is the result

a survey of available reference literature. The survey results are

marized in an AVARADCOM Technical Report (No. TR 82-F-3, May 1982) entitled

ality Control and Non-Destructive Evaluation Techniqes for Composites, Part

Overview of Characterization Techniques for Composite Reliability."

This overview discusses the detailed characterization methods in the

itext of management concepts for implementing specific tests. The scope of

iracterization begins with material selection and continues through

Lufacture and use of a composite material.

This project addresses, specifically, fiber reinforced composite

iracterization and covers the full range of special topics from initial

klity acceptance of prepreg constituents to durability analysis and service
:e prediction of the reinforced composite structure. The characterization

:hods addressed in this project are described and reviewed in detail with 0

;pect to their advantages and limitations.

The conclusion of the review is that cure monitoring and management are of

;h importance in the composites industry, and that chemical characterization

already developed a mature status. A life prediction program is presented

Lgure 1) that should direct future research into establishing laminate life

ediction. This descending flow chart is an outline of composite material

teractions under UV radiation, hydrothermal cycling, and mechanical loading

ich leads to property changes and damage mechanisms that diminish

liability and durability. The types of chemical, physical and mechanical

sts which accompany the stages of degradation are listed on the right side

the chart. -
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Figure I - General Laminate Life Prediction Program
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUNKARY REPORT

(RCS DRQIF-302)

Project 177 7119 titled "Non-Destructive Evaluation Techniques for

mosite Structures" was completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
-lopment Command in May 1982 at a cost of $475,000.

(GROUND

The incorporation of structural composites in Army helicopters and
3iles, and to a lesser extent in ground vehicles, is accelerating. In the

generation helicopter, the LHX system, this trend will reach its
nination. In the LHX, the entire airframe, the main rotor blade, and the

I rotor blade will be constructed of composites. The transmission and

ine will contain composite parts as well. Considerable manufacturing
blems will need to be solved, and among these will be quality control
hniques. At this time, a large number of non-destructive testing (NDT)

hniques have been developed and are being used with composite structures of

ely varying configurations. Unfortunately, however, this technology is 0
ttered among laboratories, contractor plants and various literature. A

or step forward in advancing the present NDT state-of-the-art would be to
tralize this technology and make it available to the manufacturing

munity.

The purpose of this project, and the total effort of which it is a part,
to compile a comprehensive manufacturing handbook devoted to non-

tructive in-process inspection of composite structures. The handbook
itled "Quality Control and Non-destructive Evaluation Techniques for

iposites" will be organized into eight parts as listed below:

Part I - Overview of Characterization Techniques for Composite

Reliability
Part II - Physiochemical Characterization Techniques - A

State-of-the-Art Review
Part III - Liquid Chromatography - A State-of-the-Art Review

Part IV - Radiography - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part V - Ultrasonic Characterization - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part VI - Acoustic Emission - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part VII - Thermography - A State-of-the-Art Review

Part VIII - AH-1 - Composite Main Rotor Blade Quality Control, Mechanical
Tests and NDE Methods
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Figure I - General Purpose Transportability Test Area (GEPTTA)

IMPLE ENTATION

The facilities needed for the GEPTTA will be acquired in order of urgency
and implemented at a preselected site at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from the final technical report
"General Purpose Transportability Test Area (GEPTTA)", US Army Test and
Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD 21005, ATTN: AMSTE-AD-M or
by contacting W. Deaver, APG, AUTOVON 283-3677.

S

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Frank Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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KAZIIFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SIMNARY REPORT

(RCS DRCX -302)

MMT Project 082 5071-101 titled "General Purpose Transportability Test Area
(GEPTTA)" was completed by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command in
September 1983 at a cost of $7,600.

3AB GROUND

Prior studies by the Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) facility on evaluating
transportability of military equipment and container testing recommended the
development of an integrated test facility. Another study performed on rail, 0
marine, and highway transportation also recommended the development of an
integrated test facility. The original idea for the facility was rejected
due to its prohibitive cost and limited versatility. The idea was discussed
further and a decision was made that a limited test facility using computer
technology could satisfy the demand for an inexpensive General Purpose Trans-
portability Test Area (GEPTTA). ,

SUMMARY

The first step in the study was an extensive search of the available
technical literature. Discussions with other agencies and organizations were S
held to obtain information and guidance. Computer programs were created
depicting the primary modes of transportation; air, marine, rail and highway,
and their relationship to transportability requirements. The most urgently
needed transportability testing modes were determined and a GEPTTA site was
selected. It was determined that there existed insufficient justification to
warrant initiation of a full-scale testing facility. The investigation S
resulted in three immediate needs: a rail impact test, a Universal
lifting/tiedown facility and the upgrading of container test facilities. Of
the three aforementioned facilities the final two, a universal
lifting/tiedown facility and the upgraded container test facility, were
deemed most urgent. These two were the prime candidates for the GEPTTA.
Figure I is an artist depiction of the General Purpose Transportability Test
Area.

BENEFITS

The centralization of transportability test facilities will decrease the
need for separate testing and reduce costs for the testing. The GEPTTA would
eliminate conflict of use for facilities and give transportability testing
the prestige of having specially designated areas.

1-7
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Figure 1 - Projectile Penetration of a Deforming Branch

optimum method and could be used for both rainfall and vegetation studies.
The study concluded that wooden dowels provide a viable alternative to actual

branches for measuring impact sensitivity of ISD's. A rain-simulation
facility should be built to test rainfall-ISD impact characteristics.

BENEFITS

The proper evaluation of fuse sensitivity is of prime importance in the
areas of safety and field effectiveness. A standardized test method would
increase the confidence in evaluating a fuse. A more realistic test method
will decrease the number of fuses being rejected thereby reducing production

costs.

IMP rATION

The results of this study will be used in Phase II to develop and

validate the testing methods.

MORK UIFOWATION

Additional information may be obtained from the final technical report
"Improved Methods for Evaluating the Effects of Rain and Vegetation on Point
Detonating Fuses and Impact Switches (Phase I)". January 1982 or by
contacting Mr. William Deaver. US Army Test and Evaluation Command. Aberdeen e
Proving Ground, MD 21005, AUTOVON 283-3677.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity. Rock
Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCOT-302)

MMT Project 082 5071-92 titled "Improved Methods for Evaluating the Effects - -

of Rain and Vegetation on Point-Detonating Fuses and Impact Switches (Phase
I)" was completed by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command in March 1984 at
a cost of $7,400.

BACKGROUND

The Point-Detonating Fuze (PDF) and impact switch are both classified as
Impact-Sensitive Devices (ISD's). The IS) is designed to initiate the explo-
sive train of ammunition upon impact with a solid or semi-solid surface. To
assure reliable detonation, IDS's are increasingly designed for greater 6
sensitivity. The negative aspect of the increased sensitivity is there
exists a greater probability of premature detonation upon impact with vegeta- -

tion and raindrops. It is impossible to find a location where the rainfall
is constant enough to test ISD's under natural conditions, therefore the need
for simulated rainfall is important. The test method currently used by TECOM
is to fire the ISD against 3.2mm thick wood veneer, a test used to simulate.S

both rain and vegetation. As ISD's become increasingly sensitive, a need for

test methods of greater sensitivity and validity becomes apparent.

SUMMARY

The overall objective of this subtask is to analyze the possible test
methods used to evaluate the sensitivity of fuses to rainfall and vegeta-
tion. The best test methods were selected and recommendations made for Phase
I of the subtask. Before the test methods could be evaluated, the parame-

ters to be tested for were determined. The parameters were divided into two
groups: rainfall parameters and vegetation parameters. To determine the

approach needed to study rainfall effects, a definition of rainfall had to be
derived. After analysis, it was decided to identify a 0.5%-risk rainfall;
which is a rainfall of 0.80 mm/mn, having a drop-size distribution of 0.5mm

to 6.4mm diameter. Other parameters such as terminal velocity of drops and
water temperature were determined to have no significant effect. Vegetation
parameters were determined from prior studies of six types of environments
(temperate forests, jungle tangle, etc.) and used in conjunction with
computer simulations of randomly distributed twigs, tangle and branches to
create a theoretical environment that the ISD will enter.

The parameters are used to develop mathematical models of ratndrop-ISD

impact and vegetation-ISD impact. Figure 1 depicts an idealized projectile ,
penetrating a branch. This type of mathematical modeling is used to
determine the optimum test method. The next step was to determine the best
means of testing. It was decided that the test track approach was the

19
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ENVIRONMENT FACTORS CAPABILITY CATEGORIES ENVIRONMENTAL REGIONS ISSUE AREAS

Natural (16) Close Combat (6) Tropic Operability

Induced (8) Fire Support (4) Desert Reliability . -

Constructed (7) Air Defense (4) Cold Mobility

Combat Peculiar (9) Other Combat Support (5 Temperate Vulnerability

Ballistic Missile Defense Availability

Command Systems (6) Fightablility
Intelligence, Surveillance Safety

and Target Acquisition (3) Maintainability
Combat Service Support (6) Survivability
Other Logistics (4) Transportability

Overall Testing Support

Figure I - Primary Elements of the Issue Finder Matrix

IMPLEMENTATION

The Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL) has implemented the EIGHT .6

concept in their effort to write a military handbook on environmental

issues. The ETL will address the rating system to be used in the issue

finder matrix and what issues are involved.

HMRE INFORMATION 0

Additional information may be obtained from the technical report "Envi-
ronmental Issues Guide Concept Plan", TECOM project 7COPBI-TTI-001 or by

contacting W. Deaver, TECOM, AUTOVON 283-3677.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 081 5071-79 titled -Environmental Issues Guide Concept Plan- was
completed by the US Army Tropic Test Center in March 1984 at a cost of
$12,000.

BACKGROUND

In 1980 it was determined that there was a need for a systematic approach
to the process of identifying Army material design and test issues related to
operating Army material systems in various climatic conditions. The Environ-
mental Issues Guide for Humid Tropic Testing (EIGHT) was a result of attempt-
ing to fill this need. The EIGHT concept actually covers all types of
climatic conditions, therefore the "Humid Tropic" is misleading. The EIGHT
concept was incorporated into the US Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories
effort to publish a handbook with the same basic goals as EIGHT. The appli-

cation of the EIGHT concept will be of great value to planners in their con-
tinuing effort to address important issues involving climate, system capabil-
ities and environmental effects on equipment.

SUMMARY

The central result of the investigation was the development of a matrix
format describing the environmental issues the planner would be concerned.
with. The system consists of two matrices; an issue finder matrix and an

issue/data matrix that contains specific issues and design implications. The
primary matrix is the issue finder matrix, a four dimensional matrix contain-
ing 64,000 cells or elements. The matrix is defined by four environmental
regions, forty capability categories, ten issue areas and forty environmental
factors (see figure 1). A second and third matrix called the issue/data
matrix addresses the issues in detail that are involved in planning system
capabilities. For example, suppose a systems evaluator was concerned about "-
the effect vegetation (environmental factor) had on the operability (issue
area) of a tank (capability category) in a tropical area (environmental

region). The cell referred to in the issue finding matrix would show a
rating, from "not important" to "critical". If more detailed information on
the issues was needed the investigator could refer to the issue/data matrix,
which contains no issues, one issue or many issues. The advantage of the
EIGHT system to the planner, evaluator, or engineer is very obvious.

BENEFITS -9

It is impossible to remember all the environmental factors that can
degrade a system. The EIGHT concept fills this void by having a computerized
system that can provide the data quickly and efficiently.

1-3 .
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Parameters such as air velocity, orifice area and material concentrations

were used to develop a physical model so that the efficiency of the DPG

sampler could be determined. Different statistical methods were applied to

the data to determine the "best fit" model for the DPG sampler, depending on

the obscurant being used. The testing results determined the following: a)

isokinetic samplers were not a proper standard to use, b) the DPG sampler was
not a valid sampler for FO, c) sampler orientation from 00 to 60' did not

effect the efficiency of the sampler, and d) the recovery efficiency for TRZ
and IRT obsurants increased with increasing wind speed. The tests concluded
that using isokinetic samplers as calibration tools was not advisable and

that developing a method of sampling fog oil was needed. The most important

results were for the IRZ and IRT sampling where it was determined that the

DPG filter sampler does a very good job and is not effected by orientations

up to 600.

BENEFITS

By using the results of th- ' ubtask, investigators can now sample IRZ

and IRT obscurants with greater confidence. The sampler can now be adjusted
for collection efficiency which will lead to a better understanding of the

battlefield obscurant.

I MPLEMENTATI ON

The methodology investigation concluded that the DPG filter sampler

should be used as a standard field sampler.

S

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information is available in the final technical report "Smoke
Sampling Characterization of DPG Filter Samplers" dated February 1982 or by

contacting W. Deaver, US Army Test and Evaluation Command, AUTOVON 283-3677. .•

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTIURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT .

(RCS DRor"-302)

MMT Project 081 5071-74 titled "Smoke Sampling Characterization of DPG Filter S
Samplers" was completed by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command in March -

1984 at a cost of $40,000.

RACKGROIJND

Subtask 74 is part of the Army's ongoing effort to improve its test and
evaluation methodology through the MMT and TECOM sponsored Production Test
Methodology Engineering Measures Program. An important part of the Army's
Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) mission is the quantitative characterization and
comparison of battlefield obscurants. The DNG filter sampler was used to
collect quantitative data in 1981 field trials. Anomalies in the data led to 0
this methology investigation of the DPG filter sampler.

SUMMARY

The DPG filter sampler consists of a glass fiber filter in a metal filter
holder. A critical orifice is designed to m iLntain an effective flow of
about 6 liters/min through the filter (see figure 1). To correctly evaluate
the data obtained, the DPG filter samplers were compared with two isokinetic
samplers to be used as calibration standards. Isokinetic sampling uses a
streamline of airflow that carries the material through an orifice without .
disturbance or acceleration of any kind. Thirty-six trials were conducted in -

the DPG wind tunnel with each trial consisting of two isokinetic samplers and
four stations with four DPG samplers at each station. The DPG samplers were
at four discrete angular orientations and tested at three different wind
speeds. APPROXIMATELY TO SCALE

Hold Down Ring - __k1
-- Glass Fiber Filter

Support Disk-

_ _ _- ° -"

Body -- -

I il . Stem_ _
Air Flow Direction

----- As iration Tubinn .

Figure 1 - DPG Filter Sampler '.
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developed so that the devices can meet military environmental requirements.

This new configuration also eliminates the need for a metal partition between
the input and output transducer. This partition which also required

partially cutting the substrate was required to maintain acceptable levels of

feed-through suppression. The problem was eliminated by staggering the

transducer alignment and placing impedance matching networks in separate
cavities. . ., ".

A second phase of this effort that would have provided resonators was

discontinued. The second engineering samples were still considerably out of
specifications and the funds were expended. Oscillators that were produced
will be used for frequency stability investigations.

BENEFITS

As a result of this project, Reflective Array Compressors produced in

small quantities (50-100) now cost about $3000 each as compared to $8000 to
$10,000 previously. An industry demonstration was held that provided a
comprehensive review of the developed technology.

IMPLEENTATI ON .0

Results of the project have been implemented at Hughes Aircraft and TRW.
Potential applications include MILSTAR, SIGINT and cruise missiles. Expected

cost savings are $3.6 million.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information on this project can be obtained from the ERADCOM

project officer, Mr. E. Mariani, AUTOVON 995-2647 or Commercial (201)
544-2647.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by H. Weidner, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCMI-302)

MMT Project U80 9897 titled "Surface Acoustic Wave Resonator and Reflective

. Array Devices was completed by the US Army Electronics Research and Devel-

- opment Command in April 1984 at a cost of $626,000.

BACKGROUND

Requirements exist for small reliable RF/microwave frequency sources that

consume little power. use low voltages and arH highly stable over a range of
temperature and other environmental conditions. Recent developments in
surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology indicate that SAW resonators can pro-

vide these characteristics that are not possible with any other technology.

The fundamental frequency of operation for currently available devices is

limited to about 50 MHz. This frequency limitation is caused by the inabili-
ty to produce the extremely thin physical dimensions required for higher
frequency operation. This project was initiated to solve these problems.

.0

PHASE
CORRECTION

PHASE CORRECTION PATTERN SHIELDING
ALIGNMENT MARK /,"--

VO

Figure 1 - RAC Crystal Configuration (Pilot Production)

SUMMARY

The primary problems to be solved were etching of the crystals, providing

part to part consistency and designing an environmentally acceptable package
for the devices. The ion beam etching process was established as a viable

production process for relatively large (C. 6 in. long) lithium niobate .
devices. Using this method, devices can now be produced at rates of hun-
dreds/month. The etched grooves are precision milled into the surface of the
polished crystal to depths ranging typically from 0.05 to 0.15 microns and
are spaced approximately 4 microns on centers. The reflective array configu-
ration is shown in figure I above. A new packaging configuration was

o
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

NMT Project 179 7119 titled "Non-Destructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composite Structures" was completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
Development Command in June 1982 at a cost of $400,000.

BACKGROUND

The inccrporation of structural composites in Army helicopters, and to a

lesser extent in missiles and ground vehicles, is accelerating. This trerd
will reach its culmination in the next generation helicopter, the LRX. In the
LHX, the entire airframe, the main rotor blade, and the tail rotor blade will

be constructed of composites, and the transmission and engine will contain

composite parts as well. Many manufacturing problems will need to be solved,
and among these will be quality control techniques.

At this time, a large number of non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques
have been developed and are being used on composite structures of widely
varying configurations and materials. Unfortunately, however, this technology
is scattered among laboratories, contractor plants, and various literature. A
major step forward in advancing the present NDT state-of-the-art would be to
centralize this technology and make it available to the manufacturing

community.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project, and the total effort of which it is a part,
is to compile a comprehensive manufacturing handbook devoted to
non-destructive in-process inspection of composite structures. The handbook
entitled "Quality Control and Non-destructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composites" will be organized zito eight parts as listed below:

Part I - Overview of Characterization Techniques for Composite

Reliability
Part II - Physiochemical Characterization Techniques - A

State-of-the-Art -view
Part III - Liquid Chromatography - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part IV - Radiography - A State--of-the-Art Review
Part V - Ultrasonic Characterization - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part VI- Acoustic Emission - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part VII - Thermography -- A State-of-the-Art Review
Part VIII - AH-1 - Composite Main Rotor Blade Quality Control, Mechanical

Tests and NI) Methods

1-12
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This summary report summarizes Part IV, "Radiography - a State-of-the-Art
Review." The objective of this project was to determine the state-of-the-art
in the x-ray, gamma ray, and neutron radiography of composite materials. The
project work consisted of a review of radiation principles, application and

radiation sources. It also included the process of making a radiograph,
exposure formulation, and a detailed review of composite material

investigations.

The portion of the review dealing with the mechanism of radiography serves
as an excellent introduction to radiography for those new to the field, and an
excellent refresher to one knowledgeable in radiography. The principles of
radiography and the basic setups for x-ray and gamma radiation (figure 1) and
neutron radiation (figure 2) are presented.

S

, "EMAI ~MONEUTRON MOIERATIN t NEUTRON CONVMITE OTF'R
RADIATION SOURLc T MatERA L IATO MATERAL A.G.IIIIII - ] L- "

MODTERATOR

.-CIMIN 'T

FILM7*

~CALIFORNIUM 252\

NEUTRON SOURCEE J CONVERTOR
CASSETTE - FILM CASSETTE

COVER

Figure 1-Basic Radiographic Set-Up Figure 2-Neutron Radiographic Imaging .. "

The section dealing with radiation sources describes the x-ray tube and its
operation, gamma radiation sources (radium, cobalt 60, iridium 192, thulium

170, and cesium 137), and neutron radiation sources (nuclear reactors,
californium-252, and electronic sources). The section describing the making
of a radiograph discussed geometric factors, object effects, radiation
scattering and film effects. The discussion of exposure formulation consists
of a review of the generic procedure and detailed procedure for x-ray and
gamma ray exposure charts. It also includes controls of scattered radiation,
penetrometers, radiographic sensitivity, and reviewing and interpreting
radiographs.

The most valuable portion of the project deals with composite material

investigations. In composite material investigations, the radiographer has
had to deal with a vast spectrum of reinforcement and matrix material systems,

together with a number of associated types of defects. In particular, some of
the defect considerations investigated with radiography include: bond
evaluations, curing effects, damage considerations, flau content and growth,
voids, failure mechanisms, fatigue behavior, fiber characteristics and fiber

breaks, fracture characteristics, moisture effects, physical properties, resin .-

content, and thermal effects. The need for detection of these types of

1-13
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defects and the general nature of composite systems has brought about a number
of advancements in the traditional, straightforward radiographic technique.
It also has spurred the development of some new and promising techniques.

This section of the project focuses on the methods and capabilities of -
some of these techniques, including the use of automatic computer-based
radiographic image enhancement systems, conventional radiography;
micro-radiography; stero-microradiography; neutron radiography; the use of
opaque additives such as tetrabromothane (TBE), dilodobutane (DIB) and molten
sulfur; the use of opaque fibers (boron with tungsten core), and the use of
automatic computer-based radiographic image enhancement systems.

The project also included the compilation of a selected and extensive
bibliography.

BENEFITS S

This project has fulfilled a need to present the available information on
the application of radiography to composite structures in one document. This
project can also serve as a valuable introduction to the radiography of
composites.

hMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of project results will be accomplished with the
distribution of the handbook entitled "Quality Control and Nondestructive
Evaluation Techniques for Composites."

MORE INFORMATION

The results of this project have been published in report form: AVRADCOM
Technical Report No. TR 82-F-4 entitled "Quality Control and Nondestructive
Evaluation Techniques for Composites, Part IV: Radiography - A
State-of-the-Art Review." Additional information is available and can be
acquired by contacting Dr. Richard J. Shuford, Army Materials and Mechanics
Research Center (AMMRC), Watertown, Massachusetts, on AV 955-5572 or
Commercial (617) 923-5572.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing

Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCX!T-302)

MMT Project 180 7119 titled "Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composite Structures" was completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
Development Command in May 1983 at a cost of $260,000.

BACKGROUND

The incorporation of structural composites in Army helicopters, and to a
lesser extent in missiles and ground vehicles, is accelerating. This trend
will reach its culmination in the next generation helicopter, the LHX. In the
LHX, the entire airframe, the main rotor blade, and the tail rotor blade will 0

be constructed of composites, and the transmission and engine will contain
composite parts as well. Many manufacturing problems will need to be solved,
and among these will be quality control techniques.

At this time, a large number of nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques
have been developed and are being used on composite structures of widely .0
varying configurations and materials. Unfortunately, however, this technology
is scattered among laboratories, contractor plants, and in various
literature. A major step forward in advancing the present NDT
state-of-the-art would be to centralize this technology and make it available -

to the manufacturing community.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project, and the total effort of which it is a part,
is to compile a comprehensive manufacturing handbook devoted to non- -

destructive in-process inspection of composite structures. The handbook S
entitled "Quality Control and Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composites" will be organized into eight parts as listed below:

Part I - Overview of Characterization Techniques for Composite
Reliability

Part II - Physiochemical Characterization Techniques - A S

State-of-the-Art Review
Part III- Liquid Chromatography - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part IV - Radiography - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part V - Ul-rasonic Characterization - A State-of-the-Art Review.. -

Part VI - Acoustic Emission - A State-of-the-Art Review
Part VII- Thermography - A State-of-the-Art Review - -

Part VIII - AH-1 - Composite Main Rotor Blade Quality Control, Mechanical
Tests and NDE Methods
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This summary report covers Part VII, "Thermography - a State-of-the-Art

Review." The objective of this project was to review the techniques available

for the application of thermographic nondestructive testing and evaluation

techniques to composite materials.

Thermography is the general term given to the technique whereby contours

of equal temperature - isotherms - are mapped over a surface. As a technique

for nondestructive testing and evaluation, the application of thermography is

based upon the assumption that defects, inhomogeneities, or other undesirable

conditions of the test object will evidence themselves as local hot or cold -

spots in the isothermal mapping. To apply this technique, one must first

excite a thermal pattern in the test object to be studied; second, measure the

areal temperature distribution on the surface of the examined test object; and

third, interpret the results according to well-established and understood

physical principles. The state-of-the art is well advanced for performing

steps one and two but is still in the developmental stage for step three.
While the physical principles of heat conduction and radiation are well •

understood, the interpretation of these principles for predicting type and

effect of damage or defects needs further study. A schematic diagram of a

basic thermograph NDE system is presented in figure 1.

This review covers both active and passive heating of test composites.
(figures 2 and 3). Measurement of temperature includes both contact and

noncontact methods. The contact methods discussed are thermally induced,

visible chemical reaction in applied coatings, thermal phosphor coatings,

thermally sensitive papers, liquid crystals, thermionic order-disorder

compounds, temperature-sensitive surface tension compounds, and frost melting
technique. The noncontact methods discussed covers the detection of emitted

infrared radiation. A detailed discussion of the nature of infrared emission e
and its nature as applied to composite materials and surfaces is presented as

well as a review of the two types of detectors, photon effect and thermal -

devices.

The applications of thermographic nondestructive testing is covered in

sections reviewing procedures, equipment, parameter selection and .4!-

applications. The considerations leading to the selection of a test procedure
are discussed at length with respect to composite material, part size, flaw
size and location, and economics. The section on equipment emphasizes the

desirability of instruments to record and analyze the image. Parameter

selection is discussed in length and considers conductivity, surface
reflectivity and emissivity, and damping of composite materials. Finally, the

section on applications states that the principle application of thermography,
which began in about 1974, is for the detection of defects and the general

monitoring of damage development and growth. This method is especially

valuable for the detection of debonds and delaminations. It is concluded that
since these defect types result in the failure of composite structures, the

thermography technique is valuable in detecting and recording damage

development during mechanical and physical testing.

1-16
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UWITS

This project has resulted in a review that will serve as an introduction
to thermography of composite materials. "

IMPLErWICKON

Implementation of project results will be accomplished with the -. -' -'

distribution of the handbook entitled "Quality Control and Nondestructive - -

Evaluation Techniques for Composites." 0

RE INFORNTON

The results of this project have been published in the form of a technical
report (AVRADCOM TR 82-F-5, "Quality Control and Nondestructive Evaluation 6
Techniques for Composites - Part VII: Thermography - A State-of-the-Art
Review" dated March 1982). Additional information can be obtained by
contacting Dr. Richard J. Shuford, US Army Materials and Mechanics Research . -

Center, Watertown, MA, on Commercial (617) 923-5572 or AV 955-5572.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock .-

Island, IL 61299-7260.
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HANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DROCT-302)

MMT Project 382 1073 titled "Real Time Ultrasonic Imaging" was completed by
the US Army Missile Command in January 1984 at a cost of $960,000.

BACKGROUND-

The evaluation of the quality of a production line item is an essential
and significant part of the production process. Often the factors affecting
quality can only be detected using radiation that passes through part of the
material. The most common forms of penetrating radiation are x-rays and
ultrasound. An ultrasonic inspection method is often chosen to avoid radia-
tion hazards and because it is uniquely effective for detecting defects.
Standard production line ultrasonic testing methods use a transducer to scan
the item, generating an echo whenever a void volume or inclusion is encoun-
tered. Specialized scanning techniques have been developed that generate
either a cross-sectional view (B-scan) or a plan view (C-scan). These scan-
ning methods are too slow as they do not generate real-time images that would
permit 100 percent inspections in production line situations. To develop a S
rapid automatic flow detection, decision logic would be difficult if not
impossible using these methods. As a result, this effort was initiated to
develop a real-time ultrasonic image inspection system.

SUMMARY

The objective of this effort was to develop a Real-Time Ultrasonic Imag-
ing System (RTUIS) for inspecting fiber laminated and metallic structures.
The results of this phase. Phase II of a two-phase effort, produced a pro-
duction prototype RTUIS for rapid inspection of tubular structures. The
RTUIS consists of a liquid surface holographic inspection system to which a S
number of digital features have been added to provide video monitoring, 3-D
flow presentation, frame summing, computerized decision making, contrast
enhancement, filtering, and smoothing, figure 1.

This system demonstrates the capability to locate flaws in composite and
metallic structures including thin graphite epoxy cylinders, Viper launch .
tubes, Viper rocket motor casings and thick (5 inch) austenitic steel weld-
ments. The manipulator designed to handle these tubes is driven by digital
motors under the control of a small computer. Separate rotation and eleva-
tion motors allow a variety of scan routines. One of the unique features of
the prototype RTUIS is the digital image processor which is designed to
scroll the image at a rate which matches the circunferential speed of the -
tube being examined. This introduces a form of frame averaging which reduces
both specular and background noise and greatly extends the area viewed at any
given instant. Hard copy records be,:,)me more meaningful because they encom-
pass a much larger (4.8 x 5 inch vs. 3 x I inch) area than could be seen
prior to using this technique. A strip 5 inches long (axial direction) is
scanned at the rate of 2.75 inches/second. The resulting image is fed into a S
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Figure 1 - RTUIS Schematic Diagram

scrolling memory plane. The stored moving image is rapidly scanned to elec-
tronically detect flaws. Further propgramming is expected to introduce and
demonstrate feature recognition capability so that structural features can be
distinguished from electronic defects.

The RTUIS system was recently demonstrated by General Dynamics Convair
Division at Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories. During the demonstra-
tion, the imager operated at 60 frames per second. A video camera, focused
upon a liquid surface detector plane, generated the initial unprocessed video
image signal. Five pieces of video image processing equipment were used to
provide frame averaging, video signal analysis, threshold detection, and X,
Y, Z isometric display using the brightness level as the Z dimension. A
special slit camera was designed and built to demonstrate the anticipated
benefits of digital frame averaging. Manipulators were used to carry objects ."-

through the field of view in a manner compatible with the operation of the . -

slit camera.

Production components were used in demonstrating the imaging characteris-
tics of the RTUIS. These consisted of the Viper launch tubes, rocket motor
cases, Tomahawk cruise missile aluminum squeeze casting and heavy austenitic
steel weldments. The RTUIS concept demonstrated a real-time capability to
locate flaws in composite and metallic structure.

IMPUIM'TATION

The results of this effort, a RTUIS production prototype inspection
system, was programmed to be used on the Viper production. However, the
Viper program was cancelled by the Army. Battelle-Pacific Northwest Labora-
tories is in the process of transferring the system to MICOM where it will be

placed in a development laboratory.
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1Q31 IRVORHAT[ON

A technical report titled "Manufacturing Methods and Technology for
Real-Time Ultrasonic Imaging", Report Number MMT 1073FR, dated 31 DecemberS
1983 has been published. For additional information, contact A. Marsili,
MICOM, AUTOVON 746-2147 or Commercial (205) 876-2147. .*-
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 579 4139 (Phase II) titled -Application of Radar To Ballistics 
.

Acceptance Testing of Ammunition. Engineering Enhancement Study" was
completed by the US Army Armament Research and Development Center in August

IQ83 at a cost of $499K.

BACKGROUND

As a result of increasingly sophisticated ammunition testing require-

ments. the US Army designed and fabricated in the mid-1970s the ARBAT

(Application of Radar to Ballistic Acceptance Testing of Ammunition) system
(see figure 1). ARBAT demonstrated the ability to measure and report in real
time vital ballistic testing characteristics such as space position, true
velocity, acceleration, drag. and trajectory events (ignition, burnout,
accidental part loss), etc.

ANTENIA/tRAKSCEIVUf INSTRUMENTATION VAN

GROIVI
OISPlAY

SPECIAL

ANTENNiA MIIPOSE
PRO(ESSOR GENERAL " 'I. °

PIMOSE . "

~~~HArD "-:
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PRINTER

LINE
PRINTER

'TAPE
TRlANSCEIVERI FRIEQUENCY FFY '' -

SYNTHESIZER PROCESSOR' '""-

Figure I - ARBAT System

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to analyze, partially redesign, modify

and field test the ARBAT system. This study was undertaken to obtain im-
provements to the capability of the ARBAT system to track projectiles under
the conditions of low received signal.

These objectives were. in part, accomplished. It was demonstrated that

after hardware and 3oftware modifications were accomplished, the ARBAT could

track and provide data for a variety of ammunition and rockets. Not all the
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udy objectives were met due to funding constraints. However, the ARBAT

provements did demonstrate the practicality of its use by producing more

eful data, on a round-by-round basis, both real and non-real time, than any

her system of its kind. Further, it was concluded that additional ARBAT

finements to both hardware and software were needed in order to satisfy the 0

liability and accuracy requirements of all Army Proving Grounds.

REITS

The following changes to the ARBAT system were recommended based on study

ndings: 0

a. Transmitter/Receiver - Recommend upgrading and reconfiguring the

ansmitter/receiver.

b. IF Processor/Frequency Synthesizer - Recommend upgrading and
!configuring the IF processor/frequency synthesizer. •

c. Computer - Recommend replacement of the computer with a state-of-
,e-art system.

d. Tape Drives and Controller - Recommend replacement of the tape drives

id controller with state-of-the-art components. .

e. Software - Recommend restructuring and upgrading the software.

(1) Simplification of changes
(2) Multitasking
(3) High/Low level software descriptions.

f. Operator Interface - Recommend reconfiguration of the operator
iterface and adding selected software necessary for Government (versus

Dntractor) operation.

g. Documentation - Recommend complete hardware/software documentation

-ckage.

ie preceding ARBAT recommendations would, if implemented, provide the

Dvernment with the reliability, maintainability, and accuracy in range
istrumentation needs to support all Army Proving Grounds.

4PLEMENTATION

The ARBAT system is undergoing a major rectrofit under MMT Project 582

557.

)RE INFORMATION

A final technical report on the enhancement study is available. Contact

r. J. P. Secko, Armament Research and Development Center, AUTOVON 880-4758
r Commercial (201) 724-4758.

immary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Sullivan, Manufa,-_turing Technology
Lv., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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KANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

IT Project 581 4266 titled "Magnetic Power Supply Manufacturing, Inspection
od Test Process Development" was completed by the US Army Armament,
Lnitions, and Chemical Command in June 1984 at a cost of $726,000. -

ACKGROUND

The recent M456A2 HEAT cartridge improvement program included: (1)
epositioning the power supply from the nose of the round to inside the fuze
ousing and, (2) using a magnetic pulse generator power supply. As a result,
he development of manufacturing inspection and testing methods to produce
he r4509 fuze magnetic power supply were required. This type of power
upply, even though used in other munitions, has not been produced in the
uantities and size required for artillery, tank or mortar ammunition. The
roduction rate requirements for these power supplies are 40 per hour.

UMMARY

This project established a semiautomated manufacturing, inspection and
esting process, figure 1, to produce magnetic pulse generator power supply
ssembly. This report covers the second phase of the two phased effort.
hase I established the magnetic power supply assembly stations detail

esign, assembly line functional layout. Phase II of this effort was
rimarly concerned with the upgrading, fabrication, installation and proveout
f the following equipment:

Figure I Magnetic Power Supply Manufacturing Process Flow Chart
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Setback Generator was upgraded to a plug-in type generator. Longer
inal posts were provided to mate with Printed Wire Board (PWB)
ptacles. This improvement eliminated soldering of the posts to the
etic Power Supply Assembly (MPSA) PWB circuitry.

Magnetic Power Supply Assembly Acceptance Test Console was fabricated.
ests the assembled MPSA installed in the rotor housing assembly prior to
psulation. The test console is computer controlled and has the %
bility to accept or reject each unit tested. The tester has the
bility to test 42 units per hour. 0

Four-Nest Centrifuge and Arming Time Acceptance Test Console was
icated. This test console incorporated many improvements including:
test positions for sequential testing, computer control with accept-

tct capability. The tester has the capability to perform 40 tests per
•. This tester may be adapted for various fuzes by reprogramming the

)uter.

Proveout of the semi-automated manufacturing, inspection and testing
:ess to produce magnetic pulse generator power supply assembly was
"essfully demonstrated by manufacturing 1000 M509 fuzes. The proveout of
system also demonstrated increased product reliability and

lucibility.

-FLTS

The primary benefits realized by the Army from this effort is the
ability to mass produce M509 fuze magnetic pulse generator power supply
2mblies at a production rate of 40 per hour.

LEMENTATION

The M456A2 HEAT cartridge munition round may not be procured by the
'. Therefore, the results of this effort may not be implemented for the U
ifacture of the M509 fuze magnetic pulse generator power supply
?mblies. However, this process is being considered for the manufacture of
X1763 and XM764 fuzes. Only minor modifications will be required to the
• ess to manufacture XM763 and 764 fuzes. An Industrial Plant Facilities
7) project will be initiated to perform these modifications.

INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from S. Israels, AMCCOM, AUTOVON
-5591 or Commercial (201) 724-5591. A technical report, AD-E401119 dated
1984, titled "Magnetic Power Supply Assembly of M509A.2 El Fuze" is , 0

Liable.

nary report, Dec 84, was prepared by D. Brim, Manufacturing Technology •
US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCT-302)

MMT Project 576 6599 and 582 6599 titled "Electro-Optical Cavity Inspection

System" were completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical
Command, Armament Research and Development Center in February 1984 at a cost ... "
of $267,000.

BACKGROUND

A visual inspection is performed to determine the condition of the high
explosive (HE) projectile bodies cavity surfaces. The projectile cavity
surface is visually examinated to determine the presence of scale, fins, S
burrs, imbedded material, draw marks, sets, or sharp protrusions. Currently
these inspections are performed in less than ideal conditions as the cavity
surfaces are viewed through the fuze thread hole which is approximately 2
inches in diameter. This visual inspection method is not only costly but is

unreliable under the best of conditions.

SUMMARY

This project was initiated to establish an automated system to inspect
the surface conditions of the internal cavity of the HE artillery projectile
bodies. This inspection system was designed to check the interior surfaces
of the 155mm M107 and 105mm MI projectiles using a TV camera and wide angle

lens to obtain video images.

The theory of this inspection system is based on a defect/flaw creating a
shadow whether it be raised material, crack, pit, or other depression. This

shadow will be in sharp contrast to the brightly illuminated, opposing cause
maximum positive and negative voltage excursions in the video output. Also,
these sharp contrast signals have the fastest rise and fall time in the video
signal. This allows these signals to be separated from the rest of the video

signal by a process called differentiation.

The automatic system commences the inspection by placing the projectile
in the turret where it is clamped between vertical V-blocks. The turret
rotates 90 degrees where a movable carriage with the TV camera, light source,
lens tube and wide angle lens positions the lens tube through the fuze hole
to inspect the shell interior. Illumination of the interior projectile
cavity is obtained from a group of fiber optic bundles surrounding the lens.
If a defect is detected, the carriage immediately stops and withdraws the
lens tube from the projectile body. The turret rotates 90 degrees clockwise,

and the projectile body is placed on the reject conveyor. If the shell is
acceptable, the turret rotates 180 degrees from the inspection postion and

places the projectile on the accept" conveyor, figure 1.
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MORE INFORMATION •.

To obtain more information, contact project officer, H. Wolter, AUTOVON
880-5317 or Commercial (201) 724-5317. iiiil

_•

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by 1). Brim, Manufacturing Technology .,-.!
Div., US Army Industrial Base anOineerin Activity, Rock I land, IL 61299.
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MA-FACTORING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

FROJECT SUMMRY REPORT
(RCS DRCMr-302)

MMT Project 677 7201 titled "Artillery Weapons Firing Test Simlator" was
completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command in July
1984 at a cost of $820,000.

BACKGROUND

The testing of large caliber gun mounts and recoil mechanisms has histo-
rically been an expensive operation. Live-fire testing has been the accepted
method since the advent of weapons using explosives propellants. Live fire
testing is expensive, noisy and normally cannot be located near manufacturing
facilities. ,

Feasibility studies completed in 1972 indicated that a hydraulically
powered device could effectively simulate live firing of artillery and tank
weapons. During 1974 a limited version simulator was fabricated and
installed to prove the simulation concepts and tests were conducted on the
M158 Gun Mount, the M45 Recoil Mechanism, and the M198 Howitzer. A second

impulse programmer was obtained in 1977 allowing for testing of M178, M140,
M551, and M60A2 gun mounts. Both simulators are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Hydraulic Simulators

SUMMARY

The objective of the overall program was to develop an alternative to
live-fire testing. This project provided a second, improved hydraulic simu-
lator, see figure 1, capable of testing the following mounts at various
elevations:S
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M178 Mount for M109A1 Howitzer
M140 Mount for M6OAI and M60A3 Tanks
M551 Mount for M551 Tank
M60A2 Mount for M60A2 Tank .
Ml Mount for MI Tank

The simulator operates by means of a hydraulic power supply. A
programmer (a fluid spring filled with varying amount of oil and nitrogen)
with attached weights is accelerated to velocities at the time of impact
equal to the required weapon peak recoil velocity, plus that required to
compensate for internal resistances of the simulator. The weight of the
programmer, plus attached weights, are approximately the same as the weapon
recoiling parts.

The simulator is capable of a continuous testing rate of three cycles per
minute. During the actual firing sequence, data from up to five channels
provide the test engineer a quick visual check of the test results making it
possible to validate or make appropriate changes before the next firing.

BENEFITS

The simulator is being used to test gun mounts and recoil mechanisms at
30-60 percent of the cost of the live-fire alternative for production accept-
ance testing. Engineering type tests are conducted at costs ranging from 5
to 17 percent of the live-fire alternatives.

The first simulator, installed in 1974, has generated approximately
$6,500K in savings when compared to live firing. The second simulator,
fabricated under this MMT project, has already saved over $740,000.

IMPLEMENTATION
-S

The equipment has been installed and is operational. Qualification test-
ing for the Ml and M178 gun mounts are complete and production of M178's are
being acceptance tested on the simulator. MI production testing is planned.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information is available from Mr. Jerroll S. Hansen or
Mr. Doyle L. White, Rock Island Arsenal, AUTOVON 793-6745 or Commercial
(309) 794-6745.

p o

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Sullivan, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCIT-302)

MMfT Project 680 8036 titled -Weapon Aiming System for the 6-Degree of Freedom
Simulator" was completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical

Command, Armament Research and Development Center in February 1984 at a cost
of $126,000.

S

3ACKGROUND

The US Army is currently developing fire-on-the-move fire control systems
for combat vehicles and helicopters. These systems have stabilized weapon
platforms and sights. Army's Ware Laboratory production acceptance testing
six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) simulator's weapon aiming system does not have
the capability to maintain rounds in the target area while experiencing large
amplitude vibrations under firing conditions. Currently, there is not any
way of viewing the target when the simulator moves or a way to maintain the
weapon on target during motion imparted by the simulator. Maintaining the
weapon on the target while the simulator is in motion, requires that the
weapon system be driven in the direction opposite to the simulator motion. ,

SUMMARY

The objective of this effort was to establish a weapon aiming system for
production acceptance testing of fire-on-the-move fire control systems. This
effort produced a weapon aiming system with remote control and display capa-
bility that provides a gunners line-of-sight independent of hull motions
induced by the 6-DOF simulator. With this system, the gunner is insured that
the weapon is aimed continually on the target during firing bursts.

Figure 1 - 6-DOF
Simulator Weapon

Aiming System
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This was accomplished by mounting a TV camera to a Universal Turret

System and boresighted to the same point of aim as the gun, see figure 1.
This combination plus two TV monitors and a gntnner M28 control station

simulate what a gunner would see during a helicopter flight. One monitor
displays the picture from a camera mounted in the helicopter cockpit

depicting a view downrange. The second monitor displays the picture F.sI
viewed from the turret: i.e., where the gun is aimed. The first monitor

gives an indication of how the helicopter is moving and the second monitor
displays what a gunner would see through the gun sight. As yaw and pitch
motions are imparted to the helicopter by the 6-DOF simulator, the gunner is

able to track a target by backdriving the gun system opposite to the

helicopter motion.

BENEFITS

The US Army now has a production acceptance testing capability to
evaluate stabilized weapon platform and sights for fire-on-the-move fire

control systems. This capability does not exist anywhere else in the United
States.

IMPLEMENTATION S

The establishment of this weapon aiming system is a self-implementing
effort. This system is now in place on the 6-DOF Ware Laboratory simulator.

The aiming system is used each time a production acceptance test plan calls

for firing of a gun while the simulator is Droviding motions to the weapon -

system.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information concerning this effort may be obtained from -"

R. Radkiewicz, US Army Armament. Munitions and Chemical Command, AUTOVON
7q3-6868 or Commercial (309) 794-6868.

Summary report, Jun 84, was prepared by D. Brim. Manufacturing Technology
Div, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity. Rock Island. IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 680 8060 titled -Improved Manufacturing Processes Related to
Final Inspection of Cannon Tubes" was terminated by the US Army Armament,

Munitions, and Chemical Command after expending $60,000.

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to establish mechanized cannon tube

final inspection equipment. The final inspection of gun tubes involves the
following operations: cleaning, magnetizing and demagnetizing penetrant
application, ultrasonic test, bore straightness and dimeter checks, magnetic S
particle inspection and a laser scan for bore indications. To perform this
final inspection operation of some sixteen crane lifts were required which is
very time consuming and expensive.

This project was terminated due to subsequent changes in the manufactur-

ing line which made the implementation of the project results not economical- -

ly feasible.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by D. Brim, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCMT-302)

41
MMT Projects H77 9805 and H79 9805 titled "Automatic Microcircuit Bridge

Measurement System for Quartz Crystal Units- were completed by the US Army
Electronics R&D Command in June 1984 at costs of $875,000 and $725,000,
respectively.

BACKGROUND

At the time of contract award, crystal impedence meters were used to test

quartz crystals utilized in military equipment. Crystal performance
requirements, including parameter tolerances and quality assurance

provisions, are now being increased for future systems applications in 0.8 O
MHz to 220 MHz range. New, more accurate and efficient diagnostic measuring
hardware was needed to overcome existing testing deficiencies.

SUMMARY

Hughes Aircraft Co., Industrial Electronics Group, Newport Beach, CA was
awarded the contract to establish an automatic microcircuit bridge system
(AMBS) for precision measurement of quartz crystal parameters over the 0.8 .-

MHz to 220 MHz range. Goals were to provide automatic National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) traceable crystal measurements and replace four crystal
impedance meters required to cover this frequency range. The system was

built with the ability to automatically measure series and parallel resonant
frequency, series and parallel resonant resistance, static and motional
capacitance, quality factor and spurious response. A system block diagram
and equipment layout are shown in [igures I and 2, respectively.

The basic system elements fabricated consist of the Electronically .
Tunable Microcircuit Bridge (EMCB), Single Crystal Oven (SCO), Offset Local

Oscillator (OSLO), and Bridge Balance Control Unit (BBCU). The original

Tracking Servobridge Detector (TSBD) was manufactured by the Genrad Company.
This equipment was modified by Hughes to facilitate its use on the AMBS
system. The procured equipment which was added to complete the system

consists of an oscilloscope, a frequency counter, a frequency synthesizer, •
and a calculator/controller.

The heart of the system is the EMCB. This bridge is a Schering.

(equivalent circuit) type with the unknown in the parallel arm. The variable
elements used for capacitance and resistance balance were varactors.
Technical accomplishments performed on the fabricated elements are listed -•

on the next page:
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a. EMCB - Varactors were assembled without damaging their electrical
characteristics by bonding moly tabs to the varactor housing at a temperature
of 3800C. Substrate resistance was kept within + 5 percent specification by
determining optimum curing time and temperaturejresulting in yields above 70
percent. Gold plating of the inserts and bridge block elements was performed 0
twice to assure meeting the required 50 micro-inch thickness. The connection
between the solid coaxial cable and the bridge block was changed to a coaxial .'.

connector. Previously, the solid coaxial cable had been soldered directly to - -

the bridge leads. This change enhanced bridge reliability. Additional
protection was provided the hybrid circuitry by enclosing it with soldered -.

plates.

b. SCO - Stainless steel was selected in lieu of the specified
chrome-plated metal cup for its better temperature retention, wear
characteristics and handling tolerance. Single-handed loading capability was
provided by replacing piano key clamps with rigid-mounted contacts.

c. OSLO - Modules were individually packaged using commercially
available housings. The circuitry was completely enclosed for purposes of
shielding and connected by semi-flexible coaxial cable.

d. BBCU - Active circuitry comprising the assembly was contained on five
multilayer circuit boards which were interconnected by means of a mother 5
board. A separate power supply, enclosed in a shielded compartment, provided
the necessary current and voltage levels for the assembly.

Overall system control is performed by a desktop computer
(calculator/controller) Hewlett-Packard HP9825T. Software written for the
system comprised six programs, BEGIN, SYSTEM, AUTOPH, CALELE, CALIBR and
AUTO.

BENEFITS

This effort demonstrated the capability for automatically testing quartz
crystals in the frequency range 0.8 MHz to 220 MHz. Data generated by 6
National Bureau of Standards substantiated high accuracy of the AMBS for
measuring quartz crystal electrical parameters in this frequency range.

IMPLEMENTATION

The results of this effort are available for implementation. A final
technical report number DELET-TR-78-2080-F was distributed to both industry
and government. XOTECH, a recently formed company, appears interested in
adapting portions of the microcircuit bridge for crystal measurements. .

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from Mr. Vincent Rosati, US Army
ERADCOM, ET&DL, AUTOVON 995-4878 or Commercial (201) 544-4878.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by S. Yedinak, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Projects 178, 79, 80 7241 titled "Hot Isostatic Pressed Titanium

Castings" were completed in August 1982 by the US Army Aviation Research and

Development Command at a cost of $113,000, $522,700 and $100,000,

respectively.

BACKGROUND

Currently, the titanium rotor hub for the Blackhawk is produced from a

forging, see tigure 1. This results in a substantial loss of material and 0

the use of expensive machining operations. By establishing a commercial

manufacturing process for a hot isostatically pressed casting, the material

utilization could be greatly improved and machining operations minimized.

. . . .. . . ".

Figure I - Blackhawk Rotor Hub
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IORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mary S. Binseel, HDL,

AV 290-1551. The final technical report is titled "M445 Fluidic Generator"

CDRL Sequence Number A002 dated 14 Sep 1984.

S m ..-- D

T .Usnc

I I .9 2

M0

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Robert Hellem, Manufacturing ""-"
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock.,'-.,

Island, IL 61299-7260..,-
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Phase II, Task 1, entailed the development of a nickel-iron alloy
investment casting process for fabricating magnet keepers. Phase II, Task 2,
entailed the design, fabrication and procurement of a specialized in-process
test equipment that will automatically test, accept, and reject fluidic
generators. 0

An engineering review was conducted of the fluidic generator baseline
drawings and redesign components and specifications as necessary to improve
mass producibility features. An assessment was made that identified critical
production parts or assemblies which required specialized equipmel...
facilities. The proposed pilot production line would be capable of 0
fabricating and testing fluidic generators at a rate of 5,000 per month. The
recommended fluidic generator assembly redesign did not affect its functional
operation, but did affect interchangeability of parts that are fabricated in
accordance with the baseline drawings and the MMT redesigned drawings.
Present plans require the utilization of eight automated assembly/test
machines to optimize fabrication, assembly and test operations for the fluidic
generators.

The redesigned generator components reduce the cost of piece parts and
increase part compatibility for automated assembly and test techniques.
Simplicity of operation of test and assembly equipment was given major
consideration throughout the design phase. The use of the test equipment has
significantly reduced labor cost for each generator.

BENEFITS

This program has established an approach for fabricating and assembling a

fuze fluidic generator at a substantially reduced cost by the:

o Development of an investment casting process to produce the two magnet

keepers that were formerly machined.
o Design and fabrication of an automated fluidic generator test system.
o Design and fabrication of an automated assembly machine to assemble the

coil and magnet assembly.

DIMLEENTATION

The assembly machine successfully assembled the coil and magnet, and was
conditionally accepted by HDL in December 1983. During the course of machine
fabrication, engineering development altered the design of piece parts for the
coil and magnet assembly. This machine was not modified to assemble coil and
magnet assemblies having these revised parts.

Following the acceptance demonstration, the machine was transferred to the
contractor's facilities. The contractor was to modify the machine to assemble
the revised parts. These machines will then be used to assemble coil and
magnet assemblies as defined by the updated technical data package.

HE- 14
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MANUFACTUJRING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-302)

MMT Project 580 1001 titled -Pilot Line for Fuze Fluidic Power Supplies- was

completed by the US Army Electronic Research and Development Command in

January 1981 at a cost of $253,000.

BACKGROUND

Fluidic generators are being used as power supplies for a variety of

rockets and bombs. Proper operation of the present design of these generators

depends largely on a complex geometrical configuration in which allowable 0

dimensional deviations and interplay between components are extremely

critical. The requirement for close tolerance fabrication and assembly of

precison components results in high manufacturing costs and low yield for

these devices. There was a need to establish economical manufacturing

processes and techniques for mechanizing the assembly line for the production

of fluidic power supplies. 0

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to establish a production capability to

manufacture ring-nozzles, slotted collars, magnets and associated fluidic

generator parts as well as a pilot line for the assembly of these parts into

fluidic generators. See figure 1. This project and activities were defined

and funded by phases and tasks. Phase I entailed an engineering study to

define those production components and manufacturing techniques necessary to

fully automate the manufacture and reduce the cost of fluidic generators.

RESONATOR AND NOZZLE ASSEMBLY

1133-3SCREW. 
SOC HD CAP

COL AND MAGNET ASSEMBLY MS16 .7-2 IB-REOD) Figure 1 Fluidic
1173967 Generator Assembly

NUB AND DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY~~'
1173729
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Welding parameters were also developed for aluminum in anticipation of

utilizing aluminum alloys for missile container fabrication. Laser welding of

aluminuim produced welds of poor quality and erratic producibility. The
problem was attributed to poor coupling of the laser beam due to the high 0
reflectance of the aluminum.

Various techniques were investigated to counter the reflectance. Aluminum .

alloys were painted with carbon black, various paints, and anodized coatings. -

Results indicated that coupling of the laser beam is a function of the type
and thickness of the coating. For example, anodic coatings coupled much 0

better than paints. However, as with other coatings which differ from the
base metal constituents, weld quality was impaired.

The most efficient coupling was one where the reflected beam was

redirected back to the workpiece via a copper mirror located just above the
weld zone. This arrangement, in addition to a helium jet gas shielding S

design, significantly improved coupling efficiencies; and often more than
doubled the heat input over the conventional gas shielding system.

Laser welding of missile containers was shown to be feasible; however, to
be economically effective, extensive modification of weld joints, current
manufacturing sequences, and design standardization of the multitude of types S

of shipping containers would be necessary in order to maintain a simple mode
of external optics. Complex optics systems would not be economically suitable

for the quantities of containers currently manufactured.

BENEFITS-

A process was established to laser weld missile containers. There are no - -

benefits due to the complex shape of the various containers along with low
volume.

0

IMPLEHKATION

None planned at this time.

NM INFORMATION

Additional information covering this project may be obtained from Mr.
Phillip Ormsby, US Army Missile Command, AV 746-4933 (205) 876-4933.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wally Graham, Manufacturing Technology
Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL .. -

61299-7260.
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MANUIACTURING NKTDODS AMD T"NOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS ukOHT-302)

MrIT Projects 378 3441 and 379 3441 titled "Application of Laser Welding to
Missile Hardware" were completed in June 1984 by the US Army Missile Command
at a cost of $490,000 and $400,000, respectively.

0

BACKGROUND

The CMU 238E missile storage container is a welded assembly consisting of
several sub assemblies which are welded manually by the Gas Metal Arc Welding 4,

(GMAW) process. The present manufacturing process involves six operators and 6
at times two welders. The low productivity of this welding operation
suggested an automated process such as laser welding for investigation.

SUMMARY •

The primary objective of this project was to demonstrate the application
of high energy lasers by establishing the welding parameters and associated
costs of the missile container manufacturing process. The secondary objective
was to establish the effect of high energy laser beam in welding aluminum.

The welding parameters were established for the steel used in the missile "
container. Various test pieces were welded to determine the acceptable
welding process. Figure 1 shows typical weld joints which were investigated.

40

Figure I - Typical Cross-
Sections of Laser Welds on

" r .. . . 1/8" Steel Missile Container
--' Material Welded at Optimum

* - Parameters

.. .-- MES11..
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S

The program also revealed generic rotary roll forming technology can be
applied to integral flow-forming of rocket motor case nozzles. However,
flow-forming (spinning) machines with the required capacity, rigidity,
accuracy, and higher power are not yet part of the US Industrial Base.

BENEFITS

This program has fallen short of its goal to provide a less expensive .--.

rocket motor case. The results of the study showed that rocket motor cases,
through the manufacturing technology developed in phase 2, would cost 58% more
than the present method of manufacturing. The three roller flow-forming
machine required in this procedure is not yet part of the US Industrial Base.

EPLE DNTATION

The manufacturing procedure developed in phase 2 of this project is
available for implementation, but the US does not have the industrial base for
this method of manufacturing rocket motor case nozzles.

The cost analysis developed through a short production run does not
indicate feasibility of using this method of manufacturing rocket motor cases.

U)RE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mr. William
Crownover, MICOM, AV 746-5821 or Commercial (205) 886-5821.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Rolf Anderson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260. "-j
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The manufacturing procedure has been developed and a general
simplification is as follows:

(1) Purchase tubing to the required specification.
(2) Inspection of incoming material to required specification. S

(3) Deburr and clean tube edges.
(4) Clean and coat with rust preventative.
(5) Warm form nozzle.
(6) Induction harden full case length.
(7) Furnace temper full case length.
(8) Sandblast, clean and coat with rust preventative. 0
(9) Size and straighten by explosive forming.
(10) Trim to length and deburr edges.
(11) Form end closure.
(12) Final fabrication inspection prior to finishing.

The production run of 30 rocket motor cases with integral nozzles (figure .

1) was completed and delivered to the US Army Missile Command for test

firing.

1880mm (74.0 in.)

60.5mm (.8in.)

32mm (1.25 in.) 250mm (9.825 in.)

30mm R 6.m

(1.19 in.) (3011i.
(0.94 0.3in.

204mm (.0 n
8.05 in.) - 71mm (2.79 in.)

Dia

3.18mm (0.125 in.)'m ( , i. 
. .

219mm (8.625 in.) 3.18mm (0.125 in.)
Diamete, 

Figure I - Experimental Motor Case Target Design

The cost of producing the rocket motor case nozzles exceeded the present

cost by 58%. It is believed that the cost can be reduced by large volume

purchases of tubing. Sizing and straightening by using a simpler process

would also help to reduce the cost. However, the cost of rotary flow-forming
would still exceed the cost of the present method of manufacturing by 21%.

ME-9
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MANUACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS RQC(T-302) 9

MMT Project 381 3294 titled "Production Process for Rotary Roll Forming" was
completed by the US Army Missile Command in August 1983 at a cost of $175,000.

ACKGROUND

This project is a continuation of an FY80 project to utilize low cost mill
products such as standard commercial tubing or pipe to produce motor cases for
tactical rockets. The project shall establish manufacturing techniques and
procedures for rotary forming of rocket motor cases.

The current manufacturing methods are expensive. Through the development
of this technology, indications are that a significant reduction in
manufacturing cost can be realized on an entire group of tactical rockets
currently being manufactured or planned for production.

S
The first phase of this effort evaluated, justified and specified the

optimum processing sequence for full nozzle forming to manufacturing rocket
motor cases from electrical resistance welded (ERW) mechanical tubing or pipe.

SUMMARY S

The objective of the second phase is to establish detail manufacturing
procedures, analyze manufacturing cost, develop a concept demonstration with a
short production run, and deliver rocket motor cases for test firing.

It was determined in phase I that three roller CNC flow-forming is the S
most feasible and least expensive of several methods previously investigated
and, therefore, was the basis for the phase 2 manufacturing process.

The three-roller flow-forming of a integral nozzle into 1035 steel ERW
(electric resistance weld) mechanical tubing encountered several problems.

There was a problem with the amount of ovality that existed in the tube.
The mill reported near the completion of the program that the problem of
ovality had been caused by strip annealing. The mill developed a procedure to
full body anneal which is expected to minimize ovality. Standard tolerances
appear to be attainable.

There was also a problem of availability within this country of a three-
roller flow-forming machine with the capacity required to form the rocket
motor case. Therefore, forming was performed on a Leifeld model ST56-75 CNC
three-roller flow-forming machine in Ahlen, West Germany, at Leifeld and Co.

ME-8
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The FY81 project included consolidation trials and processing I
evaluation. Technical problems encountered resulted in difficulty in

achieving both necessary shape and full density. A complete redesign and

fabrication of new fluid dies to make impellers was completed.

Several compactions were run using mechanical presses without success in
achieving the desired geometry and necessary titanium density required for a
highly stressed part. Several recent changes include adding a "ceramic
composite" block of material which becomes viscous at the compaction
temperature (1750*F) to the top of the Fluid Die, and use of a 6000-ton
capacity hydraulic press. Four impellers were compacted and evaluation of
these parts indicated that satisfactory density was obtained and better
dimensional control was demonstrated. As a result, a supplemental task was
added to the program to fabricate four additional impellers and three
pancakes for further metallurgical and dimensional inspection.

Future work on this effort includes: testing of the parts produced

during this phase, fabrication of additional impellers and pancakes, final
rotor fabrication, hardware evaluation, spin testing, material design data
generation, final manufacturing specification, and preparation and delivery
of final technical reports.

BENEFITS

These projects (FY79, 80, 81), in addition to the FY82 follow-on project,
will result in a new method for manufacturing centrifugal compressor

impellers. The powder metallurgy consolidation method will increase material
utilization and reduce machining costs compared to current forging methods.
In the size class pertinent to the auxiliary power unit, it is estimated the
resulting manufacturing process will reduce the buy cost by approximately
$1300 per engine compared to a forged and machined impeller. The benefits of
this effort will occur upon implementation after completion of the FY82

project.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information on this project is available from Mr. J. Lane, US
Army Applied Technology Laboratory, AUTOVON 927-2771 or Commercial (804)
878-2771.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Bruen, Manufacturing Technology 1
Dlv., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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The Fluid Die (figure 1), developed by Kelsey Hayes, consists of a steel

body of integral or built-up construction with an internal cavity configured
to the desired final part contour after consolidation. The cavity is filled

with metal powder, evacuated, sealed, and hot forged to achieve powder
consolidation. The resulting PM near-net shape is extracted first by
machining and then by chemical pickling of the steel envelope. The forged PM

detail may be finished (figure 2) to a final contour using chemical milling
to remove the contaminated surface. The Fluid Die process has the potential

for yielding titanium alloy centrifugal impellers with properties equivalent
to those achieved by forging, but at reduced fabrication costs.

S-CAP

7 FILL TUBE

6 TOP FLOATING INSERT

S TOP CONTAINER

4 BOTTOM FLOATING•., ." . INSERT

3 SPACER"

Figure 1 - Fluid Die Schematic
2 CAST SEGMENTS

1 BOTTOM CONTAINER

DETAIL MATERIAL SHAPE

1 BAR OR TUBING AND PLATE

2 INVESTMENT CAST SEGMENTS WELDED INTO A RING

3 PLATE OR TUBING

4 P.ATE S
5 BAR OR TUBING

6 BAR OR PLATE

7 TUBING

8 BAR

Figure 2 - First Iteration
Ti-6AI-4V Titanium Alloy Impeller

(S/N-4CI)
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECINOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRQCT-302)

MMT Project 181 7291 titled -Titanium Powder Metal Compressor Impellers" was
completed by the US Army Aviation Systems Command in June 1984 at a cost of
$229,000.

BACKGROUND

Centrifugal compressor impellers are typically produced by machining the
flowpath and blades from oversized forgings. Impeller airfoils have complex ...
shapes, high twist gradients, large camber and close spacing. Machining to , "
net shape from oversized forgings results in a substantial loss of the forged
material. Typically. 75 percent of the initial forging weight is machined as 0
scrap. Labor costs associated with processing the forgings are approximately
two-thirds of the total cost of the impeller.

By hot-isostatic-pressing powder metal (PM) to the near-net shape,
material utilization is greatly increased. By chemical milling the
aerodynamic surfaces to final tolerances, the labor costs associated with S
finishing operations inherent in conventional forging techniques are
essentially eliminated.

This MMT effort is a joint service, multi-year investigation, funded by
both Army and Air Force. under contract to the Garrett Turbine Engine
Company.

SUMMARY

The overall objective of the four year effort (fiscal years 79, 80, 81
and 82) is to develop and validate the manufacturing process necessary for S
the fabrication of low-cost high-quality compressor impellers using powder
metallurgy techniques. Development of this process, which is a co-funded
effort with the Air Force Materials Laboratory, will provide fabrication -.

processing for several components.

The FY79 project initiated a contract with the Garrett Air Research •
Manufacturing Company. Partial funding of the FY79 project limited the work
accomplished to the design of tooling and associated tooling interface.

The FY80 project continued work on tooling to include tooling shape
development. The objective of the contractual effort is to develop
manufacturing technology for the production of Integrally bladed impellers
using titanium pre-alloyed powder and the fluid die powder metal

' consolidation process. The program is predicated on employing powder
produced by using the Nuclear Metals, Inc. plasma rotating electrode process
(PREP). This powder was selected for the fabrication of rotating engine --

parts since the PREP process theoretically is capable of yielding a titanium
alloy product with an extremely low tungsten impurity content. -
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Figure 1 -High Cycle Fatigue Properties

IPLENK NTATION

After completion of this program, an Engineering Change Proposal will be
prepared by Solar Turbines, Inc., for introduction of cast titanium impellers
into T62T-40 production. Detroit Diesel Allison will introduce cast impellers S

in the GMA500 during development testing to qualify the parts prior to initial

production.

MDRE INFORMATION

Additional information covering this project may be obtained from Mr. M.

Galvas, Applied Technology Laboratory, US Army Research and Technology

Laboratories, AVRADCOM, AV 927-2771 or Commercial (804) 878-2771.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wally Graham, Manufacturing Technology

Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL '""
61299-7260.
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NANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCGT-302)

MMT Project 180 7285 titled "Cast Titanium Compressor Impellers" was completed -

by the US Army Aviation Research and Development Commanu 'n July 1983 at a

cost of $353,000.

BACKGROUND

Current titanium compressor impellers are produced by machining the
flowpath and blade surfaces from an oversized forging. This results in a
substantial loss of material and expensive machining operations. Typically, 6

about 75 percent of the initial forging is machined away. Machining

r. r operations generally constitute about 66 percent of the total impeller cost.

Investment casting the impeller to near-net shape will improve material
utilization and reduce machining operations. In addition, hot-isostatic
pressing and heat treatment of the castings improves the mechanical and

fatigue properties to a level attractive for dynamic applications. •

SUMMARY

The major objective of this program is to develop and demonstrate a pilot
production process for investment casting titanium centrifugal compressor
impellers to near-net shape. The compressor impellers were produced and

tested to completely evaluate the economic advantages of the selected casting -.'
technique and processing against life cycle costs of the conventional forged

and machined compi:essor impeller. Twenty 250-630 castings and 13 GMA500
second stage castings were produced from the pilot production run. Specimens --

were tested for tensile and high cycle fatigue properties. See figure 1. The -
tooling and wax patterns for the production run were ordered. A detailed

analysis of the processes developed will be reported in the final year of this

project.

BENEFITS -

This is the third year of a 5-year program. Anticipated benefits upon the

successful completion of this program will enable the Army to produce titanium
centrifugal compressor impellers at reduced cost compared to forged

impellers. In addition, the results of this program will have direct

application to other titanium centrifugal compressors.

KE-3
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SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to establish a commercial manufacturing
process for a hot isostatically pressed (HIP'ed) cast titanium rotor hub for
the Blackhawk Helicopter. The scope of the effort encompassed three phases -

two of which are covered in this report. Phase I effort included performing a
technical assessment of the capabilities of titanium casting suppliers, hot

- isostatic processing subcontractors and heat treatment vendors. A
specification and a drawing for the production cast Blackhawk hub !.ere

prepared.

phase II included the letting of contracts to vendors for the actual
castings, heat treatment and test evaluation. The hub castings were made and

evaluated. Work on the last two of the 11 cast hubs required for this program
was stopped because of technical problems, although the tooling for molding,

casting, and processing the cast hub were adequate to fabricate prototype
parts. The fatigue evaluation of specimens machined from three hubs revealed

that this material has a large coefficient of variation (scatter) compared to
forged titanium hub materials (S/X = 23.9% as opposed to 10.9% for typical

titanium forgings). Fracture examination of the test specimen depict the
existence of anomalies which are considered a contributing factor in the
fracture mode and in the wide variations observed in the generated data. For

that reason, the cast titanium hubs Prepared under Phase II do not have

adequate material properties for use as a UH-60 rotor hub. The casting vendor
- launched a cooperative program to investigate the nature and sources of

foreign material which caused the excessive fatigue scatter. Results of the
investigation identified sources in the process for most of the "low" fatigue

failures which caused the excessive scatter. Therefore, implementation of the
technology of a cast rotor hub for the Blackhawk was unlikely. In order to
salvage the technology and available funds, it was mutually decided that the

contract should be modified to cast a damper bracket for the rotor section of
the Blackhawk. This will be reported on when completed.

BENEFITS

The knowledge learned thus far will be applied to the Phase III portion of

the effort.

TJILEMENTATION

Based on the results of Phase I and Phase II effort, Phase III covering

the damper bracket has been initiated.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mr. Frank Hodi at AV

955-5475 or Commercial (617) 923-5475.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wally Graham, Manufacturing Technology
* Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL

, 61299-7260.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 677 7753 titled "Noise Suppressor for Powder Type Recoil Mecha-

nism Testing Machine (Powder Gymnasticator)" was completed by the US Army

Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command in June 1984 at a cost of $385,000.

RACKGROUND

Function firing and engineer testing of large caliber gun mounts and

recoil mechanisms have been performed on the powder gymnasticators at Rock

Island Arsenal for many years. Powder gymnasticators exercise the weapon

component by exploding a small charge in an open test environment providing

an attractive, economical alternative to live firing.

The primary drawback to the powder gymnasticators is the noise they

produce.

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to design and fabricate a noise attenu-

ator which could be placed over the powder gymnasticator to reduce testing

noise to a level which would be in compliance with state laws. This meant

reducing the average peak noise level at a distance of 2000 ft. from the

gymnasticator from the current 115 dB(A) peak to 56 dB(A) peak.

The project ran into a number of difficulties basically because prospec-

tive contractors did not comprehend the extremely harsh environment that the

noise attenuator would be subjected to (pressures created by up to 23 ounces

of powder, see figure 1). An acceptable design was, however, ultimately

presented and a noise attenuator system was fabricated.

0

Figure 1 - Recoil Mechanism Being Excerised (US Army photograph)
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The noise attenuator is made up of three main parts; a stationary

buttress wall, a moveable shell, and an exhaust blower (see figure 2). The
system measures approximately 43 feet in length, 12 feet in width,and is 8
feet high. The basic construction uses a lamination of 1/4-1/2 inch steel
plate, 6 inches of white foundry sand, 1/4-1/2 inch steel plate, 2 inches of
vinyl covered fiberglass, 4-6 inch air space and 1/8-3/16 inch perforated
stainless steel plate.

The noise attenuator was tested. Although the noise level from the

powder gymnasticator was not reduced to 56 dB(A) peak, it was reduced to a
level that should be acceptable in light of new regulatory criteria for 9
explosive blasting.

Figure 2 - Noise Attenuator (US Army photograph)

BENEFITS ...

This project was conducted to bring test procedure in compliance with

" state laws.

IMPLEMENTATI ON

The noise attenuator is being incorporated into the standard operating

procedure for recoil mechanism and gun mount testing with the powder
gymnasticator at Rock Island Arsenal.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information and a copy of the final technical report is avail-
able from Mr. Jerroll Hansen, Rock Island Arsenal, AUTOVON 793-6745 or
Commercial (309) 794-6745.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Sullivan, Manufacturing Technology
Div, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AmM TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DMRCr-302)

MMT Projects 677 7814 and 678 7814 titled "Synthetic Quenchants for Heat
Treating Weapon Components" were completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions

and Chemical Command in June 1980 at a total cost of $128,000.

ACKGROUND

The common quenchants, water and oil, have been regularly used for many

years in the production heat treatment of weapon components. These

conventional coolants cause distortion and cracks in complex workpieces, or 0

excessive post-machining warpage. Attendant problems are nonuniform or
incomplete hardening because of poor or spotty heat transfer, quenchant loss
from mechanical dragout, and health and safety hazards such as fire, smoke,

soot, and fumes. Working control parameters were to be established for the

application of these water-soluble quenchants to production heat treatment.

SUMMARY

The objective of the project was to evaluate the use of commercially

available synthetic quenchants to replace most oil, water, and brine quenching
at the Rock Island Arsenal heat treatment shop. Improvements regarding fire,

safety, health, and a more uniform surface hardness were anticipated. In this
project, the quenching applications of oil, water, and solutions of UCON A,

UCON B, UCON C, and UCON HT in water were analyzed.

The heat treatment practices and schedules were analyzed along with the
recent history of acceptance/rejection. Components that were typical, more -

frequently quenched, or more difficult to heat treat were selected. From
these examples, four steels, SAE 4140, SAE 8740, gun barrel steel about 2

inches in diameter covered in Mil-Spec 11595D, and Class IV steel covered by
Mil-Spec QQ-S-681, were selected for study. The latter is a statically cast

steel. The others are normally used for wrought products and occasionally
centrifigally cast tubing. The effects of applying UCONs C, HT, B, and A to -
the heat treatment of these steels were determined.

The contractor performed dilatometric tests on each of the steels. From - -

this data temperatures were selected for austenitizing these steels as

follows:

Steel Austenitizing Temperatures
SAE 4140 1500 degrees F

SAE 8740 1550 degrees F 2.
Class IV 1650 degrees F
Gun Barrel 1550 degrees F

ME- 18
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The contractor devised a variation of the Jominy end-quench test procedure
to evaluate quenchant selection for these steels. In this test, bars of steel

one-inch in diameter are austenitized, then quickly placed in a fixture which
, causes one end face to be quenched over a flowing fountain of quenchant. 0
-* Normally, water is the quenchant, but in this non-standard test, various

concentrations of UCONs in water were used. Hardness tests were then -.
performed at various distances from the quenched end. To supplement the data

. and to provide information on cracking tendencies, the Jominy bars were
re-austenitized and quenched by immersing entirely into the quenchants. The

* surface hardness values from these immersion tests were used as the surface S
* hardness values in later analysis. The hardness values at .125-inches from

the quenched ends in the Jominy tests were also used in this analysis.

A testing device was fabricated to provide a quick, easy method for
comparing heat extraction capabilities of different quenching media. It
consisted of a wire heated by alternating current with the attached 0
thermocouple junction. When the temperature stabilized, the power input,
which was assumed to be equal to the heat extracted by the quenchant, was

* recorded as a function of the temperature. As expected, greater heat was
extracted at higher temperatures. The hot wire device shows UCON C cools
similar to brine when the component is above 1400 degrees F and similar to
water when the component cools below 1200 degrees F. This makes it a
desirable quenchant for the Class IV steel. The cooling capability of 30%.

* UCON A is similar to water when the components are 900 degrees F or less.
UCON C is a good quenchant for Class IV steel since it through hardens the
steel and quenchant concentration affects surface hardness. The latter
phenomenon allows surface hardness measurements to indicate the existence of

an acceptable hardness profile throughout a component and also enables the
. heat treater to decrease the surface hardness if quench cracking ever becomes
.- a problem.

SAE 4140 components about 1-inch in diameter should not be quenched in
UCON's A or HT because of potential cracking and/or rapid loss in hardness -- -
near the surface. With SAE 4140 steel, UCON B at about 25% should yield a e
hardness profile near the surface similar to oil, but it is more difficult to
perform quality control checks since the surface hardness remains relatively
constant with concentration changes; whereas, the hardness gradient changes
significantly.

SAE 8740 can probably be quenched in UCON HT and also possibly in
*. concentrations of UCON B near 20%; however, additional tests on a variety of

components would be needed for verification. Gun barrel steel about 1-inch to
2 1/2-inches in diameter is susceptible to cracking in UCON A. As expected,
cleaner steels reduce the tendency to crack.

Attempts to replace common quenchants for heat treating a given steel,
". e.g., replacing oil with synethetic quenchants for oil hardenable steel

grades, must include separate quenching trials for each alloy in a wide range
' of actual component configurations.
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NEmITS

Limited control parameters have resulted from these projects; however,
some benefits have been realized by reducing the amount of scrap material, by
improving the quality control, and by reducing health and safety hazards.
These benefits will be increased since work is continuing in a manufacturing
support effort to improve Rock Island Arsenal's quench practices. -..- -

Db J.-TION0

Based on the results of this project, the heat treatment shop has switched
back to oil for most quenching of SAE 4140. Because quenching the long gun

barrel tubes in oil presents a safety and fire hazard, quenching in UCON A
between 27% and 30% has continued. Meanwhile, the performance of UCON's in
quenching SAE 4140 and gun barrel steel is being compared with that of other
synthetic quenchants in an ongoing manufacturing support effort.

WinE IMVRMATION

Further information may be obtained from Dr. Richard Kalkan, Rock Island
Arsenal, AV 793-4627 or Commercial (309) 794-4627.

;0

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Robert Hellem, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260. .*\-
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MANUFACTURI M ETHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DORwr-302) .

14MT Project 681 7916 titled "Low Cost Mandrel Material" was completed by the
US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command in April 1984 at a cost of
$168,000.

BACKGROUND

The current mandrels used in swaging the 105mm, 120mm, 155mm, and 8"
cannon barrels are made of solid tungsten carbide, which is very expensive.
This material is brittle and subject to premature failure without warning.
These failures cause not only the loss of the mandrel, but also the loss of
the gun tube.

The requirements for a swaging mandrel are high hardness, high compressive
strength, high wear resistance, high yield and tensile strengths, and minimum
expansion and contraction caused by the constant heating and cooling from
friction during the swaging process.

The swaging operation has been used at Watervliet Arsenal for
approximately 20 years. Through the years, various tool steels have been
tried and the solid tungsten carbide, presently used, has proven to be the
best, although expensive, and not readily available in the large size
required.

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to develop a low cost swaging mandrel
from a material that is readily available. The approach taken was to select a
material for the core and exterior shell that would meet the structural

requirement to produce an improved and less expensive swaging mandrel.

Marage 350 steel was chosen for the core material because the mechanical
properties best met the requirements of the multitude of tool steels

reviewed. Tungsten carbide coating was selected as the exterior shell as a
result of tests made using sub-size mandrels. It exhibited the best
characteristics for the swaging mandrel.

ME-21
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The 120mm and 105mm swaging mandrels were designed and constructed to
evaluate their performance under production conditions. Five 120mm gun tubes
were swaged consecutively with one mandrel. The mandrel was examined before
and after each operation for scoring, flaking and shrinkage. The mandrel 0
showed no adverse wear, shrinkage or any other signs of deterioration. All
five tubes passed inspection by the Arsenal Manufacturing Division and were
then finish machined and shipped as regular parts. -_.-.

The results achieved show the tungsten carbide coated swaging mandrel to - .
be a viable alternative to the solid tungsten carbide mandrel. The tungsten
carbide coated mandrel is less expensive, and the coating wear can be measured
so that the mandrel can be replaced before a catastrophic failure occurs.

NENFITS

The total savings for ten years would be $188,000.

COST SAVINGS

DESCRIPTION 105mm 155mm 8"

Solid Carbide Mandrel $2,025 $3,820 $6,460
(presently used)

Carbide Coated 350 $1,012 $1,910 $3,230 0
Marage Mandrel (new)

Cost Savings per mandrel $1,013 $1,910 $3,230

The amounts shown are based on 1979 dollars.

Another important benefit is that the coating wear can be measured and the
mandrel replaced before a catastrophic failure can occur. The recoating of a
thin layer of tungsten carbide on worn mandrels is much more cost effective -

than replacing the entire mandrel. The recoating reclaims the life of the
mandrel at approximately one-third the total cost on a normal production order
of mandrels.

The tungsten carbide coating of the mandrel eliminates the difficulty
incurred in obtaining the large size monolithic block required for the solid
tungsten carbide mandrel.
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IFMTIOH

The tungsten carbide coated swaging mandrel will be implemented at
Watervliet Arsenal when the conventional solid tungsten carbide mandrels,
presently being used, are no longer of any value. The two tungsten carbide
coated mandrels produced have been turned over to Watervliet Arsenal Operation
Directorate for use on the production line.

101K INFORNATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mr. V. Colangelo, AV
974-5827 or Commercial (518) 266-5827.

mE-2-
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Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Rolf Anderson, Manufacturing"--.
TechnologysadL Division,619_20US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock -,,. .:.
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MANUFACTURI NG METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCIT-302)

MMT Project 680 7927 titled Generation of Base Machining Surfaces- was
completed by the US Army Armament Research and Development Center in March

1983 at a cost of $35,000.

BACKGROIJND

To reduce the cost of manufacturing breech rings, the parts are produced
in near net form. The near net shape must then be inspected and laid-out

prior to machining. This process is usually accomplished on a layout table
with the operator developing a model for the finished part. There are many

problems associated with the layout phase. The operator must anticipate the
stock conditions over the entire part while only being capable of laying out

the part one surface at a time. The operator must mak- a value judgement
while manipulating the part, weighing as much as 1500 pounds. Using the

standard layout method can lead to variations in modeling that are hard to
detect and cause manufacturing problems as the part is processed. The
solution to the problem is a system that will permit the layout of the part

to be done accurately and without manual manipulation.

SUMMARY

The project titled "Generation of Base Machining Surfaces" is a two year
funded program, with this particular project designed to determine the
engineering requirements of the system and to evaluate various technologies
that meet the requirements. An engineering analysis of current layout
procedures defined ten (10) "major" criteria (elements) that determined the

specifications of the system, see table 1. The major criteria covered areas
of part definition, quality, handling, inputs and outputs. Each element was
then studied in detail to determine the optimum effect they will have. The
study resulted in a fundamental description of the mandatory and detailed
technical requirements. The system is called the Stock Verification Machine
(SVM). The layout method uses the forging surface as the reference surface.

I. Part Definition and System Flexibility . !
II. Floor Space Reduction

III. Reduced Handling
IV. Improved Quality

V. Operating Time
VI. Part Inspection Criteria

VII. Layout Sequence

VIII. Operator Inputs
IX. System Inputs

X. System Outputs

Table I - Ten Major Criteria

ME-24
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The machine to be designed will separate the forgings into two groups. The

first group will consist of those forgings the machine can layout, the second

group will be the forging the machine cannot layout. This represents an
important advantage of the machine; the manual effort can be concentrated on

the forgings that require multiple degrees of freedom for layout while the .

machine can layout the remainder. The contract to design and develop the
SVM was given to Computer Technology Corporation and will be completed with

the second year of funding.

BENEFITS 0

Upon completion, the following benefits are expected: a 50 hour
reduction in operation time in the layout process, a 75% decrease In floor

space required for layout stations, reduced handling, and an improved quality

in the layout process.

I MPLEMENTATI ON

Computer Technology Corporation of Milford, OH will design and develop

the machine. Upon completion (late 1984) the machine will be sent to
Watervliet Arsenal for testing and eventual implementation.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Brian Rose, -.

Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY 12189, AUTOVON 974-5590 or by obtaining .

the final technical report "Generation Base Machine Surfaces" from the US

Army Armament Research and Development Center, Watervliet Arsenal.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island,
IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCT-302)

MMT Project 680 7928 titled =Robottzed Benching Operation" was completed by
the US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command in March 1983 at a cost

of $113,000.

BACKGROUND 0

Past investigations pertaining to benching operations on breechblocks and
rings have shown the current methods were unsafe for the operator and exces-
sively time consuming. The operation took approximately 4 hours depending
upon weapon and component with a considerable amount of time spent on grind-
ing radii on the ends of internal segmented threads. In addition, there are S
various edges and surfaces on the outside of the breech ring which had to be
ground. While performing these operations, the worker used a high speed air
driven grinder. Because of the geometry of the component, visibility is

poor. The combination of the air exhaust stream and the worker trying to
improve his view, resulted in too high a frequency of eye injuries even
though full face shields are used. A method was needed to relieve the worker V

from these hazardous working conditions.

SUMMARY

The thrust of this project was to determine the feasibility and require- .
ments for implementation of a robot to perform the benching operations. It
is anticipated that an industrial robot will not only eliminate the hazardous
aspect of this particular benching operation, but will also reduce the metal --

grinding time.

Due to the intricate maneuvers required in grinding operations addressed
in the project, the initial survey of the robotics market resulted in elimi-
nating robots which were either pneumatically or hydraulically powered. The
confined workspace, tolerance, material hardness and minute movements are
factors which make an electric robot suitable for the task. The areas to be
ground are within an eight inch diameter approximately six inches deep where
one is attempting to put a series of .050 of an inch radii (+ .010 inches). 5

Even with an electrical industrial robot having the required precision

and movements, initial testing did not prove feasibility of this robotic
grinding application. Feasibility testing utilized ASEA's 5-axis Robot,
IRB-b. Testing revealed that the normal method of "teaching" a robot, by
using the "teach box", could not be used for this application.

The nature of the cutting action involved in metal removal by grinding
imposes significant loads on the mechanism supporting the cutting tool.
These loads cause deflections in the supporting member which are stored as
strain energy much like the energy in a compressed spring. The mechanical
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stiffness of the robot and this stored up energy caused abrupt tool movements
which led to tool breakage and/or resulted in very poor workmanship. In most
cases, the results were so poor that gouges were noted on either side of the
thread, while the sharp edge to be ground remained untouched. This resulted
in the requirement for a sixth axis to help resolve the problem.

The grinding tool had to be small, powerful, and have a tool holding

method which permits rapid changing. The shape of the cutting tool must be
carefully considered in order that it may be properly positioned and to
assure the desired geometry is imparted to the workpiece.

The control unit, an integral part of the robot system, needed augmenta-
tion. It needed sufficient "intelligence" so that the user can direct the
robot motions along a very complex and difficult-to-define path. The geomet-
ric definition of the cutter location is even more difficult to define using
manual computation methods. Therefore, a computerized method of providing
motion control information is a system requirement.

The consulting firm, ESI, proposed a system configuration to meet all of
the benching operation requirements. This system consists of:

(1) ASEA 6 KG Industrial Robot, IRB-6 with 5-axis of motion.

(2) ESI built sixth axis to hold air driven grinding tool permitting
tool positioning in 0.5 degree steps over a range of + 45 degrees.

(3) Chicago-Pneumatic No. CP-9107 grinding tool.

(4) A computer system with CPU, disk storage, printer, graphics display

and system console.

(5) The Robot Programming Language (ROPL) will be written in Pascal.

The work on this effort is continuing under the second year of fundin, in

MMT 681 7928.

BEN.FITS

Because the effort is ongoing, no benefits have yet been realized. Upon
completion of the effort, the benefits anticipated are:

(1) A reduction of 50 percent of the direct labor cost.

(2) Elimination of hazardous work.

(3) An increase in product quality from fewer component reject ions.

(4) Adaptation of robot to other repetitive or hazardotis tasks for cost
savings because of robot flexibility.
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PLEWIATION

The system configuration developed in this project was finalized. ESI

as contracted to build and test the system in MMT 681 7928. Figure 1 shows

ie robotic system currently under evaluation.

Figure I - Prototype Robotic Benching Operation

DRni INFORMATION

For additional information contact Mr. Victor Montuori, AMCCOM, AUTOVON S

74-5507 or Commercial (518) 266-5507. A letter final report is available

A RADCOM letter, DRDAR-LCB-SE, 30 September 1982, subject: Final Technical

sport. )

immary report, Dec 84, was prepared by D. Richardson, Manufacturing

chnology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock

;land, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-3O2)

Project 682 7940 titled -Synergistic Platings with Infused Lubricants- was

leted by the US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command in December
.at a cost of $175,000.

GROUND

The development of rapid fire weapons has resulted in increased wear in

r of the moving parts. Present dry film lubricants, as well as greases or S

;, tend to wear off with use and, therefore, require frequent reapplication

-eservoirs. Such maintenance or built-in reservoir systems are not
:tical. The environment to which armaments may be exposed include dirt and

!r. Therefore, the coating must resist wear from the abrasive cutting

Lon of dirt and it should be resistant to corrosion in wet environments.

.e is a requirement for a hard, self-lubricating coating for sliding 0

.aces.

4ARY

This project was directed toward advancing the technology to a stage where •

iment components can be coated for field tests. Non-destructive tests,

zess controls and quality assurance methods were to be optimized.

Control of the bath was done by conventional analytical procedures. A

L anode system was used to control the chemistry of the bath. With this

[ anode system, 60 percent of the DC was used to deposit nickel and 40 0

2ent was needed to deposit a combination of phosphorous and hydrogen. The
mnique for applying the coating was to electroplate an alloy as a "spongy"

rous) layer, heat treat to harden this alloy, then impregnate the pores
i a solid lubricant. Several carbon and graphite powders were considered

Induce porosity. Darco and Nuchar activated carbon powders were found more

ctive than graphite powders. The particle size selected was in the range

4-75 )im. Heat treatment of the alloy was conducted at 400°C to harden the
)y. Quantimet-QT-M was used to measure present surface view on a screen.
)en dot chaits used in electroplating were used to determine porosity.
ty to seventy percent surface void was found adequate to hold the
ricant.

A plating facility was designed, built, and delivered to ARDC. The
[lity consisted on a 300 liter polyethylene tank equipped with dial anode
4; one for soluble nickel anodes and one for insoluble, platinized-titanium-
les. It also contained a make-up tank and a centrifugal sumip pump tor
[ng and circulating the solution to keep the carbon particl,, in

)ension. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the facility.
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Pumping tests of PBX-0280 slurry was conducted with a recessed impeller

pump. The objective was to prove that explosive slurry can be pumped to the

belt filter in a continuous mode of operation without particle size
degradation. Evaluation showed that excessive pumping (1 hour or more) in a
recirculating loop does result in particle size degradation. However, no
particle size degradation occurred in all evaluations after 1/2 hour of
pumping in the loop. It is felt that particle size degradation would not -

occur when the material is pumped from a storage tank to a filter. In this
case, the material passes the pump only once instead of circulating for an
hour in a loop through the pump as in the test.

The pilot Wolverine dryer was reactivated during the project effort.

Lubrication, belt replacement and operational checkout of the exhaust fan,
heater and dryer motors were completed to bring the dryer to operational

status. The dryer will be evaluated during the FY83 project.

LILMNAION

The scale-up of batch processes for LX-14-0 and PBX-0280 have been

implemented at HSAAP. The implementation of dewatering technology with Eimco
belt filter for Comp C-4, LX-14-0, PBX-0280 and W-109 precoat is planned as

part of Holston AAP Comp C-4, Modernization Project 586 2054, Holston AAP HMX
Special Production Project 587 2999, and Holston AAP RDX Special Products
Project 586 3000.

UEF.ITS

Increasing the batch sizes for LX-14-0 and PBX-0280 resulted in a cost savings

of $265,000 and $241,000, respectively, based on FY83 production quantities.
The use of the Eimco belt filter for dewatering will increase process
efficiency.

S

HWRE NFORNATION

Additional information on this project is available from Mr. W. Auyung,

ARDC (Dover), AV 880-4123 or Commercial (201) 328-4123.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Pete Martin, Manufacturing Technology
Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL

61299-7260.
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ixplosive was then filtered and dried. The process developed had an optimum
5atch size of 2,000 pounds. This process was developed by increasing the
iater/MEK ratio from about 5/1 for the 500-pound batch size to about 9/1 for
the 2,000-pound batch size, and increasing the aging temperature from 60*C to
72-760C.

LX-14-0 was produced in 550-pound batches in a water slurry process
Aimilar to the PBX-0280 process with minor variations. However, LX-14-0 has .. '
less stringent granulation requirements compared to PBX-0280 and therefore
encountered less difficulties in scaling up the process to 4,000
pounds/batch.

The direct coating processes for PBX-0280 and LX-14-0 eliminated the
lacquer preparation step in the current processes by adding ground Estane to
an RDX or HMX, water and MEK slurry. The ground Estane was dissolved in the
slurry. The processes were very similar to the current processes except for
the dissolution of Estane. All process parameters were comparable to that of
the current processes. A cost study on the direct coating process for S
PBX-0280 indicated that savings were marginal due to the extended digestion
period for the Estane to dissolve. Therefore, it was decided that the
production of PBX-0280 by the direct coating process would not be pursued.
The direct coating of the LX-14-0 with the ground Estane appeared to be
uniform and bulk density varied by less than 2 percent. Cost evaluation of
the direct coating process for LX-14-0 indicated a cost savings of about 2 ,
percent. A considerable investment was necessary for laboratory and end item
testings to qualify the process. In view of the limited savings and the large
costs for end item testing, it was decided that this effort would be
discontinued.

Dewatering evaluations of direct-coated LX-14-0, PBX-0280 (regular 0
production grade material) and W-109 precoat were completed using the pilot
Eimco filter. All three (3) products filtered well. Moisture analyses for
LX-14-0, PBX-0280 and W-109 precoat ranged from 9-11%, 15-20% and 9-11%,
respectively. The granulation of the LX-14-0 and PBX-0280 was unaffected by
the filtration operations. Initial filter leaf tests were completed for
direct-coated LX-14-0, PBX-0280 and W-109 precoat. These tests used the same 5
type of filter cloth as that used during the dewatering evaluations. Moisture
content of the samples were somewhat lower than that of actual filtration
data. This difference can be attributed to the higher vacuum levels obtained
during the filter leaf tests. The dewatering study indicated that Eimco belt
filter can be used effectively for tne dewatering operation of the LX-14-0,
PBX-0280 and W-109 precoat. •

The Nautamix-Mixer Dryer was received and installed at Holston AAP. The
Nauta equipment provided a thorough mixing action followed by a drying cycle.
When drying was completed, the discharge was rapid with a clean separation of
explosives from the vessel walls. Only a small amount of explosives remained
attached to the top of the auger blade. However, tests with Composition C-4 5
indicated a lower heat transfer than the currently used equipment. Therefore,
the Nauta equipment was a less efficient dryer than the current tilt kettle
with horseshoe agitators.
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MNUFACTURING ITHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCMT-302)

HMT Project 581 4449 titled "Process Improvement for Composition C-4 and PBX

ixplosives" was completed by the US Army Armament Research and Development

Command on October 1983 at a cost of $290,000.

BACKGROUND

This project is a continuation of the effort to improve the present
processes for manufacturing composition C-4 and PBX's. During the FY78

project, the process for C-4 was modified by using nominal Class I/Class 5

RDX. This resulted in a cost savings and was implemented into production

operations at Holston AAP.

Additional work was planned in this project to investigate areas of new or

improved technology in the manufacture of PBX explosives.

SUMMIARY

The main objective of this project was to improve the present processes

for manufacturing PBX's by increasing the throughput of product with

modernized equipment and modification of the present processes. This involved

investigating present methods and applying new technology to coating, drying,

and finishing PBX compositions.

Six areas were investigated under this project, to include scale-up of

batch sizes for LX-14-0 and PBX-0280 coating operations; development of the
direct coating processes for LX-14-O and PBX-0280; dewatering of LX-14-O,
PBX-0280, and W-109 precoat with the Eimco filter; pumping tests for PBX-0280

explosive slurry; the installation and evaluation of the Nauta blender/dryer;

and the reactivation of the Wolverine dryer.

Original efforts to increase the batch sizes of LX-14-0 and PBX-0280 were
initiated by MMT Project 580 4037. This project completed the technical and

cost evaluations of the process changes. These changes were implemented in
regular production beginning the fourth quarter of 1982. The original process

of coating PBX-0280 in production consisted of adding an Estane/methyl ethyl
ketone (MEK) lacquer to an RDX/water slurry. This caused the RDX and Estane

to agglomerate and form granules. Quench water was added to harden the

granules and prevent growth. The MEK was removed by distillation and the PBX

14U- 6
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(NEPs) similar to those obtained during initial development. The instrument
furnished by AADCO was expressly designed to provide a convenient method for
handling and artifically aging a propellant sample while automatically
analyzing for evolved oxides of nitrogen by chemiluminescent detection. (See
figure 2 below).

S

-' .4

! .1

.o

Figure 2 - Prototype Propellant Stability Analyzer

BENEFITS

Changing the testing and quality assurance programs presently being used
for the batch method of manufacture to the new techniques and QA plan for the
continuous process for processing 2.4 million pounds of Ml propellant can
save approximately $600,000 per year.

IMPLEMENTATION S

The MMT results were implemented by revisions to MIL-STD-286 and
MIL-STD-652. This action established an automated laboratory test for
propellant acceptance which result in a reduction of test time and cost.

NORE INFORMATION.

Additional information may be obtained by contacting D. Hansen, US Army
Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command, AUTOVON 880-2856.

S§ummary report, Dc84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet. Manufacturing
Technology Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island,
IL 61299 0
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Considering equipment cost, as well as application needs, an inexpensive
image analyzer from the Leity Company was chosen for extensive evaluation.
The results of this evaluation demonstrated that the equipment chosen did

satisfy Radford AAP's automated production line requirement for a rapid
control and acceptance method. A laboratory investigation was conducted with

the Leity Simplex Measuring Microscope with a closed circuit TV system was S
purchased. Figure 1 shows that system.

-% I •_t

Figure I - Simplex System

When utilizing the Simplex Measuring Microscope, combinations of
eyepieces and objectives were selected to provide the largest possible image
of the grain's cross-sectional area on the TV monitor without exceeding
two-thirds of the screen width. The magnified image on the TV monitor was
obtained with the use of a tele-microscope. Two electronically generated

filar lines on the TV monitor were positioned on the propellant features with
the numerical distance between the two lines visually displayed on the

electronic micrometer. By depressing a single bottom, the dimension on the
micrometer was electronically entered into the programmed desk calculator for
later computation.

Procedure for Rapid Assessment of Propellant Stability Prototype & Propellant

Stability Analyzer

A feasibility study was conducted to determine if the chemiluminescent
technique could be used as a rapid and suitable replacement technique for the

"German" stability test. The results of the feasibility study indicated that

the chemiluminescent technique would properly measure the shifts in NO x  •

levels.

After a review of several design package and unit cost estimations, the
unit contract was awarded to AADCO Incorporated. This instrument was found

to meet the design specifications and to generate NOx evolution profiles

MU-4
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HMNUPACTURI NG METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DROrr-302)

MMT Projects 57T 4302 and 576 4302 titled "Acceptance Criteria for Continuous .

Single Base Propellant" were completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions and
Chemical Command in the 4th quarter of FY 79 at a cost of $506,000.

BACKGROUND

Prior to the completion of these MMT projects, the establishment of

acceptance and homogeneity limits was heavily dependent on ballistic
testing. The testing and collection of data using proven techniques
generally requires extensive production output. To eliminate the Army's
dependency on ballistical testing, two MMT projects (ref: 57T 4302, 576 4302)
were initiated to establish nonballistic acceptance and homogeneity limits
for MI propellants produced on the Continuous Automated Single Base Line
(CASBL). These limits were to be established for other propellants which
were not evaluated in the original "Autocap" (MMT 573 4186).

The objectives of this project were to continue the effort initiated
under the previous project (Autocap), to minimize acceptance testing, and 6

insure acceptability of additional MI formulations currently used by the
Army.

SUMMARY

The effort initiated in the "Autocap" prcject, for the developing of new,
rapid, and automated testing techniques and equipment was continued. The
activities of these projects were slightly different from the work performed
for "Autocap" in that rapidity of sampling-testing was the major

consideration. Rapid sampling and testing are necessary on the CASBL so that
both qualitative characteristics and process parameters can be determined and ,

controlled to assure maximum probability of successfully making a quality

single-based propellant.

In the Autocap program, several efforts were undertaken, such as the
computerization and programming of the closed bomb and gas chromatograph for
internal ballistic and green chemical analysis. Also, feasibility studies
were performed on physical measurement and propellant stability.

Under these projects improvement in equipment and techniques developed
under Autocap and implementation of the feasibility studies were carried

out. This summary will highlight the more significant studies which took

place.

Rapid Granule Measurement

For physical measurement of propellants to be manufactured in the new

modernized facilities, new testing equipment, techniques, and specification
changes were required. For this study, several pieces of equipment were
considered.

MU-3
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Figure I Mortar Increment Container Assembly Equipment Layout

BENEFITS

The prototype slurry vacuum forming manufacturing/assembly system canreduce labor requirements from 20 operators to 6 operators with a reduction .i
in item cost of 50-75%.- -

IMPU9ETATION

The prototype lines to be built and tested will be made available to the•"
private sector thru competitive part buys. This project will expand the-" .-

Army's production base and eliminate dependency on a single source of supply.

MORE INFO LTI ON

Additional information concerning this effort may be obtained from Peter .- '.
C. Bonnett, US Army Armament Research and Development Center, AUTOVON "
880-5839 or Commercial (201) 724-5839."

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing"'l 2 .

Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock' i
Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCQT-302)

MMT Project 579 4062 and 580 4062 titled "Automated Manufacturing System for -

Mortar Increment Containers" was completed by the US Army Armament Research
and Development Center in August 1982 at a cost of $1,393,000.

BACKGROUND

In the past, mortar increment containers have been manufactured on a
developmental basis and by manual methods keyed to small quantities. As part
of the Army mobilization requirements, private companies would be required to
produce large quantities of containers, and the manufacturing capabilities of S
these companies are inadequate to meet the Army's needs. The current manu-
facturing base also creates high costs for the mortar increment containers.
A high production and cost effective system must be developed to meet the
mobilization needs.

SUMMARY

The goal of the 1979 and 1980 effort was to provide a complete technical
data package to be used in the development and fabrication of an automated

manufacturing system for mortar increment containers. The manufacturing "
system consists of two subsystems; the part forming system and the assembly "
system. The part forming system can be either a slurry vacuum forming system
or a paper molding system with either one capable of being used in conjunc-
tion with the assembly system.

The slurry vacuum forming system consists of three modules or parts; part
forming, punch and trim turret, and inspection turret. As the name implies 0
the system uses vacuum technology to form the container half. The container
half is transferred from the first module, processed (cut and trim) and then

transferred to the third module where it is inspected to strict quality
standards. The container half is then transferred to the assembly system
(see figure 1). The last two transfers are accomplished using robot technol-
ogy. The paper molding system also consists of three modules; modules two 0

and three are identical to modules two and three for the slurry vacuum form-
ing system. The first module differs in that the station consists of 32 sets

of male dies on which the container half is molded thru various stages. The
container half is then transferro' to the assembly system.

The assembly system interfaces the halves, making sure that they meet -

quality standards. The halves then go to a weigh, sort and match subsystem
that is designed to reject halves not meeting a pre-established weight re-

quirement. The halves are then assembled, bonded waterproofed, and inspect-
ed. A prototype of this automated manufacturing system can demonstrate sig- -

nificant reductions or even eliminations of many labor intensive operations.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCfI-302)

MMT Project M81 6390 titled "Program Implementation and Information
Transfer" has been completed by the US Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center in December 1983 at a cost of $250,000.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project was to improve the dissemination of the
results of the Army's Manufacturing Methods and Technology Program by
publishing various technology transfer aids. The end products of this
project include manufacturing technology transfer aids such as the 0
Manufacturing Technology Journal, NTIS Manufacturing Technology Notes,
Manufacturing Technology films and exhibits.

There is no technology developed by this project, rather this project .

supports wider dissemination of technology developed under other MMT
efforts.

This is a continuing effort with current funding and planned out-year
funding.

°

-.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by J. Bruen, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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IENEFI TS

The project is in the development stage at present and benefits will not
be realized until the total work effort is completed. A sharp decrease in
time required to stamp a tube naturally will lead to a cost savings and an 0
increase in production. In addition, the new system will remove the operator
from the direct stamping process thereby eliminating a hazardous condition.

IMPLMENTATION

Upon completion of the follow-on project, the system will he proved out
at the Watervliet Arsenal Production Facility.

HDRE INFORMATION

J
Additional information concerning this project may be obtained by

contacting V. Montuori, Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY 12189, AUTOVON
974-5507.

i..

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by F. Stonestreet, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299.S
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRcMT-302)

MT Project 681 8151 titled "Portable Engraving System (CAN)" was completed
by the US Army Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command in March 1984 at a

cost of $96,000.

BACKGROUND 0

Gun tube identification is usually done by two different methods; stamped
manually with a hammer, and alphanumeric stamp or engraved using a milling

machine. The first method is time consuming and hazardous and the second
method is very costly. A safer, faster and more cost efficient method is
needed to perform the gun tube identification task. S

SUMMARY

In an effort to solve the problem of an engraving system that is portable
and efficient, three methods were studied. The first was the use of a laser
to engrave the identification. However, it was determined that laser marking
lacked portability. Chemical etching was investigated next but it did not .-

provide the required penetration into the tube metal. The standard engraving
method of stamping was determined to be the best but a portable system was
unavailable, therefore, one had to be designed.

The system to be developed with follow-on funds incorporates a two-axis
screw controlled X-Y mechanism with a pneumatically driven high speed carbide
grinding burr. The system will use state-of-the-art computer technology to
control and command the engraving unit. The operator's role in the engraving

task is to line up the unit onto the gun tube and begin the engraving pro-
cess. The entire process of locating, clamping and engraving will take onlya few minutes. Figure 1 depicts how the system is set-up for use.

SMS

4. .-..- ,.. . . . .-

IKONt (21

ALE I "44A VIP "'4 
"

r~o Ax $.T Axcis

Figure I Portable Engraving Machine .j"
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.HftANMATION

Qualification testing (test firing) for coated weapon components will be
carried out. These components include M16 components such as pin-bolt cam,
hammer assembly, and key bolt carriers; and M60 operating rod assemblies. 0
Upon completion of a successful testing phase, engineering change proposals
will be initiated and executed. The acceptance of the ECPs will constitute

the implementation phase of this program.

uK INFIRMATION 0

Additional information may be obtained by contacting R. Jackson/M.

Mankabadi, ARDC, AV 880-5746 or Commercial (201) 328-5746.
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Steel panels made of 1010 steel were evaluated after coating with two
layers. The first layer was 12,um of nickel phosphorous without pores. The.'

second layer was 13,um with pores which were formed by suspending the carbon
particles and then impregnated with either nylon epoxy or teflon. "

Weight loss measurements were made after 100 hours exposure in the salt

spray test. Based on the weight loss measured, the nylon-epoxy lubricant
provided additional corrosion protection to the alloy electroplate. The
corrosion weight loss of the nylon-epoxy coated panels was about one-tenth of

that for unfilled surfaces and about one-fifth of that for teflon impregnated

surfaces.

Wear test samples show that teflon has the lowest friction and the lowest

average coefficient. However, nylon-epoxy impregnated coating had slightly

lower average scar width and average weight losses than the teflon filled

coatings. The nylon-epoxy system is the preferred system.

BENEFITS

This program has established an approach for applying a lubricant-

impregnated, nickel-phosphorous alloy coating on military hardware in a pilot
scale facility. The coating has excellent wear resistance.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS MID TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMIARY REPORT

(RCS IXVMT-302)

MMTf Project 580 4508 titled "Process Improvmnt of Pressable RDI
Compositions" was completed by the US Army Armament Research and Development
Command in June 1983 at a cost of $505,800.

NACKGROUND

This project is a continuation of the effort to improve the standard

processes for manufacture of the pressable A compositions (A-3, A-4, A-5, and
A-7). A previous review of the standard manufacturing processes for these
products indicated that Holston AAP's production capabilities were severely S
limited by outdated coating, filtration and drying techniques.

An FY79 MHT project was completed on improving the current Wolverine

Jet-Zone dryers located on line I at Holston AAP. In addition, a new type
dryer, the Wyssmont Turbo dryer was recommended for use with future A
compositions. This project concentrated on improving the coating and S
filtering proceses for the A compositions.

SUMMNARY

The primary objectives of this project were to evaluate process 0

improvements for coating the A compositions, develop pilot filtration data and

optimize the filter medium in order to design a filtration facility for the A
compositions.

Initially, new slurry coating processes were proposed for each of the A
compositions. The new process for the Comp A-5 involved -e use of nominal

Class I RDX in place of Class 3 RDX. Batches of A-5 were produced, tested and
met the pressed density range and requirements of the specification. The

sensitivity tests for the batches were also acceptable. The Comp A-5 produced
by the new process exhibited a finer overall particle size distribution than
the A-5 produced by the nominal Class 3 RDX process while still meeting all
current product specifications. In addition, the Comp A-5 (nominal Class I .
RDX) had less residual solvent (cyclohexanone) than the standard process Comp
A-5 (nominal Class 3 RDX).

The new processes for producing Comp A-4 and Comp A-3 involved the coating

of RDX particles with wax dissolved in n-octane. The standard process
produced a wax coating on the RDX particles from a water slurry. The Comp A-4

contained 91 + .07% RDX and 9.0 + 0.7% wax; whereas, the Comp A-3 contained 97
+ 0.5% RDX and 3.0 + 0.5% wax. Several batches of both A-4 and A-3

compositions were prepared by the new process. The results indicated that the

MU-9
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RDX had a more uniform wax coating and the compositions were less sensitive to
impact than standard compositions. Both compositions met all product
specifications.

Based on the results with the new A-5, A-4, and A-3 composition processes,
it was recommended that the results be used in the design of modernized
facilities. However, since filtering of these compositions was a critical
step, optimizing the filtering operation was programmed.

Previous efforts indicated success with the use of horizontal traveling
belt vacuum filters made by Eimco for filtering Comp A-7 from water slurries. - --

Therefore, an Eimco pilot filter facility was installed at Holston AAP to 0
conduct an evaluation of the new A-5, A-4, and A-3 compositions. The filter
measured I foot (0.3m) wide by 12 feet (3.6m) long with an effective
filtration area of 10 square feet on the filter's vacuum deck. A layout of
the equipment, including the Eimco Extractor, is shown in figtre 1. Batches
of explosives (A-3, A-4, and A-5) were dumped into the charging hopper located
on the discharge end of the Eimco filter. Filtered water was then metered 0
into the hopper to flush the explosives to a self-priming pump. The explosive
slurry was then pumped into one of the three feed tanks mounted on the

mezzanine level above the Eimco filter. The belt filter was started and the
explosive slurry pumped from the feed tanks onto the filter belt. The slurry
feed rate was varied to obtain product moisture data at various feed rates and
vacuum conditions. The resulting dewatered product was reslurried and pumped .
to one of the two feed tanks not in use.

1144 ro 

SI 
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Figure I Eimco Extractor
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The batch filtration cycle previously described was repeated 2 to 3 times
for each batch of explosives charged to the system. During the operations,
process data was obtained on product moisture, feed rates, vacuum, and cake
thickness. Based on the results of the filtration studies, the continuous
iiltration of the A Compositions was successfully demonstrated on a pilot
scale with the Eimco filter. A design criteria for production scale units S
was established. In addition, the studies indicated that a polypropylene
filter be used for Comp A-5 and that a polyester filter be used for Comp A-3
and A-4.

BER [TS

A process was developed for manufacturing Composition A-5 utilizing -

nominal Class I RDX. The new process produced Comp A-5 with finer particle
size distribution and less residual solvent (cyclohexanone) than the standard
process. A n-octane/wax process was developed which resulted in a more
uniform product coating and decreased impact sensitivity. In addition, the S
use of the Eimco filter to continuously filter the A compositions was
successfully demonstrated.

DPLI~kE~fON

The process changes developed by this project will be implemented at
Holston AAP.

R INFORMATION ,

To obtain additional information, contact the project officer, Mr. J.

Dowden, AV 880-4123 or Commercial (201) 328-4123.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Pete Martin, Manufacturing Technology -
Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL
61299-7260.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TE9=OLOGY
PROJECT SUMARY REPORT

(RCS DR 4T-302)

MMT Project 574 6571 titled "Engineering in Support of the Mortar Ammunition S
Metal Parts Modernization Program" was completed by the US Army Armament
Research and Development Center in October 1979 at a cost of $1,010,000.

ACKGROUND

A new mortar projectile metal parts manufacturing line was established at
Riverbank Army Ammunition Plant. It was decided that the line was to have
60mm XM720 production capability. The existing method of manufacture of
XM720 was unsuited for the new metal parts production line therefore, it was
necessary to develop a process that would be compatible with the new line
equipment and also meet all the technical data item requirements. Additional S
requirements were the investigation of the feasibility of eliminating or
combining certain known operations, studies determining the adequacy of key
equipment already installed, analysis of the effects of using powder metals . -

and alternate wrought steels on metal parts and alterations of thermal treat-

ment processes.

SUMMARY

The project was divided into eight phases to meet the above requirements
for the XM720 60mm projectile, see figure 1. The first phase of the project
involved processing 50 billets of AISI 1340 Steel in an effort to optimize
die to punch flow relationships and meet hardness requirements. A new billet
weight was achieved that resulted in a net savings of 6 oz/part. The second

Figure 1 -6f"4 XM720 Mortar Projectile Body
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phase of the project was to demonstrate the mass producibility of the
process. Five hundred billets were processed using the results of the first
phase. The process proved to be highly reliable with a 99.2% acceptance
rate. Further analysis of hardness and microstructure effects on frag-
mentation seemed necessary. In the third phase, seven different heat treat-
ment cycles were performed and compared with parts not heat treated. All 0
heat treated parts were successfully processed through a cold coining oper-
ation while the parts not heat treated broke or split during coining oper- - .
ations. This phase demonstrated the feasibility of a reduced heat treating
cycle. The forth phase of the project involved a study of alternative mate-
rial for metal parts. Using the process developed in the first and second
phases, parts were produced using AISI 1040 and 1541 steels. The parts were 0

compared with the 1340 steel for fragmentation and mechanical properties. It
was decided that AISI 1340 steel would be the best material for the metal
parts.

The fifth phase was to determine whether or not there existed a need for
purchasing new hydraulic presses. Tooling was modified for use in an exist- S
ing 800 Ton press and again modified for use in a 1600 Ton press. In both
cases it was determined that the two existing presses could fulfill the pro-
duction requirements. It was decided that elimination of the profile oper-
ation, a machining operation that is prior to invert nosing, would reduce
tooling costs: this was the goal of the sixth phase. Upon processing 100
pieces of AISI 1340 steel, it was determined that the profile operation could S

be eliminated. The seventh phase was to investigate the feasibility of com-
bining the iron operation and the cold coin operation. One hundred pieces
were processed up to the cold coin operation and then processed through a
combined iron and cold coin operation. Upon inspection of finished parts, it
was determined that the combined operation was not feasible; therefore, the
seventh phase was terminated. The next and final phase was a material study .0
using powdered metal preforms. The government supplied 62 powdered metal
pr forms to be processed. The tests demonstrated that there was no signifi-
ca-:" difference between wrought steel projectiles and powdered metal projec-
tiles. This comprehensive study proved that the process as developed and
refined is a production ready method of manufacture, adoptable to powder
metal and eliminates unnecessary production steps. go -.

BENEFITS

The results of this program have led to reduced costs due to the follow-
ing: optimization of tooling, elimination of unnecessary operations, reduced
thermal treatment requirements, lower scrap rates and improved coin tool
life. Savings per part are estimated at about $0.15; savings in equipment
purchase (see fifth phase) is estimated to be over $1,750,000. The net
estimated savings on heat treatment equipment is over $4,000,000.

-9

IPL 3IENTATION

The process has been completely implemented at the Riverbank Army Ammu-
nitions Plant for the production of both 60mm and 81mm mortar projectile
metal parts.

MU-13
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IDRK INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by reading the final technical
report "Engineering in Support of the Mortar Metal Parts Modernization
Program" or contacting Charles Sallade, US Army Armament Research and -

Development Center, Dover, NJ 07801. AUTOVON 880-6509 or Commercial (201) 5
724-6509.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 578 6693 titled "Ball Propellant Deterrent Coating - CAM Related"

was completed by the US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command in March

1981 at a cost of $167,000.

BACKGROUND

Previous R&D efforts identified the mechanism of deterrent coating and

established a limited model for predicting the placement of deterrent in the

propellant grain. Under a related effort, an overall mathematical model of

the deterring process was outlined. Neither model has been demonstrated on .0

production equipment.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project was to join the results of the previous

efforts and complete the mathematical model of the deterring operation. A
review of prior open literature articles and Government reports identified two

models for predicting the depth of penetration of dibutylphthalate (DBP) in .'.

ball propellant grains. The first model related the amount of DBP added and

other chemical and physical characteristics to the depth of DBP penetration
for a fixed processing time and temperature. Quantitative data from 0

laboratory experiments supported the proposed model. The second model
included, along with the DBP effect, a time dependency which together would
predict the depth of penetration of the DBP in the ball propellant grains.

Neither model, however, had dealt with the effect of temperature on the
rate and ultimate depth of DBP penetration. Furthermore, although the first

model included the initial solvent (ethyl acetate) concentration in its
formulation, no specific experimental studies were conducted to verify this

portion of the model. Finally, no studies were conducted to determine what

effect the particle size of the DBP in the emulsion, which is added to the

propellant water slurry in the coating process, might have on the rate of DBP

adsorption and the overall processing time.

As a result of these findings, it was decided to conduct further experi-
ments: One established the relationship between agitation speed and the

average DBP globule size in a water-DBP emulsion, followed by a companion

experimental series to quantify the relationship between the volume concen-
tration of DBP in the water-DBP emulsion and the resultant DBP globule size. -

The volume concentrations ranged from 25 to 50 percent to encompass the 37.5

percent concentration typical of production operations. The results of these
tests showed that the volume concentration was a more reliable means of
controlling the DBP globule size in the emulsion.

MU-I15
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Following these preliminary experiments, two deterrent coating runs were
conducted to establish if the DBP globule size would significantly affect its
rate of adsorption by the propellent grains. It was established that the DBP
was adsorbed more rapidly from the emulsion having the smaller average DBP
globule size, but not significantly enough to be considered further in the
context of the batch deterring methods in current use. 0

Next, an experimental plan was developed to evaluate the effect of
temperature and added DBP on the depth of penetration of DBP in the propellant -- -

grains. Subsequently, a Scope of Work was prepared and contract awarded for
the modification of an existing 5-gallon reactor and the improvement of the "
existing control system so that the results of the model development phase 0
could be verified on a pilot plant scale. The design is complete and the
process flow diagram is shown in figure 1.
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IMPLNEITATION

The experimental plan is being carried out in the FY79 portion of the

program. The pilot plant system will verify the results of the model
development phase of the program.

Eventual implementation of the project results will occur under the Badger

AAP Ball Propellant Modernization Facility. This project, originally planned

for the mid 80's, has been postponed to the 1990's time frame.

INRE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting either Mr. Joel M.

Goldman or Dr. Lillian Chen at AMCCOM (D), AV 880-6930 or AV 800-2693 or

Commercial (201) 328-6930 or (201) 328-2693, respectively.

Island,.. IL 619-20
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Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wayne Hierseman, Manufacturing -
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock ?

Island, IL 61299-7260...[..
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N0UFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT '

(RCS DRarr-302)

'Or Projects 177 7108 and 181 7108 titled "Manufacturing Techniques for

rransuission Shaft Seals" were completed by the US Army Aviation Research and

)evelopment Command in March 1983 at a total cost of $235,000.

BACKGROUND

Elastomeric lip seals are, in general, a low-cost, effective means of

sealing transmission shafts where the pressure difference is moderate.
However, where the input shaft speed is high, as in advanced helicopter

transmissions, high surface velocities may result in early failure of the
simple lip seal. This leads to early removal of transmissions for

replacement. Since carbon rubbing surfaces perform much better than lip seals
at higher surface velocities, NASA-Lewis designed a seal that would retain

most of the low-cost advantages of an elastomeric lip seal and would yield
high performance by incorporating carbon rings as the rubbing surface. A

design constraint for the hybrid elastomeric seal was that it must be a direct .

replacement for presently used lip seals.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this manufacturing program was to develop the manufacturing .

technology for a NASA-invented, hybrid elastomeric seal employing segmented
carbon rings carried in an otherwise elastomeric lip seal structure. Specific

objectives were to develop processes and techniques for fabricating the carbon
ring segments and molding the elastomeric element to accommodate the segments,

and means to assemble the seal components. A representative cross section of

the seal evaluated in this program is illustrated in figure 1. 0

Outer Seal Ring Housing

GTAW Tack Weld Figure I - Cross
4 Places Equally spaced Section of Hybrid

Garter Springs Molded Elastomer Elastomer Seal

Antirotation Key

Carbon Graal'ite Seal Ring
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The seal components consist of an outer seal ring housing to which is
bonded an elastomer seal body. The seal body incorporates internal cavities
sized to accept the segmented carbon graphite seal rings. Six antirotation
stops are molded into the elastomer: three equally spaced for the oil-side
carbon ring segments, and three equally spaced for the air-side segments, with
one set offset 600 from the other. Two garter springs and an inner seal ring
housing used for garter spring containment complete the seal assembly. Each
assembled seal includes two three-segment, carbon graphite seal rings placed
back-to-back. All segments are fabricated as a set.

The seal rings were manufactured using normal production tooling capable
or providing acceptable piece parts in production lot quantities of 500 to
1000 total seal sets. The only difficult seal component to manufacture was
the molded elastomer. In reviewing the design from the standpoint of
manufacturing technology, it was concluded that the carbon segments were too
slender and fragile to survive the rubber molding process if they were to be
included in the mold. The approach taken was to mold precision pockets. The
additional requirement that the carbon not adhere to the rubber after molding
was easily met by this technique. A mold that would provide geometrically
acceptable parts while accounting for the fluorocarbon shrinkage proved very
difficult to produce and required several trial and error builds until a moll
meeting this requirement was produced. The final mold design, capable of
producing production lot quantities of molded parts, consisted of a
single-cavity multipart injection mold. The natural variability of the shrink
rate for molded fluorocarbon precluded maintaining the precise tolerances
included on the piece parts drawings. Tolerances closer than +0.25mm (0.01
in.) generally could not be maintained. The normal variations which occurred
in the molded parts examined in this program were easily accommodated by the
flexibility of the elastomer. S

The garter springs were made from AISI type 304 stainless steel wire. They
4ere cut to length at assembly to ensure proper spring tension. Each seal
component was inserted prior to assembly. Normal inspection-room metrology
techniques were used and no special gages or fixturing were employed.
dgreement between requirements and components was found to be good, with the S
?xception of one area. This was the inability to hold the precise tolerances
specified for the molded elastomer. Seal assembly was accomplished with a . -

3pecialized fixture. The fixture includes a main body to which is keyed a
removable lower seal ring indexer. The indexer contains three equally spaced
separators for accurately positioning three adjacent carbon ring segments.
lifter all six carbon ring segments are installed in the fixture, the seal ring S
-lamp, also keyed to the main body, is positioned to retain the carbon ring.
Che upper seal ring indexer is then installed. The upper indexer, keyed to
:he ring clamp, also contains three equally spaced separators to orient
1roperly the second group of three carbon ring segments. When assembling a
;eal, the seal's molded component, pressure side down, is lowered over the
Fixture until its seal ring retention lip passes over the carbon rings. The 0
7ixture is then inverted, the lower indexer removed, and the retention lip

eased over the carbons. The fixture is inverted again and with some slight up
md down motion of the elastomer, the upper indexer is removed. When the

7.1
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bons are fully captured by the elastomer, the ring clamp is disassembled
the seal removed. The springs are installed using another fixture. With

bon rings installed, the seal is placed on the fixture; the garter springs
then rolled over the fixture and into their proper positions in the seal.

Two seal sizes, 63.5mm and 139 .2mm in diameter, were fabricated and S
embled. Samples of these seals were submitted to static and dynamic
ts. The static tests, with the exception of widely varying leakage rates,
e generally acceptable, but the dynamic test results were unsatisfactory.
seals exhibited excessive leakage, high friction torque, and high wear
es. In addition, the mating wear surface (runner) displayed severe wear.

s performance was attributed to test conditions that substantially exceeded 0
ual conditions in a helicopter engine or transmission. These conditions
e high differential pressure, surface velocities up to three times greater,
I excessive oil impinging on the seal carbons. Additional work on hybrid
is performed in another program employed wind-back grooves in the carbon
Ling ring bores which resulted in zero leakage under similar testing
iditions. However, time and cost constraints prohibited the incorporation 0

this design change in a moderated testing program. Future tests are
ieduled after this program in a OH-58 helicopter transmission test on the
;A-LEWIS 500-hp test stand.

IEFI TS S

The hybrid seals developed in this program were projected to be more

oensive than the contemporary seals but would be beneficial in eliminating
three extremely costly seal replacements necessary between transmission

I engine overhauls.

'LEMENTATI ON

Implementation of the hybrid seal is dependent upon the conclusion of the

1-scale OH-58 helicopter transmission ground test. If the OH-58 seal is
-cessful, implementation is possible on the OH-58 and UH-l helicopters.

tE I NFORMATI ON

A detailed technical report entitled "Hybrid Elastomeric Seals," AVRADCOM
:hnical Report TR 83-F-8, March 1983, is available from Mr. Fred Reed, US 0
ly Aviation Systems Command, AV 693-3079 or Commercial (314) 268-3079.

imary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing 0
:hnology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
.and, IL 61299-7260.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCfT-302)

Projects 179 7113 and 180 7113 titled "Composite Rear Fuselage (CRF)
tufacturing Technology" were completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
relopment Command in July 1981 at a total cost of $1,210,000.

XGROUND

The existing rear fuselage of the Blackhawk helicopter is a moderately
Lded, semi-monocoque, metallic structure. It is shown in figure 1. The
'oot-high, 8-foot-wide, 9-foot-long airframe section contains 1203 detail
•ts, 88 subassemblies, and 17,000 fasteners. Compound curvature in this
tion of the fuselage results in costly forming operations for skins and
•uctural members, and the riveted construction makes the manufacturing
!rations highly labor intensive.

Preliminary IR&D studies conducted by the producer of the Blackhawk,
orsky Helicopter, showed that the rear fuselage parts count and associated 0
)or could be substantially reduced by changing from metal to composite
istruction. The design approach used in these studies, however, relied
vily on the ability to cocure large complex structures for which
tufacturing methods had not been proven. The need to develop these methods
recognized by government and industry at the first AVIATION MANTECH

iference. At this conference, the airframe panel gave the proposal to
duct this work the highest priority of all programs considered.

MARY

The major thrust of this effort was to develop and demonstrate cost saving
!ufacturing methods for building primary airframe structures with
iposites. This effort consisted of a manufacturing and component design

se and a manufacturing demonstration and component testing phase. This
ort will summarize the manufacturing and component design phase. The
iposite Rear Fuselage (CRF) was designed to replace the metal rear fuselage
ween Stations 379 - 385 (figure 1) without changes in performance, external

figuration, and interfare requirements.

tgn goals for the CRF, relative to the aluminum baseline, were to lower
uisition cost by 35%, lower weight by 10%, improve reliability, maintain-
lity and repairability, improve ballistic survivability, and to improve

I safety.

Although the basic structural arrangement was controlled by the existing
erface requirements, design flexibility existed in the detail design of the
ividual composite skin panels, bulkheads and frames.

N-4
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Figure I Finished T700 Composite IPS Swirl Frame Assembly

TABLEI

T700 Composite Frame Components

Pert No. Titie Material Lay-Up Pattern Thickness

1 Vanes, Ringjs 410 Stainless N/A W A
& Cylinder Steel

2 Skin, Outer GI/GR/PMR15 0,+45,0,-45,0 0.53

3 Support GI-Gr/PMR15 0',+45,0,-45,0 .053
Flange, Aft GI/Gr/GI/Gr/GI

4 Flancle, Aft GI/Gr/PMR15 0,+45,0,-45,0 .053p
GI/Gr/GI/Gr/GI

5 Panel Flow- AI/GI/PMR15 (7) ply All .055
Path Outer O*Orlented

6 Flangle, FWD GI/PMR15 (0,45-03,45,0)4 NA
(GI/G/G13/G/GI )4

7 Ring Flow- GI/PMR15 (0,45,02,-45.0) .048
Path, Outer GI/G/G12/G/Gl

8 Skin Flow- AI-GI/PMR15 Ply .055
Path, Inner

9 Support, GI/PMR15 (03) .024
Inner, Aft (GIl 2

10 SknManifold GI/PMR15 (02) .026
nner (GI) 2

*Gr=Graphite fabric T300-3K-8HS
Gl-Giass fabric 7781-AIIOO
PMR15Polyimlde resin
AI= Aluminized glass fiber

N- 18



MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-302)

Projects 179 7200, 180 7200, and 181 7200 titled "Composite Engine Inlet

icle Separator" were completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
lopment Command in November 1983 at a cost of $1,001,000.

0

GROUND

The Inlet Particle Separator (IPS) is the forward structure of the T700
copter engine. It consists of the initial section of the air inlet system
provides attachment structures and interfaces for the mount attachment, 4

ing support, nose-mounted gearbox, and inlet duct attachment. The IPS
rates and exhausts overboard approximately 90% of all sand and dirt
ring the engine intake.

This project benefited from previous R&D and IR&D programs. In these
,rams, the front frames for the FIDI engine (B-i bomber), the YJL01 engine, . .

the QCSEE engines were fabricated of composites, and were tested
essfully. Weight savings of 25 to 35% were achieved. Most importantly,
e programs established the overall fabrication, composites process ..-

lopment, and supporting design engineering bases necessary to conduct this

:ram.
S

This effort established production processes for the swirl frame of the
icle separator. A hybrid design approach was followed in view of the

ctural, anti-icing and other T700 requirements. The resulting design 6
isted of a metallic vane and hub subassembly integrated with the
imide/glass, aluminized glass, or graphite composite components to form a
nced, low-cost frame structure satisfying all engine requirements.

A quarter section segment of the annular IPS swirl frame is shown in
re 1. The various parts are keyed to table I in which the parts are named 5
the composite material and layup pattern are presented. The thickness of
parts is also given. The composite matrix material, a polyimide, was
ired to meet the heat and flame retardation requirements of the T700
ne. Aluminized glass cloth was required in the flowpath panels to meet
de-icing requirement.

N9
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s cost estimate showed that the redesigned components manufactured by the
i-automated process would be more expensive than either the redesigned
rs assembled manually or the currently planned production doors. The SAMS
rs were estimated to be 81 percent more costly than the production doors, S
le the redesigned doors assembled manually would cost 35 percent less than
production doors. This finding was the primary reason for terminating the

gram, with the conclusion that the SANS process is not an efficient one for
ponents that require only a few layers of prepreg such as these doors. For
ore complex structure, such as the wing skin of a fighter airplane that
uires many layers of different sizes of prepreg plies laid down with many 0
ament orientation angles, automation results in significant cost savings.

, ITS

Although the objectives of the program were not achieved, a side benefit S
ulted. The doors designed in this project for semi-automated production
e found to be less expensive to produce than the existing door designs.

LEMNTATION

Partial implementation of the project results is being considered. An
ort is currently underway to implement the UFD and WPD door designs
eloped in this project, but the manual layup technique rather than the
i-automated technique investigated in this project will be used to
facture the doors.

K INFORMATION

Additional information is available from Mr. Fred Reed, AVSCOM, AV
-3079 or Commercial (314) 268-3079. A technical report is also available:
ni-Automated Composite Manufacturing System for Helicopter Secondary -

actures" USAAVRADCOM - TR-82-D-3, Contract DAAK5-70-C-0014, August 1982,
pages.

mary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
inology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
md, IL 61299-7260.
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UPPER FAIRING DOORI {WDJ

WORK PLATORM DOOR (WPO)

Figure 1 -UFD and WPD f or the YAH-64 Helicopter

The design of the doors was modified to accommodate the IFACS SAMS
rocess. From the skin-stiffened Keviar configuration of the existing UFD,
he design was changed to a Nomex honeycomb sandwich with Keviar skins. This
liowed the use of a standard robot pick-up head to transfer sheets of Keviar
repreg from the transfer table to the door mold. The WPD changed from a
luminum skin/stringer/frame riveted design to a honeycomb sandwich with
evlar skins. For this configuration, a new pickup head had to be developed
or the robotic transfer machine in order to accommodate the high curvature of
he WPD. This door has complex double curvature at its forward edge where it
eets the engine inlet cowling. Laying up this shape is beyond the present
apabilities of the robot, so that portion was planned to be a hand layup
peration. The fabrication flow diagrams for the UFD and the WPD are
resented in figures 2 and 3, respectively. Project work resulted in the
abrication of all the tooling for both doors. Only one pair of UFDs was
uilt. At this point in the program, a comparative cost analysis was made to
etermine design to unit production costs (DTUPC) for the UFD/WPD built
ccording to three processes:

o Manual fabrication of AAH production design.
o SAMS fabrication of redesigned components.
oManual fabrication of redesigned components.

1--14
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M&NUFAClURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUNARY REPORT

(RCS DR(](r-302)

OMf Projects 178 7183, 179 7183, 180 7183, and 181 7183 titled
"Semi-Automated Composite Manufacturing Systems for Helicopter Fuselage
Secondary Structures" was completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
Develpment Command in August 1982 at a cost of $743,600.

The US Navy and Air Force have independently sponsored the development of
semi-automated manufacturing systems (SAMS) at Grumman Aerospace Corporation,
Milledgeville, GA, and Northrop Corporation, Hawthorne, California. The
purpose in developing SAMS capability was to lower production costs, increase
production rate, and improve quality. The objective of this program was to
establish the suitability of SAMS for fabricating secondary structural
components of the YAH-67A Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH).

5JN.KARY

The effort was initiated with an inspection of candidate secondary
structures (such as doors and fairings) on the AAH to determine which of these
would yield the greatest benefits if semi-automated fabrication processes were

applied to supersede the conventional composite hand lay-up or sheet metal
assembly processes. The aft pair of Upper Fairing Doors (UFD) and the right
hand Work Platform Doors (WPD) were chosen. The location of these doors on
the helicopter, and their shape and design, are shown in figure 1. The HMT
doors were to be interchangeable with the existing doors on a
form/fit/function basis, but the design and materials were to be variable in
order to accommodate the chosen fabrication process.

The prime contractor, Hughes Helicopter, Inc., selected Northrop to be the
fabrication subcontractor for the effort because its geographical location . -

would result in better communications and cost effectiveness. The Northrop
SAMS facility is named the "Integrated Flexible Automation Center (IFAC).
This facility is housed in an environmentally controlled clean room. It
consists of an automated Gerber knife table that cuts flat patterns of prepreg
material under computer control, transfer tables, and a computer controlled
robot that transfers the cut plys from the tables and positions them into the
curing mold.

N-13
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In addition to detailed discussions on these methods and analysis
techniques relating to them, the application of these methods to the quality
control of epoxy matrices in fiber reinforced composites, and the
determination of the extent and nature of in-service exposure conditions --

(degradation, hydrolysis, weathering, and aging) on composites is presented. S
The effect of conditions of cure on the weathering stability of epoxy resins
is also discussed.

Extensive tables of band assignments for EPON 828, methyl anhydride, and
the spectral changes occurring during the crosslinking between these species '-

in curing catalyzed by benzyldimethylamine is presented. Also presented in
table form is a listing of tentative IR absorption assignments for DGEBA,
DGEPP, DGEBF cured epoxy resins and absorption variations during degradation.
An extensive bibliography is also provided.

BENEFITS S

This project resulted in a comprehensive state-of-the-art review of the
principle physicochemical characterization techniques being applied for
characterizing resins, cured resins, cure progression, and cured composite
environmental degradation. This review will benefit current workers in the -

field, and serves as an excellent, in depth introduction to students of this
aspect of composite technology.

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of project results will be accomplished with the ,
distribution of the handbook entitled "Quality Control and Nondestructive
Evaluation Techniques for Composites."

}EDL INFORMATIOUN

The results of this project have been published in AVRADCOM report
TR83-F-6 titled "Quality Control and Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composites, Part II: Physiochemical Characterization Techniques - A
State-of-the Art Review" dated May 1983. Additional information is available
and can be acquired by contacting Dr. Richard J. Shuford, Army Materials and
Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC), Watertown, Massachusetts, on AV 955-5572 or
Commercial (617) 923-5572.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock.-
Island, IL 61299-7260.

N-12
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Part VII - Thermugraphy - A State-of-the-Art Review

Part VIII - AH-i - Composite Hain Rotor Blade Quality Control, Mechanical

Tests and NDE Methods

This summary report summarizes Part II, "Physiochemical Characterization

Techniques - A State-of-the-Art Review".

Since the physical, chemical, and ultimate mechanical properties of high

performance, fiber reintorced epoxy composites are dependent on the degree of

cure of the epoxy matrices, a knowledge of curing process and composition of

the epoxy matrices is essential. A schematic representation of the degree of

polymerization versus glass transition temperature is shown in figure 1.

RUBBER"
- -I

~~4 GELATIONS

DEGREE oF POLMERIZOTON"-

Figure 1 - Glass Transition Temperature Vs. Degree of .
Polymerization for a Thermosetting System -T

The objective of this project is to review the most important physlo---"--
chemical characterization techniques used to date (1983) for establishing

degree of cure and the composition of the matrix epoxy in fiberglass epoxy "- '

composites.

The project first discusses the role of epoxy matrix - the transfer of
stress from the fiber to the finished composite in glass and graphite fiber

composites - in meeting performance requirements. The three major types of -
epoxy resins of commercial significance, epichlorohydrin-bisphenol A, epoxy-
novolak, and epoxidized polyolef In resins, are compared in terms of meeting
performance requirements, processing requirements, economic preference, and

mechanical performance. In addition, shelf life of prepregs of these epoxies,
ease of field repair, and heat resistance requirements of epoxies are

detailed.

The project, after detailing the role of epoxy matrices and the require- _
ments they must meet in fiberglass and graphite fiber composites, presents
detailed discussions of the analytical methods for determining extent of cure

and degradation of epoxy resins.

-
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCKT-302) -

MMT Project 178 7119 titled "Non-Destructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composite Structures" was completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
Development Command in May 1983 at a cost of $96,000.

BAXGROUND

The incorporation of structural composites in Army helicopters, missiles
and ground vehicles is accelerating. This trend will reach its culmination in
the next generation helicopter, the LHX. The LHX entire airframe, the main
rotor blade, and the tail rotor blade will be constructed of composites, and 0

the transmission and engine will contain composite parts as well. Many
manufacturing problems will need to be solved, including quality control
techniques.

At this time, a large number of non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques
have been developed and are being used on composite structures of widely 6
varying configurations and materials. Unfortunately, however, this technology
is scattered among laboratories, contractor plants, and in various literature.
A major step forward in advancing the present NDT state-of-the-art would be to
centralize this technology and make it available to the manufacturing
community. -

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project, and the total effort of which it is a part,
is to compile a comprehensive manufacturing handbook devoted to
non-destructive in-process inspection of composite structures. The handbook
entitled "Quality Control and Non-destructive Evaluation Techniques for
Composites" will be organized into eight parts as listed below:

Part I - Overview of Characterization Techniques for Composite
Reliability

Part II - Physiochemical Characterization Techniques - A
State-of-the-Art Review

Part III - Liquid Chromatography - A State-of-the-Art Review

Part IV- Radiography - A State-of-the-Art Review

Part V - Ultrasonic Characterization - A State-of-the-Art Review

Part VI - Acoustic Emission - A State-of-the-Art Review

N- 10
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Figure 2 -Major Assembly of Upper Figure 3 -Final Assembly-
Section -CRF CRF/BLACKHAWK

BENEFITS

The CRF is 38% more economical to manufacture than the current metal
UH-60A rear fuselage. Total cost savings, if the CRF is implemented and 1064 --

units are produced, will equal $19,100,000. Reduced manufacturing costs
constitute $13,600,000 of this amount. An additional benefit is a 10% weight41
reduction.

IMPLEMENTATION

The GRE is currently undergoing flight qualification testing. If this
test is successful, the CRF will be implemented in the current production run.

MORE INFORMATION

A detailed technical report is available and can be obtained by contacting
Mr. Thomas Mazza, Fort Eustice, VA, AV 927-2377 or Commercial (804) 878-2377.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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Where practical, the molds utilize non-tailored elastomeric blanket type
bags, with mechanical seals, to minimize time and costs associated with the
bagging operation. Frame molds have standardized bases and are loaded into a
mobile stacking and handling rack. This permits efficient, high density
autoclave loading and curing of a shipset of parts at one time. The 0
fabrication sequence of the upper skin panel is depicted in figure 1.

- f"°- .*-

Figure 1 - Fabrication of Upper Skin Panel

After completion of the autoclave cycle, the cured parts and assemblies
are trimmed to dimension by water-jet router or saw, and pattern drilled.
These operations are performed with controlled, coordinated tools and
templates. Finished parts are accumulated into kits for assembly. Joining is
accomplished with titanium rivets.

The CRF upper and lower units are assembled independently on coordinated
assembly tooling (figure 2). They are then joined to the mid-fuselage roof
and floor assemblies, respectively (figure 3). Fuel cells, ballistic foam, ." -

backing boards, and cover panels are installed. The upper fuselage and lower
fuselage assemblies are then joined in the final assembly fixture. The
Station 485 frame is aligned and installed to complete the fuselage assembly.

Structural assembly of the CRF was demonstrated with subcomponent and

full-scale static tests. In addition, a modular repair capability was also
esatablished.

This effort established the feasibility of fabricating large compound
curvature airframe structures on steel shell molds. A practical size limit
was determined in molding the lower skin panels, and producibility advantages
from CAD/CAM, preplying, cocuring, thermal expansion molding, and the use of
lightweight structural foam were also demonstrated.

N-8
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MANUFACTURI NG METHODS AND TECHNOL-OGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DROff-302)

MI4T Projects 181 7113 and 182 7113 titled "Composite Rear Fuselage (CIF)
Manufacturing Technology" were completed by the US Army Aviation Research and
Development Command in May 1983 at a total cost of $1,574,000

BACKGROUND

The major thrust of this effort was to develop and demonstrate cost saving
manufacturing methods for building primary airframe structures with
composite materials. The UH-60A Blackhawk rear fuselage was selected as the
demonstration component because of its inherent complexity and labor intensive 0
construction. Preliminary IR&D studies conducted by the producer of the
Blackhawk, Sikorsky Helicopter, showed that the rear fuselage parts count and
associated labor could be substantially reduced by changing from metal to
composite structural materials. The design approach, however, relied heavily
on the ability to cocure large complex structures for which manufacturing
methods had not been proven.

SUIW-ARY

The major thrust of this effort was to develop and demonstrate cost saving
manufacturing methods for building primary airframe structures with
composites. This effort consisted of a manufacturing and component design
phase and a manufacturing demonstration and component testing phase. This
report will summarize the manufacturing demonstration and component testing
phase.

The manufacturing plan established in this project is described below.

Prepreg materials and film adhesives are prepared and cut into ply detail

shapes (patterns) by high-speed and automated cutting methods which include
the Gerber Cutting System and steel rule die cutting. The resulting flat ply
patterns are accumulated into kits of materials for each frame, bulkhead,
assembly, and detail. The kits are routed to refrigerated storage from which
they are drawn for lay-up on a first-in, first-out basis.

Kitted materials are distributed to the lay-up, fabrication, and assembly
operations by means of transporters or parts wagons. Each kit contains all of
the materials, parts, hardware and written instructions required for a
specific operation or installation.

Extensive cocuring and cobonding are employed in fabrication of the
composite structural components. In order to minimize tool turnaround and
processing times, prepreg details are preplied, debulked, and preformed out of
the molds on ancillary tooling wherever practical.
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A comparison of the materials used in the CRF and the current metal rear
fuselage is presented in figure 3.

... .W• "LUMIN"
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CBNOTE Rl4. ELALACE 6M LBE

3161 LO

Figure 3 - CRF and Metal Baseline Material Usage

The manufacturing plan consisted of manual layup process using automated
cutting technique, two step curing (skin and then skin and stiffeners),
segmented upper and lower sections, steel shell tooling, and mechanical
fastening of segments to form the final assembly.

BENEFITS

This work established the component design and manufacturing plan that
will be the basis of the remainder of the effort.

INFLEMENTATION

This work is the result of the first two years of a four-year effort. The
results of this work will be the basis of the following two years of the
effort.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained by contacting Mr. Fred Reed at AV
693-3079 or Commercial (314) 628-3079.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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Figure 1 - UH-60A
BLACKHAWK Helicopter,
General Arrangement

i1 j . STA REAR FUSELAGE

Several different structural forms, stiffener geometries, and joint

configurations were evaluated for each of the major structural elements of the
CRF, with structural efficiency, manufacturing cost, and tool complexity used

as the basis for selection.

The final design, depicted in figure 2, is a configuration containing both
sandwich and stiffened skins. The skins are Kevlar. Longitudinal stiffening
is provided by open sided square edged honeycomb strips with a graphite cap
for most of the skin panels, and honeycomb sandwich where transverse loads
must be counteracted such as in supports for the fuel cells and the multiple
systems interface on the roof. "J" section stiffeners doubled as attachment
angles and were specified for edge members where skin panel splices occurred.
Closed hat section members, composed of graphite and a reticulated foam core
were used where torsional stiffness is required. The scuppers around the fuel
cell, as well as the skin of the fuel covers, are made of unidirectional .-

E-glass. The frames (stations 421,464,485) are composed of graphite/epoxy.

The corregated bulkhead at station 442.5 is graphite epoxy with rigid
ballistic foam filling in the corrugations.

To meet crashworthy requirements, it was decided to retain metallic
structure for the statio. 379 frame, the bulkhead at station 398, and the
floor "I" beams connecting these components. Titanium skins were retained in
the appropriate area of the upper panel to shield against heat and flame

emanating from the engine exhausts.

TOP SKIN PANEL FUEL CELL COVERS TA 464

S TA 442.5RIGHT SKIN AFT BULKHEAD"

"< m . TA 464 FRAME PANEL AF/1 .... . / ,-. : . ' 4" "
". -, .p ~FUEL CELL

"" "" STA~x LEFT SKIN "??DDPANEL PANEL

STA 442 5 PiAt

STA 421 FRAME /SIDE SKIN PANEL
LOWER CEFUPPE CRF

Figure 2 -CRF Final Design Major Composite Assemblies
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The forming, processing, and curing of the parts is shown in figure 2.
Four different types of processes were used:

1. High-pressure molding with matched metal dies in a hydraulic press.
2. Low-pressure molding using the vacuum bag autoclave technique.
3. Surface preparation of components for adhesive bonding.

4. Adhesive bonding using clamp-up tooling with high expansion RTV rubber

for follow-up pressure.

Two types of tooling were used. Three components were made on steel male

molds and cured by the vacuum bag autoclave method. Six components were made -

or heated steel matched dies designed for use on the hydraulic press.

$0-'" -

tA-T ID 1100

Figure 2 - Autoclave and Press Molding of Composite Parts

All of the composite parts are joined to the metal basic frame, which was

formed by conventional techniques, by using adhesive bonding techniques. This
was accomplished with clamp-up tooling in combination with RTV rubber for
follow-up pressure. Following the final bonding cure, the frame assembly is
final machined, "Sermetal" coated, and water wash spray pattern tested prior

to final inspection.

Three IPS swirl frames were fabricated and evaluated in engine ground
tests. The tests demonstrated that the IPS design and Tcoduction process are

successful.

BENEFI TS

The composite IPS swirl frame resulted in 26% weight savings, and a

Projected savings of $2,820 (1980 dollars) per frame.

N- 19
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IMPLUIENTATION

Implementation of the IPS composite swirl frame is not planned on the T700

engine. Savings would result if implementation were immediate; however, the
time and costs of qualification testing would eliminate any potential
savings. The results of this effort are incorporated into the 5000 HP MTDE
now under development, and will be implemented when that engine reaches

production.

MORE INFORMATION

Additional information is available from Mr. David Cale, US Army Applied
Technology Laboratory, AV 927-2771 or Commercial (804) 878-2771.
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Summary report, Dec 84, wa.,; prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturiig -,,
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock .'-

Island, IL 61299-7260. '-'..
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MANUFACTURING NETHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REORT~

(RCS DRQIT-302)

MMT Projects 179 7243, 180 7243 and 181 7243 titled "Machining Operations on
Kevlar Laminates" were completed by the US Army Aviation Systems Command
in June 1982 at a total cost of $264,000.

I AZGROUND

Kevlar is the trade name for an aromatic polyamide fiber developed by E.
I. DuPont. This high strength, low weight reinforcement is presently being
used in many structural and nonstructural aircraft applications. Kevlar
reinforced laminates have presented the aerospace industry with machining
difficulties due to their tendency to fibrillate or "fuzz" when machined with
conventional tools. Considerable data has been generated in attempting to
solve this problem. However, much of it is conflicting and applies only to
specific applications. As a consequence, the cost of production has suffered
due to ill-defined parameters such as feeds, speeds, and tool configuration.

SUMMARY

This effort was initiated to investigate/develop tooling and techniques
needed to perform clean, efficient machining operations on Kevlar laminates.
The investigation included two different Kevlar laminates, one with an epoxy
matrix and one with a polysulfone matrix. The machining techniques
investigated were drilling, cutting and trimming. The effort was performed in
three phases. Phase I consisted of a technology survey and a tool .-. -

vendors/developers survey. Phase II consisted of the evaluation of eight
different types of conventional tools for Kevlar laminate machining
effectiveness, and three state-of-the-art cutting systems. Production
scale-up problems and techniques such as tool life, tool materials, special
coatings, and coolants were studied in Phase III. Additionally, automation
equipment was identified and production automation concepts were developed.

A DOD/NASA and HHI library literature search initiated the technology

survey. This survey covered manufacturers' data, technical conferences,
periodicals, and Government-sponsored studies. In addition, eight selected
vendors were visited in order to determine the latest state-of-the-art in
Kevlar laminate machining. The information collected covers tools,
processaes, and techniques.

In P.iase II, the performance of tools identified in Phase I was verified
and their capabilities and limitations were further defined. Selected tools
were modified and evaluated for increased efficiency. In addition, state-of

the-art machining procedures were examined. Tools and equipment were
evaluated for machining rate and quality on both epoxy/Kevlar and
polysulfone/Kevlar laminates.
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The results of the machining tests with conventional and modified
conventional tools are presented in table 1. An example of a modified tool is
the drill bit shown in figure 1.

Table 1 - Performance of Conventional and Modified
Conventional Tools on Kevlar Laminates

CUTTING E V A L U A I 1 0 N
TOOL DESCRIPTION4 SIZE SPEED OAT*E ULT COMMENTS

S,.Ia .. (.90.4. ?.gp.4 71 40 T.0 3500 1SPM 5 FPM 0..4 LUg09 I-. 4..4. .. y.
A."Ig.. 0.,, Ed" C.".... II* D., 000 11PM SFPM Goo 1.9.9.~.4d . . . s F . 499

(..W *a.p.a to0 ,. 4000 S1PM P.. G- W... hatan , .. II. .49..

b..4~~~~ 1. **AVI~~ - -

B. S.a. E.T$. 3 Tt 6OSIM .20I'M 0.94 30,?I90.Ww.E9

S.d S... W.I~. 0h. Ed, 1000 1SPM 10 FPM P... 32 Ph.. 201 Iyb0 k9y .

S.A. $.. 3... 0103* 1'." 20 101 191 10PMO 20PM Gan"
1.6. . . k.. TioGP )91 10PMI 40PM G.4
190. S.. A.9I. AR3925 191 10PM 2 OOM 6.u 1p..94 0..4. ...

19.. S.. - .. T130 C...191 11PM I FPM G.W 0.9 ~W.N *0.. I..,.Ip0.ta.
194. . l . W,.. Is O 11-1, 11 I ? , .191 SIM0P M 6.94 2 ph.. 2811 .970. d.y -- . W.. 0..

k.,.1 ..- - -

3..0 93$ SO..4 t.n.t 1 31 00 RPM P 9  1.19.w. _________

0,II1.4 (..0.4b. T-1. '. 35 600 RPM IP.. 3.Patd._____________

0.041. .90 Aw. *yI00 11M P.. lvtw4 __________

Iaa9..9 My1.. 19a..4 600 WiPM P.- 1.99.._______

Ma.. C-. -A.. 400 aPm 09.4 O..,*a., W9..

R.I. 0. (w9 Ca4. 24.000 3PM P_. 3Rep ___________

H". an . 0. 1 4.000 3PM 6 Cna . W S94 1,.1 I. 09.90 9.f-99

1460 S9r'"a
9-h* 9901. N.". T161 04 GA P.., - 2 M I ...Ihwt Ow9. W.9 . -I9.ana
(.994. 1.. (.0.4. T.9*

1M.4.b.41 MWd a! 10 *0 T.th 0100 11PM * IPM 0.94 N. .4v.tg a.., .. &rd~ 00.
Ca..*9 1...ta 000 3IM N1/Ah P.. 9I..a90a9.y I-...

MIS I.n.# DnA M.44.a 4..~. 00 "PM 243d ....' 10a .. 1. .90. =.k~p.

IM.4fda4 6 00 RPM 20 G..n. 094 -.119.9 1. yapO.t. a.9p..t. 5
4.49.4 .. 7.0.0 3P01,11. 09 .9099.9 ...

*...9. . Op.O V I. .0' 00 T.9* .10 0P *
(.=d. Sa, (.90W& T.4.

IMM.di40 M.29 M.. 9099..99. 99 .94

90' REF

20 LIP RELIEF Figure 1 -Modified

Drill Tip
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Contrary to popular belief, Kevlar is not appreciably more difficult to
machine than graphite or fiberglass. Although the Kevlar fibers are tough,
they are easily cut by sharp tools with the proper cutting angles. It should
be noted, however, that since heat over 350*F tends to permanently swell the
edges of the cut, tools must be kept cool during the machining operations.

In Phase III, production scale-up, characteristics of hole drilling in
relation to the quality, cost, and tool durability were evaluated. Tool life
under normal operating conditions, tool life using special tooling materials,
and tool life improvement when using coolants and special coating were
evaluated.

Production application problems were also addressed and concepts were
developed for production machining of complex aircraft components. Automation
methods were studied and the integration of automated machining into labor
efficient production lines was conceptualized. 9.

The performance evaluation in the first phase of this effort showed that
tools and equipment presently available have suitable quality and durability
for incorporation into automated production lines.

Future composite production lines will reduce costly labor by the use of
robotic handling, automated curing, and automated nondestructive testing. The
automated machining contribution will be in the form of robotic trimming and
drilling of sufficient accuracy such that trimming and drilling jigs will not
be required.

BENEFITS

This effort will aid the manufacturing engineer in the selection and
modification of tools and machining parameters to produce Kevlar laminate
components. This will reduce costs and improve quality.

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation was completed with the distribution of a technical handbook - . -

entitled "Design Guide Handbook Efficient Machining Methods and Cutting Tools
for Kevlar Composite Laminates," November 1981. S

MHDRE INFORMATION

To obtain additional information, contact the project officer, Mr. Charles
E. Stuhlman on AV 927-2377 or Commercial (804) 878-2377. 9

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Ferrel Anderson, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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MANUFACTrURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCH-302)

MMT Project 173 8042 titled "Manufacturing Methods for Gradient Furnace
Processing of Ceramic Armor and Structural Ceramics" was completed by the US
Army Aviation Systems Command in December 1980 at a cost of $135,000.

BACKGROUND

The growth of large single crystal materials opens up many possibilities
for new applications of ceramics such as in the case of transparent armor,
lasers, and laser windows. 0

Single crystals of sapphire have been made by many techniques, the best
known probably being the Verneuil method for the production of jewels and
bearings. Until recently, the largest crystals of sapphire were probably
those obtained by the Czochralski technique where cryptals up to three inches
in diameter were grown. S

At the Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC) a coordinated
in-house effort has been underway to develop an improved approach to the
growth of large, uniform, single crystals of sapphire. The original research
and development work demonstrated the effectiveness of a crystal growth
technique called the gradient furnace technique. An earlier MMT project
designed, built and placed in operation a 20" I.D. gradient furnace with a
capacity for potential crystal growth of up to 18".

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to establish the manufacturing
techniques to fabricate 12" - 18" diameter transparent single crystal armor
and structural ceramic end items.

The gradient furnace technique essentially consists of solidification of a
melt onto a preexisting seed crystal contained in a high temperature crucible S
and cooled through controlled temperature gradients to obtain nucleation and
crystallization of the melt into a single crystalline form. A general
schematic of the furnace used in this process is shown in figure 1.

The specific schematic showing the arrangement of the crucible and the . -i

material in the furnace is presented in figure 2. The seed crystal is placed
in the crucible above a heat exchanger which prevents the seed from melting ..-

during solidification by directing a flow of helium gas, or other suitable
coolant, against the crucible beneath the seed. The crucible was heated from
the sides by a graphite resistance heater and the flow of helium gas through
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Figure I - Schematic of Gradient Furnace - "

--.-- S

Figure 2 - Schematic of Arrangement in Gradient Furnace for
Growth of Ceramic Single-Crystal Disks

the heat exchanger extracted heat from the crucible bottom beneath the seed.
This cooling effect resulted in a temperature gradient which was the driving
force for the radial growth of the crystal from the seed crystal. The -

temperature gradient can be controlled by adjusting the amount of helium flow .
through the heat exchanger.

As the temperature of the furnace was increased to 2250°C, helium was
recirculated into the heat exchanger to maintain the seed crystal at a maximum
temperature of 1,950*C. The temperature at the bottom of the crucible was
continually monitored by a thermocouple. The temperature of 1,950*C, .
approximately 100*C below the melting point of A1203, was maintained constant
during the melting of the sapphire. After the sapphire, as well as the
surface of the seed crystal was completely melted, the helium gas flow was
increased in order to raise the temperature gradient and start to solidify the

new growth onto the seed crystal. The furnace was slowly cooled during the
solidification process. The growth rate was approximately one centimeter per

hour. Approximately 20 hours are required to grow an 8" diameter crystal.
The sapphire crystal was cooled at a rate of approximately 20*C per hour.

In the work carried out, sapphire single crystals have been grown

reproducibly in sizes of 6", 6 1/2" and 8" diameters. Sapphire single
crystals 12" in diameter and clear to the outer diameter that were cracked
have been produced also. These crystals were examined by neutron activation.
analysis and impurities were determined to be less than 10 ppm.
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Sapphire ingots were cut into disks with diamond cutting wheels, and
diamond core drills were employed to cut cylindrically shaped columns out of

the sapphire ingots. Diamond was used as a cutting medium due to the hardness
of the sapphire. The cylindrical pieces were sliced to provide seeds for
growing sapphire crystals and disks for evaluation. It was necessary to
polish the disks prior to optical, infrared, or x-ray examination. .0

Because of the long time and high cost of polishing sapphire by

conventional methods, an alternative approach to optical transparency seemed
necessary. To produce an optically transparent armor plate, it was decided to -.

coat the rough-cut sapphire surface with smooth glass. The glass would adhere -

to the sapphire and produce an optically smooth surface. A lead-base glass 0

was formulated which had the same refractive index as sapphire. The sapphire
plates, which were not transparent due to the existing rough surface, were
dipped into the molten glass, resulting in a smooth transparent coating. In
addition, the glass coating could be further polished by standard soft
polishing techniqes using A12

0
3 , B4C, etc., affording a substantial cost

saving without affecting the ballistic performance of the sapphire plate.
Figure 3 shows the amazing clarity possible of a 6 1/2" diameter x 1/2" thick
polished sapphire single crystal disk. Ballistic tests of the glass dipped
into sapphires showed no deleterious effects, the same as for uncoated
sapphire.

66ed

_*0

Figure 3 - A 6-1/2" Diameter X 1/2" Thick
Polished Sapphire Single Crystal Disk
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WJ~nTS

The processing technology of this project is ideal for transparent ceramic
mor, scratchproof instrument windows, insulators, and structural ceramic

iterials for aircraft and vehicle applications. Also, this process can be
3ed for materials other than sapphires. Towards the end of this project,

iccessful preliminary work was carried out on making large laser windows out

YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet). Finally, there are intrinsic cost savings I
i the process since it is self-purifying during solidification. The pure

iterials solidify completely, forcing the impurities to the periphery where

iey can be easily removed by machining.

IPLDIKNTATILON

Though delayed, information c. the results of this project have been
Drwarded to private industry and a number of DOD activities. Sapphire made

r this technique has been used as windows by the Air Force to study exhausts

rom rocket engines. Also, single crystal sapphire was tested by TRW for

aser applications. Scale-up to even larger size crystal need not stop at the

2" to 18" level. It is quite conceivable that scale-up can be extended
urther with the resolution of technological problems such as crucible
abrication and heat control.

Dl INFORMNO

Additional information may be obtained by contacting C. Neckyfarrow,
MMRC, AV 955-5526 or Commercial (617) 923-5526. Also, Technical Report TR
0-F-4 titled "MHT Manufacturing Methods for Gradient Furnace Processing of

eramic Armor and Structural Ceramics" was published in August 1980.

0

ummary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wayne Hierseman, Manufacturing
echnology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
sland, IL 61299-7260.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-302)

4T project 381 1042 titled -Production of Composite Radome Structures" was
)mpleted by the US Army Missile Command (MICOM) in September 1983 at a cost
E $755,000.

WCKGROUND

The currently qualified radome for the Pershing II is a two layer part.

- consists of a short fiber reinforced fluoropolymer jacket (RT/Duroid
)50M) and a separate inner shell of continuous S-2 glass/epoxy. The outer

icket provides optimum ablation characteristics and rain erosion resistance
ile the inner shell provides mechanical strength and stiffness. Both parts
re precision machined and then attached together in secondary operations
Aich require special etching and bonding procedures.

The purpose of this project was to eliminate these machining and bonding
rocesses. Project work was accomplished by in-house effort at MICOM and
)ntractual effort at Rogers Corporation, Lithonia, Georgia.

JIMARY

Several potential constructions were studied through the fabrication and
?sting of samples during the first phase of the project. A two layer
nstruction was still considered as the best design. The outer layer was
r/Duroid 5667, a low fiber content, short filament/polytetrafluoroethylene
ITFE) composite. The inner layer was RT/Duroid X074 which consists of S-2 .-.

Lass strand in a PTFE matrix. Dielectric testing of flat plate samples
?monstrated that this material had a dielectric constant under 3.5, which is
iperior to its epoxy/glass counterpart. S

These materials were used to manufacture 1/3 scale Pershing II radomes.
is led to the second phase of the project which included scale-up to full

Lze parts, dielectric and mechanical characterization of these parts and
timates of production costs. Approximate dimensions of these parts were
i" L x 18" 0.D. The cross-sectional drawing below shows the relative
iickness of the ablative and structural layers.

Full-scale Pershing 1I and Patriot radomes were manufactured. The

.nding and ply-up procedures for the inner shell, the machining techniques,

ie attachment hole drilling techniques, and the inspection steps were common
both radomes. .O,

Th e winding operation was done on an engine lathe. The circular inner--'"

iyer was wound directly over an aluminum forming mandrel. Then,
ungitudinal fiber mats were hand-laid over the inner layer and another layer
circular windings was applied to form the outer layer of the inner shell.

ke S-2 glass used for the circular windings and mats were coated with PTFE S

!sin and dried before use.
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STRUCTURAL,.--

ABLATOR" -

FIGURE 1- RADOME

-iations in the sequence of certain process steps were incorporated for
!molding of the inner shell, ablator molding and sintering. The
L intent was to explore productivity improvements and to develop a
understanding of the process parameters.

Process A, the inner shell was densified (pre-molded) following the

ation of the longitudinal mats. Latex bags were carefully drawn over
,-up and sealed. Following evacuation, the packages were placed in a
gostatic press (CIP) where pressure was slowly increased to 20 ksi and
3r 5 minutes. The outer layer was then wound onto the densified
ire.

Process B, the CIP operation was omitted. Since the undensified
dinal mat reduced the slippage of the circular windings, a much
r tension was possible. The winding was begun at the radome base and
ed toward the tip. Considerable reduction in mat bulk was accomplished
the winding.

a separately molded ablative jacket was placed over the inner shell
das supported by a sintering mandrel. The entire assembly was bagged
aled in aluminum foil and fluoropolymer film. Before and during
ave curing, a vacuum of better than 20 inches of mercury was drawn on
3ide of the assembly. Pressure applied to the outside of the part
Ily exceeded 120 psi. The autoclave was rated to 750 degrees F.

ter curing was complete, the radome was left on the sintering mandrel

was chucked to a computer controlled lathe for outer contour
Lng. The attachment holes in the Pershing II radome were then

rilled. Hole locations were controlled by a drilling Jig. Dimensional
Lion of the radome contour was done on a coordinate measurement
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PITS

All fluoropolymer continuous filament reinforced radomes had excellent
anical and electrical properties and the production cost was somewhat
r than the current production radome. S

EMENTATION

rhe Pershing II Project Manager and the prime contractor have been kept
ast of results and have participated in program planning activities. At 0
time, however, it appears that this project was completed too late to

iate the radome in test flights. The project manager may not implement
reasons of uncertainty. The next implementation opportunity could occur
ig the 1989-1990 timeframe. An advanced ballistic missile interceptor
tilize this technology.

INFORMATION

For additional information contact Mr. Phil Ormsby, MICOM, AUTOVON
+933 or Commercial (205) 876-4933. A technical report which covers the
conducted under contract DAAHO1-81-C-B162 is also available. It is *0
d "Production of Composite Radome Structures" and is dated February

,ry report, Dec 84, was prepared by G. Fischer, Manufacturing Technology
US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.

-7 - 71
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT
(RCS DRCMT-302)

t 382 1126 titled -Wound Elastomer Insulator Process- was completed
Army Missile Command (MICOM) in December 1983 at a cost of

solid propellant rocket motors contain a rubber liner which
the motor case walls from the burning propellant. Current
,n methods for the insulators involve lengthy process periods.
i costs, due to extensive labor and tooling requirements, are high
-ering design changes are not implemented easily. Insulators for
ical and strategic motors are made by two processes. One process

cures the green (uncured) elastomer to final dimensions in
matched metal molds under heat and pressure. The cured insulator
then assembled on the case mandrel and bonded together using splice
'he other method uses sheets of green stock which is cut to shape,
)n a special mandrel, stitched together and cured as a unit. The
-up is then ground to precise contour, removed from its mandrel and

the case mandrel. Remaining procedures for both types of
are alike. The motor case is filament wound onto the insulator.

iring cycle is required to complete the composite case/insulator

,0
incipal objective of the three-year MMT effort was to demonstrate a
itor fabrication concept. In this proposed technique, a
ssor controlled tire winding machine could be used to extrude green
to a precisely controlled thickness and immediately wind it
)nto a case mandrel. The insulator thickness would depend on the
plies laid down. Instant insulator design changes could be made.
insulator is wound, it would not be cured. Instead, the Kevlar/
would be immediately wound over the insulator and then both -

and case cocured.

this first year of project work, various insulator formulations
iated for ease of processing, physical properties, char S
stics and adhesion to case and propellant. Subscale motor case
:ions were followed by the construction of a Pershing 11 first stage
wound elastomer insulator process.

rpes of fornulation were tested: an EPDM/silica formula and an
-HC (haloge;iated hydrocarbon) formula. These baseline formulas were S
.o enhance susceptibility to microwave curing. Two preplastJi-ized
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:ions were also evaluated to reduce plasticizer migration from the
pellant in an effort to achieve a direct bond without using
:ed bonding techniques. The test objective was to select an easily

I formula that had equal or better properties than the current molded

.al processing tests showed that the use of microwave cure enhancers 0"'

.mprove the cure rate. All formulas tested cocured well to the
)oxy composite case material. Thus, the modified formulas were
'rom further consideration.

motor tests showed that the baseline formulations performed as well
" than the currently used molded material. The preplasticized
however, had higher erosion rates.

ator/propellant adhesion tests showed that the bonds achieved by the
materials were as good as those made by the molded control

The preplasticized formulas could not be directly bonded as

due to a soft propellant cure at the interface.

)replasticized formulas were eliminated from further testing. The
)-HC was chosen over the EPDM/silica because its char ratio was lower

the gas velocity regions. It was then used to fabricate the
e first stage insulator. To demonstrate the wound elastomer
" (WEI) process, the case was constructed according to Pershing II
itions except that premolded EPDM thrust reversal (TR) adapters were
, case was wound over the uncured wound insulator, and the
/case were cocured in one step.

the mandrel was wrapped, a skive cutter removed the WEI at the
lome over the TR port locations. The premolded adapters were , •

and elastomer strip stock was stitched into the gaps remaining
he insulator and the adapter. This interface is illustrated by

The case was overwound, making the insulator, TR adaptors and case

al unit. A standard Pershing Ii thermal/microwave cure schedule was
e cure schedule cured the filament wound case. It also cured the

ulcanized the TR adapter to the WEI.

ssembly was prepared for burst testing at 77°F. The case burst at

the best ever obtained for any first stage case. The previous high

psi. It was obtained with a case containing molded insulators.

ATION

technology will be further developed during the last two phases of
ork- (2) design verification and (3) fabrication of project
les. Additional investigations are needed to be sure that the 0
rR adapter can withstand the static firing test. The fabrication of

ing II second stage with WEI also must he demonstrated.
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Vulcanized joint (WEI molding compound)

Figurer 1WEhutIeesl dpe

MORE INFORMATION

For additional information, contact Mr. Tomn Shaw, the project monitor at
MICOM, (205) 876-2147. An interim technical report summarizes the work done
under contract DAAHOI-83D-A009 between 15 November 1982 and 30 November 1983.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by G. Fischer, Manufacturing Technology
Div., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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NANWVACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SLUM4ARY REPORT

(RCS DRCMT-302)

MMT Project 478 5019 titled "Storage Battery, Low Maintenance - Phase 11" was
completed by the US Army Tank-Automotive Command in February 1981 at a cost of

I $160,000.

BACKGROUND

To resolve the major problem of military battery failure, container
Kbreakage, a prior year MMT project developed a new low maintenance battery.
1The prototype had a plastic case and a calcium alloy grid to be dry charged to

greatly extend its "*wet"* storage life. The prototype batteries delivered at
the end of the project were all of the 6TN size. This is the one used in all
classes of tactical wheeled vehicles of the 2 1/2-ton, 5-ton, 10-ton truck
sizes, and larger, as well as military adapted commercial vehicles. Before
they can actually replace the present batteries, the new prototypes must be
evaluated in the laboratory and tested in the field.

SUMMARY

The objective of this project was to conduct laboratory and field
validation tests on the new 6TN prototype battery. Similarly, it was desired

* to provide the appropriate technical data and requirements for a Technical
* Data Package (TDP) for its procurement.

At the beginning, programmed laboratory performance tests were carried out
on the 6TN prototype batteries. (See figure 1). As indicated, it

approximates a cube of about 10 1/2 -11" on a side.

Figure 1- Prototype 6TN
Storage Battery
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Shortly after the lab tests began, field evaluation tests were initiated
at the Cold Regions Test Center (CRTC). Early battery leakage problems
required prototype modifications. Modified samples were then submitted to AD

both CRTC and Yuma Proving Grounds (YPG). Testing continued for roughly
another year. Upon completion, draft specifications for the low maintenance
battery were prepared.

After finalizing, the performance specifications were submitted to all the
Services and industry contacts for their comments. Several questions arose .-'
and were subsequently satisfactorily resolved, and the specifications were
published. The designation for the new battery is the 6TL (L is for low
maintenance).

BENEFITS

The new battery will provide the military with the dry-charged capability
in a low maintenance battery for long term storage and ease of shipment. The
battery, in its new plastic container, will decrease breakage and increase
battery life expectancy.

The results of the development of the dry-charged, low maintenance,
plastic container battery is applicable to military vehicle batteries of the 2
1/2 ton trucks, and larger, as well as all track vehicles.

With implementation of the 6TL low maintenance battery into the supply
system, total battery procurement will be reduced by reason of a reduction of
production quantities required. Battery life will be increased by at least
six months. Maintenance will be reduced since the addition of water and
routine maintenance will be virtually eliminated.

IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation is being carried out by the Qualified Producer List (QPL)
system. Thus far, there is only one qualified producer for the 6TL. As soon
as a second is added, a QPL list will be issued. At that time, competitive
bidding will be possible for the new battery and the 6TL will enter the supply
system as a replacement for the 6TN.

MIRE INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from Mr. Joseph H. Reinman, TACOM,
AV 786-5035 or Commercial (313) 574-5035.

Summary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wayne Hierseman, Manufacturing
Technology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL 61299-7260.
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NAWNIJACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DIRCH-302)

MMT Projects T80 5019 and T81 5019 titled "Storage Batteries, Low Maintenance 0
- Phase IIV were completed by the US Army Tank-Automotive Command in July
1981 and May 1983 at costs of $30,000 and $130,000, respectively.

BACKGROUND

Earlier projects of this effort developed (Phase I), tested and evaluated
(Phase II) a new 6TL low maintenance battery for use in military heavy
equipment and combat vehicles, of 2 1/2 tons and over, as well as military
adapted commercial vehicles. The new prototype has a plastic case, a
calcium-alloy grid, and it is dry-charged to extend its "wet" storage life. a-

In recent years, low maintenance batteries using calcium-alloy grids and
plastic containers have been developed commercially for a wide market.
However, they do not meet military requirements and specifications. Prior to
this Phase III, no work was done for developing a similar battery for tactical
vehicles up to 2 1/2-tons.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this project was to develop a dry-charged, low maintenance,
plastic container storage battery in the current 2HN configuration for Army
tactical vehicles. This is the size battery used on all military vehicles -
smaller than 2 1/2 tons. Physically, it is about the same height and length
but half the width of the larger 6TN or 6TL batteries, which are almost a cube
of 10 1/2 to 11-inches on a side.

The basic element size of the current 2HN - 5 1/4" was retained and
adapted for the plastic prototype. The design settled upon was low-antimony
positive grids, calcium negative grid and envelope separators. Originally, a
calcium positive grid was tested but it proved to be more sensitive to deposit
formation and required increased electrical input to achieve the same
results.

Since the major cause of battery failure is container breakage, the major - S
concern was to have a plastic container and cover with high impact
resistance. Evaluation of several materials revealed the optimum choice to be
Hercules Profax #8523 high impact polypropylene copolymer resin. Containers
and covers were molded in temporary molds and the cover was heat sealed to the
container using Bielomatic heat sealing equipment. The cells were connected
through the partition using high voltage welding systems. 7
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The container is designed with reinforcing ribs to further improve impact .
and vibration resistance. Overall dimensional requirements were complied . .
with.

The new prototype is made with hybrid construction and is dry-charged.
Hybrid construction caused no problems during the dry-charge process and "-" " "
activated well at temperatures as low as 300F. -

All 50 prototype batteries, like those shown in figure 1, have been
manufactured and delivered to the Government. They are now designated the
2HL. S

_JIS

Figure 1 -"'

Prototype 21tL Battery (Right) -.

Developed to Replace the 2HN (Left)

DNKFITS

The new battery will provide the military with the dry-charged capability -_

in a low maintenance battery for long term storage and ease of shipment. The
battery, in its new plastic container, will decrease breakage and increase
battery life expectancy.

The res\.lts of the development of the dry charged, low maintenance,
plastic container battery is applicable to military vehicle batteries of all 0
military vehicles up to 2 1/2-tons.

With implementation of the low maintenance battery into the supply system,
total battery procurement will be reduced by reason of a reduction of
production quantities required. Battery life will be increased by at
least six months. Furthermore, maintenance should be reduced, since the -9
addition of water and routine maintenance will be virtually eliminated.

No patent rights are involved in this project.
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110LKMMNATION

This project was finished with the delivery of the prototype batteries to
the Government. Laboratory testing and field evaluation of them is being
carried out under a follow-on project (482 5019).

Additional information may be obtained from Mr. Joseph H. Reinman, TACOM,
AV 786-5035 or Commercial (313) 574-5035. An interim Technical Report
published in May, 1983, covered materials and physical characteristics,
electrical performance, and physical performance data on the new prototypes.
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MANUPACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCif- 302)

MMT Project T8O 5045 titled "Spall Suppressive Armor for Combat Vehicles .
(Phase IT)- was completed by the US Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) in
May 1983 at a cost of $86,000.

BACKGROUND

The detonation of an impacting HEAT or a near-miss HE projectile can
shatter a lethal volume of spall from the interior surfaces of aluminum
armored vehicles. Many spall suppressive materials had been evaluated, but
the greatest reductions in lethality were achieved by using KEVLAR 29 panels

spaced a short distance away from the interior surface of the aluminum.

This project, the final year of a 2-year program to develop the tech-
nology required for the installation of the spall liners, was conducted

through in-house effort at TACOM and contractual effort at FMC Corporation,

Ordnance Division, San Jose, CA.

During the first year of the program, investigations were centered on the
construction and installation of prototype armor kits for the M1I3AI/A2
Armored Personnel Carrier. The most critical areas of personnel vulnerabil-
ity were determined and studied for the integration of the best ballistic

protection. The KEVLAR 29/PVB - Phenolic panels were attached to the
sponsons by track mounts (similar to sliding doors) and attached to the ramp
and ceiling by bolting. Three complete kits were manufactured by the
contractor. One kit was sent to Yuma Proving Grounds and installed as shown

in figure 1.

During the second year of the program, this kit was road tested for 6,000
miles as follows: 2,000 miles paved. 2,000 miles level cross country, and
2,000 miles gravel. During the 15-month testing period, the ambient
temperature varied from 35'F to 118'F. Upon removal, the panels had not
become bent nor distorted and showed negligible wear. S

At the contractor's test range at Hollister, California, the kit was
installed in a battle damaged M1113. The vehicle was combat loaded with
various items of personal gear, rations, night sighting equipment, NBC
equipment, and small arms ammunition of various calibers. Five HEAT rounds
(approximately 3.5 inch diameter) were statically detonated into the hull at
various locations around the vehicle. The roof was ittacked by two M42
bomblets. Results indicated that r.he sytem perfo d Its function by
reducing the fragment spray. The Jet and the sit netrated completely but

the fragments were contained. The s'iding door lit is on the sponson
contained all of the stowed itents olaced therein. The theoretical crew

casualty level was reduced f-om II to 2. •
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SPALL
L

Figure -Carrier Interior and Exterior

BENEFITS

No manufacturing benefits were derived from this project since most of
the work was devoted to the installation and evaluation of armor kits.
However, the work that was accomplished did result in the delivery of three
complete sets of armor and installation hardware.

HPLEMNTATION

Support from the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) has recently been
secured. If TRADOC selects the spall liner system for the M113, they will
request Department of Army funding approval. The first implementation could
involve a phased retrofit of 4,000 vehicles at the Red River Army Depot
beginning in FY 86. The estimated cost for each spall kit is $12,000.

KDRE INFORMATION

Additional information on this project is available from Mr. Avery
Fisher, TACOM, AUTOVON 786-6478 or Commercial (313) 574-6478. The final
technical report is Number 12853, "Development and Test of Installation
Methods for a Spall Liner System."

Summary report, Jun 84, %,as prepared by G. Fischer, Manufacturing Technology_
Div, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCM"T-302)

T Project 982 3592 titled "Improved Graphite Fiber Reinforcement, Phase
11- was completed by the US Army Belvoir Research and Development Center
BRDC) in May 1984 at a cost of $257,000.

ACKGROUND

Aluminum components of military assault bridges are prone to excessive
lexion during vehicular crossings. To correct this problem, the materials
or future bridging systems need to be upgraded to improve stiffness.
xisting aluminum structures will be replaced or augmented by graphite
einforced organic or metal matrix composite structures. Currently available
ommercial grade graphite fiber could be used; however, a higher strength,

igh modulus fiber would further enhance operation and reliability. With an
rproved fiber, for example, the clear span of a bridge could be lengthened
y 33 percent and its service life prolonged.

Phases I and II of this project were completed under funding provided in
Y78 and FY79 thereby completing this project to the point where a pilot
lant for graphite fiber production was in place. The pilot plant was
eparated into two lines: one line for two oxidation ovens and the other for
he carbonizer and two graphitizers. The 1400'C pre-graphitization furnace
nd the 2400*C graphitization/boron treatment furnace are shown in figure 1.
he 1400*C furnace appears on the right hand side of the figure.

1~41
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Figure 1 -Pilot Line (Graphitization Furnaces)
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Preliminary optimization of fiber processing conditions during Phase II
achieved an average tensile strength of 550,000 psi at a tensile modulus of
60 x 106 psi. This graphite fiber was prepared from commercially available
PAN precursor which was additionally drawn until the filament diameters were
reduced to 6-8 microns. After relatively conventional oxidation,
carbonization and graphitization, diborane gas was used as the source for a
boron strengthening treatment during final graphitization. The finished
fiber contained 3-4 micron filaments.

Phase II was conducted to complete the process optimization. This was
accomplished through in-house effort at BRDC and contractual effort at Fiber
Materials, Inc., Biddeford, Maine.

SUMMARY

Conditions for the oxidation of drawn PAN fiber were established.
Although there was no cleac relationship between oxygen content and tensile
strength or modulus, the highest strength/modulus fibers were made from
oxidized fiber that had 11.0 to 12.5% oxygen by weight. The oven
temperatures were set at 266°C and 275°C for the first and second oxidation
ovens, respectively. At an oxidation line speed of 1.4 ft/min., a total
residence time of 2-1/2 hours was available in the hot zones. Oxidation
remained as the rate limiting step of the entire process. In a 24 hour
period, the ovens were able to produce 6 pounds of 6,000 filament oxidized .
fiber. The 6 pound output yielded 3 pounds of graphite fiber.

Pre-carbonization studies involved the effect of temperature, nitrogen
gas flows and residence time. The furnace had four heating zones. Optimum
conditions were reached when the heating elements of the first three zones
were off and the temperature of the last zone was set at 680°C. The
residence time was one minute.

The data generated from the optimization of the carbonization process

showed that fiber strength goes through a maximum in the range of 1300'C to
1500'C, and then there is a progressive lowering of strength with increasing
temperature. There was no distinct relationship between temperature and

resulting modulus.

Graphitization temperatures ranging from 2450C to 2825*C were
evaluated. The highest tensile values were achieved by processing at 2500°C -

2600°C. However, the modulus values began a gradual decrease in the 2450'C -

2600°C range. The best combination of mechanical properties occurred at
2500°C and a graphitization residence time of 1/2 minute. Graphite fiber
processed at the selected pre-carbonization and carbonization conditions and
at 2500°C had an average 54.4 x 106 psi modulus and a 528.9 x 103 psi tensile
strength.

Boron treatment studies were conducted on the optimized fiber. The
diborane caused soot and hard deposits inside the graphitization furnace
which interfered with gas flow, caused fuzzy accumulations and eventually
disrupted production. Some improvement in modulus was gained by boron
treatment at the expense of tensile strength.
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KFITS

The routine production of improved graphite fiber has been demonstrated
t a rate oi three pounds in 24 hours. Definition of the process conditions

equired has also been established.

0

KPLEMNTATION

The resultb of this project will be implemented by the preparation of
ilitary specifications governing the procurement of high strength/high
odulus graphite fiber. 0

DRE INFORMATION

Additional information on this project is available from Mr. Frank
arris, BRDC, AUTOVON 354-5471 or Commerdial (703) 664-5471. The final S
echnical report from the contractor is FMl-1990, "Optimization of the Pilot
roduction Process for Improved Graphite Fiber", dated December 1983.

immar- report, Dec 84, was prepared by G. Fischer, Manufacturing Technology
iv., US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL 61299.
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MANUFACTURING METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT SUMMARY REPORT

(RCS DRCHT-302)

IT Project K84 3800 titled "Non-Gum Elastomer Hoses" was terminated by the

!Ivoir Research and Development Center in June 1984 at a cost of $15,300.

LCKGROUIND
0

Present hose manufacturing techniques rely on the use and availability of

Lm rubbers. This technology, using gum rubbers in the sheet or extruded form
i "hand build" hose, has changed very little over the past 50 years. As a
!sult, hose performance has been limited in (1) low temperature flexibility,

id (2) compatibility with a wide range of fluids. This restricted

!rformance range is due to the limited characteristics of the gum rubbber S

mpounds which are available.

Flastomers such as polyurethane, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, and

iermoplastic rubbers offer improved low temperature and compatibility

taracteristics. However, they are generally available only as castable,

.quid, or one-shot coating. It was desired to perfect a manufacturing 0

!chnology to use these elastomers.

I MARY

Liquid or castable (Non-Gum) eLastomers were expected to yield hoses with 0

iproved performance characteristics, especially in the low temperature
inge. Also, there was a likely possibility of lowering the cost of hose

"oduction.

A contract package was prepared and processed up to the point of
ilicitation release. Then, money for this project was withdrawn in order to S

md a F , . riority program. All work on this project was terminated as of
me 19L of expected further funding reductions, this effort will

it be purSue., 1. iture years.

IRE INFORMATION 0

Additional information may be obtained by contacting the Belvoir Research

d Development Center project engineer, Mr. Charles Browne, AV 354-5781 or

mmercial (703) 664-5781.

mmary report, Dec 84, was prepared by Wayne Hierseman, Manufacturing

chnology Division, US Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock
land, IL 61299-7260.
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ARMY MMT PROGRAM REPRESENTATIVES 0

HQ. AMC
US Army Materiel Command
ATTN. AMCMT/Mr. F. Michel
5001 Eisenhower Avenue C: 202 274-8284/8298
Alexandria, VA 22333-0001 AV: 284-8284/8298

AMCCOM
US Army Armament, Munitions & Chemical Command
ATTN: AMSMC-PBS-A (R)/Mr. Carrol Schumacher C: 309 782-3517/3665
Rock Island, IL 61299-6000 AV; 793-3517/3665

US Army Armament, Munitions & Chemical Command
Armament Research and Development Center
ATTN- SMCAR-PMP-P/Mr. Donald J. Fischer C: 201 724-6092
Dover, NJ 07801 AV: 880-6092

e
US Army Armament, Munitions & Chemical Command
Chemical Research and Development Center
ATTN: SMCCR-PMI/Mr. John Kurtz
Building E5101 C: (301) 724-3418/3586
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD 21010 AV: 584-3418/3586/3010

US Army Armament, Munitions & Chemical Command
Production Base Modernization Agency
ATTN: AMSMC-PB (D)/Mr. Joseph Taglairino C: 201 724-3560/3563
Dover, NJ 07801 AV: 880-3560/3563

AMC Intern Training Center S
ATTN: AMXMC-ITC-E/Mr. Mickey Carter
Red River Army Depot C: 214 838-2001
Texarkana, TX 75507 AV: 829-2001

AMETA
US Army Management Engineering Training Activity 9
ATTN: AMXOM-SE/Mr. Paul Wagner C: 309 782-4041
Rock Island, IL 61299 AV: 793-4041

AMMRC
US Army Materials & Mechanics Research Center
ATTN: AMXMR-PP/Mr. John Gassner C: 617 923-5521 O

*Watertown, MA 02172 AV: 955-5521

AMRDL
US Army Applied Technology Laboratory
Army Research Technology Lab (AVSCOM)
ATTN: DAVDL-ATL-ATS/J. Waller C: 804 878-5921/2401 -
Fort Eustis, VA 23604 AV: 927-5921/2401
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P AVSCOM
US Army Aviation Systems Command
ATTN: AMSAV-PEC/Mr. Fred Reed
4300 Goodfellow Blvd. C: 314 263-3079/3080
St. Louis, MO 63120 AV: 693-3079/3080

CECOM
US Army Communications & Electronics Command C: 201 535-4926
ATTN: AMSEL-POD-P-G/Mr. Al Feddeler AV: 995-4926

ANSEL-PC-SI-I/Mr. Lean Field C: 201 532-4035
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703 AV: 992-4995

Department of the Army
ODCSRDA
ATTN: DAI4A-PPM-P/LTC S. Marsh
Room 3C400, The Pentagon C: 202 695-0507

*Washington, DC 20310 AV: 225-0506

DESCOM
US Ar my Depot Systems Command
ATTN: AMSDS-RM-EIT/Mr. Mike Ahearn C: 717 263-6591
Chambersburg, PA 17201 AV: 238-6591

ERADCOM
UAryElectronics R&D Command

* ATTN: AMDEL-PO-SP/Mr. Harold Garson
2800 Powder Mill Road C: 202 394-3812

*Adeiphi, MD 20983 AV: 290-3812

* HDL .
Harry Diamond Laboratories
ATTN- DELHD-PO-P/Mr. Julius Hoke

*2800 Powder Mill Road C: 202 394-1551
*Adelphi, 14D 20783 AV: 290-1551

* IBEA
-US Airmy Industrial Base Engineering Activity

*ATTN: AMXIB-M/Mr. James Carstens C: 309 782-5113
*Rock Island, IL 61299-7260 AV: 793-5113

-. MICOM
US Army Missile Command

*ATTN: AI4SMI-ET/Mr. Bobby Park C: 205 876-2147
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898 AV: 746-2147

* RIA
Rock Island Arsenal
ATTN: SMCRI-ENM/Mr. J. W. McGarvey C: 309 782-41429

*Rock Island, IL 61299-5000 AV: 793-4142

TACOM
- US Army Tank-Automotive Command

ATTN: AMSTA-RCKM/Mr. Donald Cargo C: 313 574-8709
Warren, MI 48090 AV: 786-8709
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TECOM
US Army Test & Evaluation Command
ATTN: AMSTE-AD-MIMr. William Deaver C: 301 278-3677
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005 AV: 283-3677

TMDE
US Army Test Measurement Diagnostic Equipment Support Group
ATTN: AMXTM-S/Mr. Ken Magnant C: 205 876-1850/2575
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898 AV: 746-1850/2575

TROSCOM
US Army Troop Support Command
ATTN: ANSTR-PT/Mr. Richard Green
4300 Goodfellow Blvd. C: 314 263-2878
St. Louis, MO 63120 AV: 693-2878

US Army Troop Support Command
Belvoir R&D Center
ATTN: STRBD-HE/Mr. K. K. Harris C: 703 664-5433
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060 AV: 354-5433

US Army Troop Support Command
* Natick R&D Center

ATTN: STRNC-EML/Mr. Ralph Merullo C: 617 651-4899
Natick, MA 01760 AV: 256-4899

WVA
Watervliet Arsenal
ATTN: SMCWV-PPI/Mr. William Garber C: 518 266-5319
Watervliet, NY 12189 AV: 974-5319
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AMX. B-MT
DISTRI BUTION-

Department of Defense:
OUSDRE (R&AT). The Pentagon, ATTN: Dr. Lloyd L. Lehn (2 cys)

Department of the Army:
HODA, OASARDA, The Pentagon, ATTN: Mr. William Takakoshi .'"."'"

IIQDA. DCSRDA, ATTN: DAMA-PPM-P/LTC S. Marsh -.

HQDA, DCSRDA, ATTN: DAMA-CS/MAJ Eby

HQDA, DCSRDA, ATTN: DAMA-CSM-P/Mr. John Mytryshyn
HQDA, DCSRDA, ATTN: DAMA-WSA/LTC Ron Williams
IQDA, DCSRDA, ATTN: DAMA-WSM/Mrs. Janet Fox

HQDA, DCSRDA, ATTN: DAMA-WSW/Mr. Jack Lynn

US Army Materiel Command:

Cdr, ATTN: AMCCG
Cdr, ATTN: AMCDE
Cdr, ATTN: AMCDMD
Cd r, ATTN: AMCDMR
Cdr, ATTN: AMCMT/Mr. Fred Michel (10 cys)
Cdr, ATTN. AMCPP

Cdr, ATTN: AMCPP-I
Cdr, ATTN: AMCPP-I/Ms. Mary Brittain

Cdr, ATTN: AMCTM-S
Cdr, ATTN: AMXAM-TL/Technical Library
Deputy Exec Dir for Conventional Ammo. ATTN: AMXED-AL/Mr. Jim Lutterback

US Army Armament. Munitions and Chemical Command: ..
Cdr, ATTN. AMSMC (D)
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-LCA-G (D)/Mr. Tony Beardell
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-PB (D)/Mr. Joseph Taglalrino (5 cys)

Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-PBM-EP (D)/Mr. Dave Fair

Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-QAR-I (D)/Mr. Mark Weinberg
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-QAS-T (D)/Mr. J. Vega
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-CG (R)
Cdr, ATTN: SMCAR-ESP-L (R)/Technical Library (3 cys), (Defense Technical
Information Center, ATTN: DDR-1 (2 cys)]

Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-LEP (R)/Mr. Bolton (6 cys)

Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-PBS-A (R)/Mr. Carrol Schumacher (2 cys)
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMC-QAE-B (R)/Mr. R. Fer
Cdr, Plastics Technical Evaluation Ctr., ATTN: Harry Pebly
PM, Tank Main Armaments Systems, ATTN: AMSMC-TMA (D)

US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command - Armament R&D Center:

Cdr, ATTN: SMCAR-PMP-P/Mr. Donald J. Fischer (7 cys)

Cdr, ATTN: SMCAR-TSS/Technical Library S
PM, Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems, ATTN: AMCPM-CAWS

US Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command - Chemical R&D Center:

Cdr, ATTN: SMCCR-PMI/Mr. John Kurtz, Mr. Joe Abbott (2 cys)
Cdr, ATTN: SMCCR-CLY-T/Technical Library
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AMXI B-MT
DISTRIBUTION (Cant 'd):

US Army Aviation Systems Command:
Cdr, ATTN: ANSAV
Cdr, ATTN: AMSAV-PEC/Mr. Fred Reed 0
Cdr, ATTN: AI4SAV-QE/Mr. A. Spratt
Cdr, ATTN: Technical Library
PM, Advanced Attack Helicopter, ATTN: AMCPM-AAH
PM, Blackhawk, ATTN: AMCPM-BH
PM, CH-47 Mod. Program, ATTN: AMCPM-CH47M

US Army Ballistic Research Lab:
Dir, ATTN: AMXBR-BL (A)
Dir, ATTN: ANXBR-TSB-S (A)

US Army Belvoir R&D Center:
Cdr, ATTN: STRBD
Cdr, ATTN: STRBD-HE/Mr. K. K. Harris (9 cys)
Cdr, ATTN: Technical Library

US Army Communications & Electronics Command:
Cdr, ATTN: AMSEL W
Cdr, ATTN: AMSEL-PA-M/Mr. C. Faulkner .
Cdr, ATTN: AMSEL-PC-SI-I/Mr. Leon Field
Cdr, ATTN: AMSEL-POD-P-C/Messrs. Feddeler, Esposito, Resnic (I cy ea)
Cdr, ATTN: RD&E Technical Documents Center

US Army Depot System Command:
Cdr, ATTN: AMSDS
Cdr, ATTN: AMSDS-QM/Mr. T. Wolf
Cdr, ATTN: AMSDS-RM-EIT/Mr. Mike Ahearn (2 cys)

US Army Electronics R&D Command:
Cdr, ATTN: ANDEL
Cdr, ATTN: AMDEL-PA/Mr. J. Goon
Cdr, ATTN: AMDEL-PO-SP/Mr. Harold Garson
Cdr, ATTN: DELET-R/Messrs. Key, Reich (2 cys ea)
Cdr, ATTN: DELEW-ES-PE/Mr. Al Bohnert

US Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center:
Dir, ATTN: AMXMR, AMXMR-M (1 cy ea)
Dir, ATTN: AMXMR-EO/Dr. Morton Kliman
Dir, ATTN: AMXMR-PP/Mr. John Gassner
Dir, ATTN: AMXMR-STQ/Mr. Paul Rolston

US Army Missile Command:
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMI
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMI-ET/Mr. Bob Austin, Mr. Bobby Park (5 cys)
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMI-IDB/Mr. Charles Laney, Jr. (4 cys)
Cdr, ATTN: AMSMI-RST/Mr. L. Chapman
Cdr, ATTN: RSIC/Documents
Cdr, ATTN: RSLCfMagazine Room
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US Army Natick R&D Center
CdATTN: STRNC

Cdr, ATTN: STRNC-EML/Mr. Ralph Merullo0
Cdr, ATTN: AMXTM-TRL/Technical Library -

(IS Army Tank-Automotive Command:
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTA
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTA-EBIMs. Vivian Buarkhalter
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTA-QAT/Mr. F. Braun0
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTA-RC(M/Mr. Don Cargo (5 cys)
Cdr, ATTN: Technical. Library
PM, Fighting Vehicle Armament. ATTN: ANCPM-FVA
PM, M-1 Tank System, ATTN: AMCPM-GCM

US Army Test and Evaluation Command-
Cdr , ATTN : AMSTE
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTE-AD-M/Mr. William Deaver (3 cys)

US Army Troop Support Command:
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTR
Cdr, ATTN: AMSTR-PT/Mr. Richard Green (3 cys) I

Cdr, ATTN: AMSTR-Q/Mr. W. Creel

Aberdeen Proving Ground:
Cr, ATTN: STEAP-MT-M/Mr. J. L. Sanders

PM Smoke/Obscurants (SMOKE), ATTN: AMCPM-SMK

Watervliet Arsenal:
Cdr, ATTN.- SMCWV-CO (2 cys)
Cdr. ATTN: SMCWV-ODP/Mr. Joseph Baran
Cdr, ATTN: SMCWV-PPI/Mr. William Garber (3 cys)
Cdr. ATTN: SMrWV-PPI /Mr. R. MaCabe
Cdr, Benet Wpns Lab, ATTN: AMSMC-LCB-S/Dr. F. Heiser (3 cys)
Cdr, Benet Wpns Lab, ATTN: AMSMC-LCB-SE/Mr. Gary Conlon
Cdr, Benet Wpns Lab, ATTN: AMSMC-LCB-TL/Tech Library

Arsenals:
Cdr, Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA), ATTN: SMCPB-CO (2 cys)
Cd r, Rock Island Arsenal (RIA), ATTN: SMCRI-CO (2 cys)
Cdr, Rock Island Arsenal (RIA), ATTN: SMCRI-ENM/Mr. 3. W. McGarvey (2 cys)
Cdr, Rocky Mountain Arsenal (RHA), ATTN: SMCRM-IS

Army Ammunition Plants:
Cdr, Crane AAA, ATTN: SMCCN, SMCCN-QAM-C/Mr. S. R. Caswell
Cdr, Hawthorne AAP, ATTN: SMCHW-CO
Cdr, Holston AAP. ATTN: SMCHiO-CO
Cdr, Indiana AAP, ATTN: SMCIN-CO
Cdr, Iowa AAP, ATTN: SMCIO-CO
Cdr, Kansas AAP, ATTN: SMCKA-CO
Cdr, Lake City AAP, ATTN: SMCLC-CO
Cdr, Lone Star AAP, ATTN: SMCLS-CO
Cdr, Longhorn AAP, ATTN: SMCLO-CO
Cdr, Louisiana AAP, ATTN: SMCLA-CO
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ArmAmmunition Plants (Cont'd).
Cdr, McAlester AAP. ATTN: -SMCMC-PM/Mr. Garold Stevens
Cdr. Milan AAP, ATTN: SMCMI-CO
Cdr, Mississippi AAP, ATTN: SMCMS
Cdr, Radford AAP, ATTN: SKCRA-CO
Cdr, Riverbank AAP, ATTN: SMCRB-CO
Cdr, Scranton AAP, ATTN: SMCSC-CO -

Depots:
Cdr, Anniston Army Depot, ATTN: SDSAN-1ID, SDSAN-DRM-MOD/R. W. Rlicker,
SDSAN-DRM-PPM/Mike Trowse

Cdr, Corpus Christi Army Depot. ATTN: SDSCC-MPT. SDSCC-CME/Brenda Lake,
SDSCC-MPI /Don Wells

Cdr, Letterkenny Army Depot, ATTN: SDSLE-MM, SDSLE-MME/Davil Kaufman.
SDSLE-KM/Michael Baccellieri

Cdr, Mainz Army Depot, ATTN: SDSMZ-FMD/Ruhy Demesone
Cdr, New Cumberland Army Depot, ATTN! SDSNC-ME, SDSNC-F/Joseph Bush,.

SDSNC-QQ-R/Technical Library
Cdr, Red River Army Depot, ATTN: SDSRR-MO, SDSRR-ME/Gary Fuller
Cdr, Sacramento Army Depot, ATTN: SDSSA-MPE, SDSSA-QSM-2/Mike Sheehan,
SDSSA-RPM-1 /Pat Coghlan

Cdr, Seneca Army Depot. ATTN: SDSSE-OP, SDSSE-FX/Scott Woodworth
Cdr. Sharpe Army Depot, ATTN: SI)SSH-R, SDSSH-FMD/John Creedon
Cdr, Sierra Army Depot, ATTN: SDSSI-EM, SDSSI-DED/Donald Smedes
Cdr, Tobyhanna Army Depot, ATTN: SDSTO-M, SDSTO-ME-E/Frank Estock, Technical

Library
Cdr, Tooele Army Depot, ATTN: SDSTE-MAE, SDSTE-FM/Stan Perkes

Army Organizations:
Dir. AMC Intern Training Center, ATTN: AMXMC-ITC-E/Mr. Carter, Mr. Achord
Cdr, Army Air Mobility R&D Labs, ATTN: Technical Library
Cdr, Army Applied Tech Labs, ATTN: DAVDL-ATL-ATS/Mr. J. Waller (3 cys)
Cdr, Army Foreign Science and Technology Center, ATTN: AMXST-MTl/

Mr. James Wamsley (2 cys)
Cdr. Army Logistics Management Center, ATTN: AMXMD
Dir, Army Management Engineering Training Activity, ATTN: AMXOM-SE/

Dr. Shallman (3 cys)
Cdr, Army Plant Rep Office. ATTN: SAVBV-Q/Mr. James Doyle
Cdr, Army Research Office, ATTN: AMXRO-AO
Cdr, Army Signals Warfare Lab, ATTN: DELSW-MP
Cdr, Detroit Arsenal Tank Plant, ATTN- AMCPM-M60-TP/Mr. Tom Zemke (2 cys)
Cdr, Dugway Proving Grounds, ATTN: Technical Library
Cdr, Harry Diamond Labs, ATTN: DELHD-CO (6 cys), DELHT)-PO-P/

Mr. Julius Hoke (3 cys)
Cdr, Night Vision & Electro-Optics Lab, ATTN: DELNV-SE
Cdr. White Sands Missile Range. ATTN: STEWS-TE-TL/Technical Library
Cdr, Yuma Proving Grounds, ATTN: Technical Library

NASA
Ames Research Center, ATTN: Dr. Walter Goldenrath
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avy Organizations:
Cdr, Long Beach Naval Shipyard, ATTN: Code 202.4/Mrs. Zeoli, Code 385/
Mr. Louis H. Smith

Cdr, Los Alamos National Laboratory, ATTN: A. P. Torres
Cdr, Naval Air Systems Command, ATTN: Code AIR 7640/Mr. R. A. Retta
Cdr, Naval Material Command, ATTN: Code 064/Mr. J. W. Mclnnis
Dir, Naval Mat Comd Ind Resources Detachment, Officer-In-Charge, Bldg. 75-2 .'-

Cdr, Naval Ocean Systems Ctr, ATTN: Code 926/Dr. Wil Watson
Cdr, Naval Sea Systems Command, ATTN: Code SEA-05R23/Mr. T. E. Draschil
Cdr, Naval Ship Systems Engrg Station, ATTN: 035.1
Cdr, Naval Surface Wpns Ctr/Dahlgren, ATTN: Code G-52/Mr. E. E. Rowe, Jr.
Cdr, Naval Surface Wpns Ctr/Dahlgren Lab, ATTN: Code E 431
Cdr, Naval Surface Wpns Ctr/White Oak Lab, ATTN: Code E345/Mr. Chas. McFann

Cdr, Naval Weapons Ctr, ATTN: Code 36404

kir Force:
Cdr, Air Force, ATTN: USAF/RDCM/MAJ E. Ross, The Pentagon
Cdr, Air Force Systems Command, ATTN: AFSC/DLF, AFSC/PPD, SD/PDP/Mr. Henry

Black, ASD/ENSID/Mr. John Hiles
Cdr, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Lab, ATTN: AFWAL/LT, AFWAL/LTE, AFWAL/LTM,

AFWAL/LTN, AFWAL/MLSS (1 cy ea)
Cdr, Hanscom AFB, ATTN: AFGL-SULL/R. Bergmann, Mr. John Orphanos
Dir, Marshall Space Flight Center, ATTN: AT-01/Mr. Walt Crumpton
Cdr, San Antonio Air Logistics Ctr, ATTN: B. Boisvert-MMEI, Kelly AFB

Department of Energy:
Dir, ATTN: DOE/NBL/Mr. Warren McGonnagle

Professional Societies:
Aerospace Industries Association (2 cys) - -

ATTN: Mr. Walter Weitner, 1725 Desales St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036
American Defense Preparedness Association (2 cys)

ATTN: Mr. William Holt, 1700 N. Moore Street, Arlington, VA 22209
American Society for Metals (I cy)

ATTN: Mr. James Hontas, Metals Park, OH 44073
American Society for Testing and Materials (2 cys)

ATTN: Mr. Samuel F. Etris, Special Assistant, 1916 Race Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Assoc. for Intergrated Mfg Tech (2 cys)
ATTN: Ms. Marti DeGraaf, Ill East Wacker Dr., Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60601

Cast Metal Federation (2 cys)
ATTN: Mr. William E. Gephardt, Chairman, Govt. Supply Committee,

4870 Packard Road, Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Defense Logistics Agency (I cy)

ATTN: Mr. Garland Smith, Airways Blvd., Memphis, TN 38114
Electronic Industrial Association (20 cys)

ATTN: Mr. Jean Caffiaux, 2001 1 St., N.W., Washington, DC 20006
Forging Industry Association (10 cys)

ATTN: Mr. C. G. Scofield, Room 1121, 55 Public Square,
Cleveland, OH 44113
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Professional Societies (Cont'd)!
Metcut Research Associates. Inc. (2 cys)

ATTN: Mr. John Kahies, 3980 Rosslyn Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45209
MTTAC Headquarters Office (1 cy)*; -

ATTN: Mr. Thomas B. Turner, Prudential Plaza, Suite 2109, Chicago, IL 60601
US Coast Guard, ATTN: Mr. George Quillivan, 5111 S. 8th Road, Arlington, VA
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